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Abstract

This thesis investigates the factors influencing the adaptation of foreign words to

English, beyond traditional phonological parameters such as sonority distance. The

data examined were produced in an on-line adaptation task to study purely linguis-

tic rather than orthographic or historical influences. The adapted words contain

only lesser-studied phonotactic problems rather than segmental ill-formedness. The

choice of Russian as a donor and English as a borrowing language allow the study

of adaptations in a setting which allows a further strategy of alteration of ill-formed

consonant clusters beyond vowel epenthesis and consonant deletion, namely the

substitution of segments to change one cluster into another. In contrast to previ-

ous research, English production of Russian stimuli with initial consonant clusters

showed that segment change is applied frequently, comparable to the amount of

vowel epenthesis. Extensive variation was observed, both in ratio of successful

production, and in the choice and distribution of adaptation strategy.

The factors in adaptation investigated were the sonority distance of the for-

eign clusters, as well as concepts which have received much recent attention within

phonology, namely gradient grammaticality, similarity and frequency: English na-

tive speaker judgments were collected about the perceived grammaticality of foreign

clusters and the similarity between targets and adaptations, while the frequency of

possible adaptations in English was calculated from a corpus of spoken English. Re-

sults show that sonority cannot explain the variation in adaptation. Furthermore,

frequency has no influence on the choice of adaptation; however, higher perceived

badness results in a higher percentage of adaptations, and perceived similarity is

decisive for the choice of adaptations. A comparison of similarity judgments of En-

glish and Russian listeners suggested that, in keeping with Steriade (2001), there

are some cross-linguistically corresponding rankings of similarity; however, differ-

ences between languages due to phonotactics and phonetic detail were also found.

In summary, the experiment results suggest that the adaptation of loanwords oc-

curs in both in perception and production; furthermore, it is determined both by

L1 specifics and cross-linguistic tendencies, an thus neither a straightforward appli-

cation of L1 phonology nor completely independent of language background.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to examine which factors influence the adaptation of loan-

words, i.e. of foreign words entering a speaker’s native language. Loanword research

has been at the heart of the debate on the resolution of conflicts between two dif-

ferent phonologies; it lends itself to investigating the mechanisms which underlie

such a resolution, since in a loanword situation there is a definite previous form of

the word available - as it is produced in the language where it originates from -

which can be compared to the adapted form in the borrowing language to study

the mechanisms of change.

In the literature, there is disagreement on several issues in adaptation, such as

whether the adaptation process is a phonological or a phonetic one, and whether

the potential influence that a speaker’s native language may exert on his or her

perceptual system is a decisive or even relevant part in this process. The experi-

mental strategy in this thesis is therefore initially to produce a corpus of adapted

loanwords unaffected by non-linguistic influences such as historical developments or

orthography; subsequently, it is tested whether factors which have been suggested

in the literature on existing loanwords, such as phonological parameters, the na-

tive lexicon, L1-specific perception or phonetics, are responsible for the adaptation

strategies.

The results of the experiments which are necessary to measure and evaluate

factors in adaptation serve to contribute to debates in loanword research as well as

to current topics in phonology such as the role of frequency and the relationship

between perception and phonology.

1.1 Conflicting phonologies

A number of trends in phonology in recent years have tended away from treating

phonology as its own self-contained discipline, and towards investigating the role

of its relationship with aspects of language research that are outside what used

to be thought of as phonological theory proper. First in line of these is of course

phonetics, and the debate about the phonetic grounding (Pierrehumbert 2000) and,

1
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within the framework of Optimality Theory, the putative universality of phonolog-

ical constraints (as put forward in Prince & Smolensky 1993), which may or may

not be drawn from phonetic principles, has attracted contradiction (Stemberger &

Bernhardt 1999). The interface between phonetics and phonology has been subject

of discussion, as in Keating (1989) and Pierrehumbert (1990), or indeed the spe-

cial issue on the phonetics-phonology interface of the Journal of Phonetics which

contains Pierrehumbert’s paper. Other, closely related areas of investigation have

been the relationship between phonology and perception, as in Hume (1999) and

Hume & Johnson (2001b), and between phonology and the lexicon (Johnson 2004,

Broe 1993) as well as frequency of usage (Bybee 2001, Pierrehumbert 2003), and

variability and gradience in phonology (Hayes 2000, Boersma & Hayes 2001).

A field of research which is well suited to adding new insights into the rela-

tionship of phonology to perception, as well as to frequency, is that of conflict

between two phonologies - be it in a setting of historical change, multilingualism

or multidialectism, in second language acquisition (or indeed, any kind of language

acquisition) or, as in this thesis, loanwords. In the case of new loanwords, listeners

are confronted with single words from a foreign language, which are subsequently

incorporated into their own. This means that the speakers have to resolve a clash

between a new system that provides a certain output (i.e. the word as it is pro-

nounced in the foreign language), and a familiar one for which this output is not

well-formed. These clashes often result in modifications to the words of the non-

native language to be partly or completely consistent with the native language

(L1), i.e. in what is termed loanword adaptations. These adaptations are far from

an obvious straightforward application of L1 phonology, and so the study of the

adaptation of foreign words provides material also for the new directions in phonol-

ogy listed above. For example, the review of loanword literature will show that the

relevance of perceptual similarity and phonetic detail and their influence on loan-

word adaptation are the most hotly discussed topics in loanword research today;

this means that perception and phonetics are discussed with regard to a process

which was long regarded as a purely phonological one.

This thesis will therefore examine on-line experimental productions of loan-

words, the variation in the output, and the factors bearing on the adaptations.

The factors under investigation are well-known phonological principles, as well as

concepts which have only recently moved into focus. For example, the gradient

grammaticality of foreign structures is explored, as well as the frequency of poten-

tial adaptations in the native lexicon, and the perceived similarity (the nature of

which is compared cross-linguistically) between a foreign form and potential native
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adaptations. The implications of the results for loanword adaptation specifically,

and the broader issues in current phonological theory, are discussed in chapter 6.

1.2 Loanwords

1.2.1 Types of adaptations

Loanwords are words of one language, termed the source (or donor) language, that

enter, often through the mediation of bilingual speakers, a borrowing (or recipient)

language. In the process of entering the borrowing language, phonetic, phonemic,

phonotactic or prosodic characteristics of these words change in the vast majority

of cases. As an example of a phonetic change, the first vowel of the French pronun-

ciation of souvenir and its adapted form in English are both transcribed as /u/,

yet are phonetically very different.

Phonemic changes occur for example when the borrowing language’s inventory

lacks a phoneme in the loanword, such as in gemütlich /gemytlIç/, where English

speakers substitute /u/ and /k/ for the German phonemes /y/ and /ç/, respectively.

Further examples are the replacement of English interdentals by voiceless /s, t, f/

and voiced /z, d, v/ by learners with different language backgrounds, and the merger

of the English lax high vowels /I, U/ with their tense counterparts /i, u/ by native

speakers of languages with five-vowel systems, for example Spanish and Greek.

A further kind of loanword adaptation occurs on the level of syllable structure:

when the phonotactics of the borrowing language does not allow sound combina-

tions or sounds in certain contexts as they occur in the borrowed word, phonemes

are altered, inserted or deleted to satisfy the requirements of the speakers’ L1. For

example, in Russian and German word-final obstruents are devoiced, which is of-

ten applied also in loanwords from English. In terms of syllable structure, there is

an abundance of loanwords of English and French origin to be found in Japanese,

or Bantu and Khoisan languages, where the borrowing languages mostly have CV

syllable structure and therefore do not allow consonant clusters. In many of these

cases vowels are epenthesised between the consonants, however there is also dele-

tion of input consonants. For example, Zulu /ifulegi/ is a reflex of English flag

(Khumalo 1984); the adaptation of French voyou (/vwaju/) in Fula (a Niger-Congo

language) is /waju/ (Paradis 1995). There are also interactions between phonemic

and phonotactic conflicts, as mentioned by Rochet (1995) for French learners of

English in perceptual terms: the most frequent misperception of English /T/ is /s/,

whereas if the same sound is preceding /r/ word-initially, it is instead perceived as

/f/, resulting in the - in both English and French - well-formed /fr/ rather than the

ill-formed initial /sr/.
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Finally, prosodic adaptations take place for example where stress is marked

differently or unrecognisably for listeners of the borrowing language (e.g. Shinohara

2004), or where an output form of the source language, for example from English,

has to be mapped onto tone languages such as Cantonese (e.g. Silverman 1992) or

Yoruba (Kenstowicz 2004).

In some loanword situations, especially where a large amount of foreign vocab-

ulary enters a language, the assimilation to the L1 system may not be complete.

As early as 1948, Firth made this observation in his “polysystemic” descriptions of

language. He notes that the lexicon of a given language may have different strata,

each with a different phonology (Firth 1948). Pike & Fries (1949) discussed the

issue, naming it “coexistent phonemic systems”, using the example of a Central

American language, Mazateco, which had been heavily influenced by Spanish, and

as a result contained a subset of lexical items that did not conform to Mazateco, but

were only incompletely assimilated. In the native vocabulary of Mazateco, stops in

postnasal position are always voiced, but in the set of loans from Spanish this is

not the case, for example in ’siento’ (hundred). Thus native speakers of Mazateco

work with two conflicting phonologies. The same phenomenon occurs in Japanese,

as discussed by Ito & Mester (1999) (described below): the whole Japanese lexicon

can be divided into four extensive sets of lexical items that each comply with a

different grammar.

1.2.2 Adaptation scenarios

There are degrees of a loanword being a part of the borrowing language’s lexicon,

ranging from an elicited form (in an experiment situation), where the speaker has

no knowledge of the source language, to a fully established loanword that has been

an integral part of the borrowing language for centuries. A further variable is the

degree of community bilingualism: Haugen (1950)1 divides the continuum into three

stages:

1. the pre-bilingual period, where only a small number of adults are bilingual

and there is a high degree of variability in adapted forms

2. the adult bilingualism period, where most adults are bilingual and adapted

forms show increased uniformity,

3. childhood bilingualism, where children grow up bilingually and thus do not

have to learn the second language as adults

Furthermore, a non-bilingual scenario can be added, such as, in the very early

stages of language contact, monolingual speakers who only adopt single words from

1quoted in Paradis & LaCharité (1997)
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a language without having acquired or being in the process of acquiring the source

language.

To determine whether the status of the majority of speakers in terms of bilingual-

ism is relevant to loanword research, it is necessary to establish whether knowledge

of the source language has any influence on adaptations (cf. Silverman 1992 in

section 1.3.2). Either way, it could be argued that in most communities there is a

sizable proportion of monolingual speakers, in which case the loanword form that

will eventually be established will be shaped by the monolingual, not the bilingual

speakers. In this study the issue has been excluded by investigating only adapta-

tions by speakers without knowledge of the source language.

1.3 Debates

Many of the following issues are interrelated. Some of them are specific to loan-

words; some have been discussed mainly regarding phonology proper, some mainly

within second language acquisition (SLA). However, all pertain to the question of

loanword phonology, or rather, the relationship of loanword adaptations to phono-

logical systems.

1.3.1 The relationship of loanwords to second language acquisition

Silverman (1992, described in 1.3.2) claims that even bilinguals will not employ their

knowledge of the source language’s phonology when they perceive and adapt loan-

words; this means that, for example, in a Cantonese setting, a Cantonese/English

bilingual would perceive English words like a monolingual Cantonese speaker does.

Silverman cites evidence of an experiment in which English/Spanish bilinguals used

different VOT boundaries depending on which language the experiment was set in,

i.e. switched languages (Elman et al. 1977).2 Thus, loanwords and second language

acquisition may be different in whether knowledge of the source or second language

is influencing the non-native speaker productions or not.

On the other hand, it is reasonable to assume that the patterns will be similar:

what is often produced non-targetlike by learners in language acquisition is likely to

be changed in loanword adaptation, too. For example, native speakers of German

often substitute /E/ for the /a/ or /æ/ of English band, both when producing

English utterances as learners, and when using band as a loanword in a German

context. Furthermore, the changes observed between source form and adapted form

may afford insights into the phonology of the borrowing language which cannot be

gained from native data (in optimality-theoretic terms, hidden constraint rankings

2However, this is not generalisable for all loanword situations, since the speakers were merely
shifting the boundary on a continuum which was the basis of classification for both languages, but
it is not a case of phonemes being present in one language, but not the other.
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that account for variable degrees of assimilation, as in Davidson 2000, Ito & Mester

1999; examples are described in the next section). This additional information may

account for acquisition difficulties specific to learners with a specific first language.

Nevertheless, it is important to remember that the aims of loanword adaptation

and second language acquisition are different: whereas in adaptation, the goal is

communication with fellow speakers of the borrowing language, the goal of second

language acquisition is to converse with speakers of the foreign language. This

means that there is little incentive to switch out of one’s native system with loan-

words; speakers rather incorporate foreign elements to fit. In acquiring a language,

learners are attempting to modify their grammar permanently by utilising the in-

formation contained in the foreign words they encounter, and to produce foreign

words target-like in order to be understood by native speakers of the relevant lan-

guage. Thus, while it would be a mistake to ignore findings from second language

acquisition in loanword research, we need to keep in mind that there can be no

one-to-one translation of results.

1.3.2 L1 phonology and loanword phonology

Loanword processes are caused by the borrowing language’s phonology in that the

result is greater conformity of the loanword to this phonology. Nevertheless, there

is disagreement as to the relationship between the native phonology and a puta-

tive loanword phonology (in fact, there is disagreement even on whether loanword

phonology is phonology at all). The question whether these adaptations are purely

grammar-driven, or if other factors such as perception also play a role, will be

discussed below.

Traditionally, loanword research has viewed the adaptation process as a purely

phonological one, with the input of the loanword production process being the

phonological surface form of the word in the donor language, the output the surface

form in the borrowing language, and the differences between the two grammars

resulting in the mapping of one onto the other, through generative rules. In contrast

to using specific phonological rules producing the adapted form of the loanword, it

has been debated whether there is a cross-linguistically applied strategy (Paradis

& LaCharité 1997), i.e. one that is active in all loanword adaptation processes, or

whether the process of adaptation is mostly identical to applying the phonology of

the borrowing language.

The claims regarding the relationship between loanword phonology and the na-

tive phonology, and between L1 specificity of adaptation and universal strategies,

are to some extent connected to the framework one works in, and range from a

view of loanword phonology as the native phonology “in action”, i.e. consisting
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of exactly the same grammar (as following naturally from an optimality-theoretic

background), to the idea that loanword phonologies are separate from L1, and cross-

linguistically more similar to each other than the native phonology of a language is

to its loanword counterpart. The latter view implies that there are universal, not

language-specific, processes at work. An intermediate view is that, as Singh (1995)

put it, loanword phonology is not exactly the same, but a derivative extension of

native phonology.

Singh’s view of loanword phonology, as indeed of child phonology and native

phonology, is as a part of a larger phonological competence, a pool of knowledge,

which any speaker of any language is endowed with. Loan phonology cannot neces-

sarily be predicted from native phonology. Evidence for his position is an adaptation

process in Yoruba, where a foreign final voiced obstruent is adapted as its voiceless

counterpart, although the native vocabulary does not contain any final obstruents.3

Singh concludes that infants are born endowed with all possible processes, of which

they have to discard those which are not part of their native phonology. This is

closely related to Stampe’s Natural Phonology (e.g. Stampe 1979), and is also

reminiscent of the OT idea of a universal set of innate constraints, except that it

speaks of processes rather than constraints. Singh’s definition of phonology and its

acquisition is the following:

“What is learnt in learning the phonology of a language is the set of

conditions that trigger repair, or, to put it differently, the phonology of

a language is, primarily, the set of conditions that inhibit these repairs

- what is normally called the phonology of a language as a constrained,

derivative, delimitation of the phonological competence of its speakers.”

Kager (1999) describes problems for rule-based theories as lying mainly in the

adaptation of foreign syllable structure and in the duplication of rules in native

and loan phonology with the same effect, for example devoicing final consonants

in both native and loanwords. Additionally, there is the question how loanword

rules deal with sounds that are not contained in the native language. Unless it

is stipulated that, underlyingly, a language may contain all possible segments and

features (and the processes changing them, as in Singh), or that rules are heavily

feature-based rather than specifically about phonemes, sounds such as /T/ or /x/

pose a problem, as there are no rules dealing specifically with these sounds in many

3Within optimality theory, however, a solution for this case is rather straightforward: in the
native system faithfulness would be ranked below a constraint against final obstruents, which in
turn would be harmonically below a constraint against final voiced obstruents. For loanwords,
faithfulness is promoted to an intermediate rank, making the effect of the constraint against final
voiced obstruents visible.
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languages. Thus, for illegal segments, or at least for segments with inactive features,

specific loan rules would have to be proposed.

In contrast to the traditional rule-based theories, Paradis & LaCharité (1997)

propose a Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies (TCRS) to deal with loan-

word adaptation. TCRS is a loan phonology theory suggesting that adaptations are

aimed at fulfilling language-specific constraints; the (serial) derivations are, how-

ever, bound by inviolable, universal meta-constraints about adaptation behaviour,

such as the Preservation Principle (favouring epenthesis over deletion), the Mini-

mality Principle (demanding as little change as possible on the lowest phonological

level, for example on the segmental level rather than the syllabic one), and the

Threshold Principle (if a universal threshold of two repairs within a domain would

be overstepped, deletion instead of epenthesis occurs). These work according to

a Phonological Hierarchy, which defines this minimality in a hierarchy of phono-

logical constituents; syllables are more highly ranked than segments, which are in

turn higher than features with dependent feature, which is higher than a terminal

feature. Repairs should apply at the lowest possible level and in minimal numbers.

If the universal threshold of two repairs is violated, deletion occurs rather than

change. This results in the favouring of epenthesis over deletion, which is exempli-

fied in the overwhelming part of their data. The theory can be exemplified through

the different adaptation strategies for French classe /klas/ and voyou /vwaju/ to

Fula /kalas/ and /waju/, respectively. In one case, an illegal cluster is resolved

through vowel epenthesis, in the other one of the consonants is deleted. Since both

/k/ and /l/ are legal Fula segments, the two steps of repair for /klas/ consist in

nucleus insertion and the spreading of the following vowel. /v/, however, is not a

phoneme of Fula; hence the third step of adapting /v/ to a legal segment would be

necessary. However, this procedure exceeds the threshold of two repair steps and is

therefore abandoned in favour of /v/ deletion.

TCRS holds to some extent an intermediate place between rule- and constraint-

based theories. The question of defining what exactly constitutes a repair step, as

well as the rigid universal threshold of two repairs not allowing for different settings,

could be perceived as weaknesses of this model.

When evaluating their claims, one should also bear in mind that much of the idea

of universality in loanword adaptation may reflect the history of political, economic

and cultural imperialism: a substantial amount of loanwords originate in English

or French, adapted into the various native languages of the peoples in the empires,

a great many of which are CV languages or avoid clusters, whereas in English and

French much more marked syllable structures are possible. Thus many adaptation

processes are similar in that they break up clusters and resyllabify codas as onsets,
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and putative universal strategies have much the same effect as language-specific

ones. Indeed, one would expect a certain similarity among loanword adaptation,

since, if there is an adaptation, the direction is from marked to more unmarked

structures, from as from complex to single onsets, but not the reverse.

With the rise of Optimality Theory a view opposite to the one exemplified by

Paradis’ TCRS has gained ground, i.e. that loanword phonology is not a cross-

linguistically applied strategy which exists in addition to L1 phonology, but that

loanword phonology is merely the native phonology “in action”, where the input

is evaluated by the same hierarchy of constraints, possibly with a promotion of

faithfulness in the hierarchy applied to foreign words (Ito & Mester 1999, Davidson

2001).

For example, Lombardi (2000) deals with the issue of differential substitution

(mostly in second language acquisition), where a foreign sound is altered differently

by speakers of different languages or in diverse contexts. In the case of the English

interdentals, Weinberger (1990) had used underspecification theory to claim that

the respective substitutions are the most underspecified segments of the borrowing

languages. Conversely, Lombardi argues that in some languages it is required that

a constraint which militates against a changing of the value of [continuant] is split

in two for continuants and stops, which results in /T/ retaining frication in one case,

but being altered to a stop in the other. Lombardi’s explanation is in accord with

the data. Alternatively, differential substitution may be stemming from differential

perception, as discussed in 1.3.4.

Ito & Mester (1999) also approach the issue from an optimality theoretic back-

ground. They show that in Japanese, beginning with the native core vocabulary

(Yamato), via the set words of Chinese origin, to recent loans for instance from En-

glish each sublexicon respects a smaller set of the restrictions of Japanese phonology,

i.e. remains closer (more faithful) to the word in the donor language than Japanese

phonology would suggest. In terms of optimality theory, Ito & Mester’s adopted

framework, this means that faithfulness (F) constraints are ranked differently with

respect to markedness (M) constraints for different parts of the lexicon. For all of

them, within the sets of M and F constraints the hierarchy is the same. However,

F constraints are ranked differently with respect to markedness, so the strata are

schematically defined by the following hierarchies4:

4The numbers express the ranking within F and M constraints, respectively; for example, F1
>> F2, i.e. F1 is ranked higher than F2.
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1. M1 >> M2 >> M3 >> M4 >> all F

2. M1 >> M2 >> M3 >> F1 >> M4 >> F2

3. M1 >> M2 >> F1 >> M3 >> F2 >> M4

4. M1 >> F1 >> M2 >> M3 >> F2 >> M4

The first stratum will apply to the core lexicon, the other strata are more and

more peripheral, i.e. they observe continually fewer of the markedness constraints.

This way, new additions to the vocabulary will be in the most peripheral stratum,

and their form will be preserved rather than assimilated.

Following on, Ito & Mester (1999) apply this to the issue of impossible nativisa-

tion, and determine L1 constraint rankings which cannot be determined on the basis

of L1 data. These are rankings which only have an influence on native speakers’

output when they are confronted with a conflicting system, for example incoming

loanwords. One example is that of the German adaptation of English story, /stO�i/,

where two possible repairs are /st/ > /St/ and /�/ > /ö/, yielding the fully na-

tivised /StOöi/. However, not all combinations of these repairs are possible. The

concept of impossible nativisations is introduced, which are theoretically possible,

partially adapted forms (here: /StO�i/), which do not occur, while other partially

adapted forms exist (here: /stOöi/). From these hidden rankings can be established,

in this case *�> *[sC (the constraint against the approximant /r/ is ranked above

the constraint against initial /s/ followed by a consonant).

In a similar vein, Davidson (2000) attempts to establish these hidden rankings

by asking English speakers to produce Polish CC clusters which are prohibited in

English. Her method is to attempt to keep speakers in their monolingual English

mode whilst eliciting renditions of Polish nonsense words, thus ensuring the employ-

ment of the English grammar rather than of what she terms a “foreign register”.

Her results show convincingly that, of a selection of CC clusters illegal in English,

not all are equally unacceptable and prone to adaptation, but some are more easily

imitated by English speakers than others. Again, a hierarchy of hidden rankings

is established, however with a large number of constraints composed of local con-

junctions of up to four separate lower-ranked constraints. The output forms differ

only in the rank that is assigned to faithfulness in any particular instance, which is

highly dependent on the speaker and the situation.

According to Ito & Mester and Davidson, in the optimality theory view, loan-

words can provide evidence for the constraint ranking within the native phonology,

and predict which nativisation processes are possible and which are not. A solely

rule-based grammar cannot predict which of its rules may be abandoned in loan-

word adaptation and which cannot. Similarly, Paradis’ Theory of Constraints and
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Repair Strategies, as an account with inviolable universal claims about the nature

of adaptation, cannot predict differences such as in the Japanese strata (for exam-

ple, between the older, Chinese borrowings, and the recent, mostly English ones).

Rule-based theories usually concentrate on one level of borrowings rather than ex-

plaining differences between levels. optimality theory, on the other hand, may not

predict which adaptations will take place, but can predict what is possible and what

is not, as in the above example of English story being adapted in German.

1.3.3 The input - perception and production of loanwords

At first glance it seems clear what the input to a borrower’s native phonology is:

the output of a word in a different language. It is not quite as easy as it seems,

however: the output that borrowers are confronted with is an acoustic signal and

not a phonological representation - i.e. not the same kind of representation as the

input to the native language production phonology.

The question which arises is whether or not an additional transformation is

necessary - preceding the application of loanword phonology - to arrive at the

phonological representation of the foreign word, which is then modified by loan-

word phonology. Does the process of mapping the incoming, acoustically detailed

speech signal onto a linguistic representation - i.e. what will be referred to as per-

ception in this thesis - result in a change from the source language surface form? If

perception takes place without difficulty like the perception of native words, then

the input representation is already fixed. If, on the other hand, the perception pro-

cess works differently for native and foreign input, for example if it filters out certain

structures which do not comply with the borrower’s phonology, further questions

must be answered: what is the result of this filtering process? How is it influenced

by the first language? How are its results converted into a phonological representa-

tion? Here loanword research can be informed by results from other areas, such as

second language acquisition, and then existing loanword data can be re-evaluated

to establish the relationship of loanword adaptations to phonology.

Until recently for many researchers, apart from Silverman (1992), this had not

been an issue at all, in that they tacitly assume that borrowers can utilise at least

features, segments and stress patterns of the original output, if not syllable struc-

ture. On the other hand, in research on second language acquisition, perception

plays an important role: the perception of foreign phonemes is influenced consid-

erably by the learners’ native phonology and thus a major source of mistakes and

difficulties with the phonological system of the learned language. Learners tend

to project new phones onto phonemes of their first language; for example, French

learners often perceive English [T] as /s/ Rochet (1995). These had been mostly
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ignored in loanword research, although it is all the more likely to be of interest for

loanwords, which are adapted not only by bilinguals and language learners, but also

by monolinguals.

However, in the wake of Silverman’s article splitting the adaptation process into

Perceptual and Operational Levels, the question of the input has developed into

the key issue of loanword research, and is hotly discussed in current work. Rather

than explicitly referring to the input to loan (or L1) phonology, the issue is now

called the perception/production debate: depending on the viewpoint taken, the

input may not be a relevant concept in loanword adaptation anymore.

There are three main points of view: one, loanwords are altered in production

only (as was previously assumed); two, adaptations occur both in perception and

production; and finally, adaptations occur in perception only.

Production only

The traditional point of view is stated expressly in Paradis and LaCharité’s loan-

word theory, TCRS, as well as by Jacobs & Gussenhoven (2000) in a reanalysis of

Cantonese loanword data discussed in Silverman (1992) and Yip (1993). They claim

that humans possess a ”universal phonological vocabulary”, with the aid of which

borrowers analyse the foreign word as spoken by native speakers, and translate it

into their own representation, which matches the output of the source language

exactly. Whether the native language has the sounds and features in question in

its inventory or grammar is irrelevant, as the speakers’ competence includes all

possible sounds of all languages equally. This extreme position is hardly tenable:

firstly, although infants are very good at discriminating all speech sounds until

about six months of age, this ability decreases the more children are exposed to in-

put of the native language (Werker & Tees 1984). Secondly, it contradicts abundant

second-language evidence that language learners do have difficulty perceiving some

non-native contrasts. Moreover, the realisations of the same phoneme in different

languages differ greatly in their phonetic detail, such as spectral specifications, or

voice onset times (VOT) for consonants.

Like Jacobs and Gussenhoven’s, Steriade’s (e.g. Steriade 2005) view of loanword

adaptation does not include a direct contribution of perception to the adaptation: in

her model the input to the production phonology is not altered from the surface form

in the source language. However, the production phonology which does effect the

adaptations is, in her optimality-theoretic view, heavily influenced by perceptual

considerations: the ranking of the output-output faithfulness constraints which

militate against adaptations is dependent on how perceptible the relevant change

is. The more perceptible the alteration, the higher the corresponding faithfulness
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constraint is ranked. This results in less perceptible changes such as devoicing

being cross-linguistically predominant, for example in loanwords. Miao (2005) uses

the same approach and adds experimental support for a correspondence between

adaptations and what are perceived to be the most similar forms, for loanwords

adapted into Mandarin Chinese.

Kang (2003) and Yip (2002) water down the strictness of Steriade’s approach to

some extent by, whilst still viewing production as the locus of adaptation, making

limited reference to the phonetic surface form of the foreign word. Yip (2002) adds

a family of freely rankable, loanword-specific Mimic constraints to her production

grammar, which “relates the output to a specific sub-type of input, a demonstrably

foreign form” (p.5). For example, Mimic-Quality favours the retention of similar

formant values of a foreign vowel and its adapted form. Kang (2003), in her analysis

of loanwords in Korean, proposes a constraint family promoting perceptual similar-

ity, called BeSimilar, in favour of input and output strings corresponding in certain

characteristics, such as consonant releases. Again, this necessitates that the input

of loanword adaptation is unlike a standard phonological underlying representation

in generative phonology, but that some phonetic information is retained in the in-

put to the production grammar. These models form a kind of intermediate step

between the “production only” and the “perception and production” approaches,

by making reference to perceptual phonetic similarity between foreign and adapted

form, albeit without adaptation taking place during the perception process. This

solution has a theoretical drawback: since it must contain a certain amount of pho-

netic information, e.g. about consonant releases, the characteristics of the loanword

input differs from the L1 underlying forms, whilst nevertheless applying the same

production phonology (plus added faithfulness constraints to them).

Perception and production

The view that perception contributes to adaptation directly was first put forward by

Silverman, and Yip (1993), analysing the same data set of Cantonese loanwords, the

former in terms of rules, the latter within optimality theory. They both subscribe

to a Perceptual (acoustic) Level (Scansion 1) taking place before any phonological

adaptations, and selecting in terms of the segment inventory of the native language:

segments that cannot be mapped onto “native feature matrices” are represented as

a native segment that they closely resemble. This level acts as a filter, which only

well-formed segments pass through and provides syllable nodes for salient conso-

nants such as /s/. For example, since Cantonese does not have contrastive voicing,

the result of the perceptual scan of a voiced stop, such as in English game, is voice-

less, as in [kEm]. Only then the Operational Level (Scansion 2) scans this sequence
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of well-formed native segments, which may, however, violate structural constraints,

for example by being in a disallowed syllable position, and effects necessary struc-

tural changes. Silverman and Yip agree that phonotactic differences between two

languages do not influence the perception of foreign words, and are only resolved in

production, for example by vowel epenthesis breaking up clusters or consonant dele-

tion (for some non-salient problematic consonants which have not been assigned a

syllable node in Scansion 1), and the occlusivisation of fricatives to avoid disallowed

fricative codas.

Silverman’s work has unquestionably made an important point: before apply-

ing a phonological grammar to loanwords, the role of perception must be made

clear. Intuitively, this distinction between a perceptual and operational level equals

roughly a distinction between segmental (as well as tonal) and syllable-structural

adaptations. On the other hand, this kind of clear-cut division may not always be

possible, and the application of phonological feature matrices during the perception

of phonetic material may be conceptually problematic. Also, this would appear to

pose a challenge for optimality theory, as used by Yip: the segment inventory and

phonology are not understood as two independent entities, but crucially depend on

each other. If there were two levels, this would mean that the same grammar is at

work twice, once with the “inventory part” of the grammar (i.e. filtering out illegal

segments during the Perceptual Level), and subsequently with the phonotactic part

(repairing syllable structure in the Operational Level), which is problematic in this

framework.

Salience is also a difficult issue, most obviously for Yip, as Jacobs & Gussen-

hoven (2000) remark: she employs a constraint parse (salient), which is treated as

universal - as constraints are in optimality theory, and also because it is employed

in loanword adaptation cross-linguistically -, although research in second language

suggests an influence of L1 on speech perception (see section 1.3.4/2). Also, if the

perceptual level is indeed pre-grammatical, as Silverman claims, it is not immedi-

ately obvious how optimality-theoretic constraints fit in to decide on the salience

of elements of the input.

A further problem arises for Silverman’s analysis (and for the “perception only”

claim described below) when one considers languages with very small phoneme

inventories: speakers of Hawaiian would, however many languages they learn, only

be able to perceive a minimal amount of contrasts when they are speaking Hawaiian.

For example, [s] would always be perceived as /k/, even if the speaker is proficient

in English. Similarly, according to Silverman, speakers of English would not be

able to perceive clicks or rather, the difference between clicks and plosives, which

they have been shown to do (Best et al. 1988). Also, speakers of languages that do
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not allow nasal vowels should not be able to perceive the nasal feature, as the nasal

vowel would simply be represented as an oral vowel. The adaptation of a nasal vowel

to VN, however, is abundant in loanword data (cf. Paradis & LaCharité 1997; for

example: French ”changer” [SãZe] to Fula [sansude]). Furthermore, it is not clear

how long the reach of ill-formedness is: the segment [ç], for example, is a part of the

British English pronunciation of the word ”tune”, [tçun]. Many speakers are not

aware of this, however, and deny having this sound in their language. It must be

considered whether [ç] is filtered out in perception when an English speaker adapts

a loanword.

In spite of these issues, the division of the adaptation labour into perception as

well as production (and, on occasion, factors beyond both such as orthography, and

visual articulatory information) has found further proponents; the resulting models

draw for example on the phonetic realisation of the foreign word, and the goal

of maximising its phonetic similarity to the adapted word, to explain adaptations.

Kenstowicz & Suchato (2006) write, “the adaptation process can take into account a

variety of factors to achieve the best match to the source word including phonetics as

well as orthography. The adapter is not a passive recipient of the speech perception

module but exercises active control over the native grammar in shaping the loan

as well as possibly calling on implicit knowledge of phonetic similarity to fashion

adaptations that lack a precedent in the native system.”

The best way of modelling this division of labour, or rather of the perceptual

part of the adaptation, is not obvious. For example, it can be perceived of as pre-

grammatical (Silverman 1992), as grammatical (Kenstowicz 2001), or as unspecified

in this respect, referred to as a perceptual module, which turns out an expressly non-

native percept Yip (2006). The concept of this percept, which “includes some reflex

of most of the non-native segments, but it may differ from the percept of a native

speaker of the donor language”, is responsible for the mention of Yip’s work in both

this and the previous section: as noted before, her work constitutes an intermediate,

if theoretically challenging approach.

Kenstowicz (2001, also see Broselow 2005, for an account of stress adaptation),

on the other hand, suggests a separate, grammatical perceptual mapping with a

constraint ranking different from the production grammar; specifically, with differ-

ing rankings of faithfulness constraints, while the markedness constraints remain in

the same order (much like the strata described in Ito & Mester 1999). This sepa-

ration is used to account for the split strategy for final sC clusters in Fon: while

there is epenthesis after /s/, the final C is deleted (e.g. English post is realised as

/posu/). According to Kenstowicz, the poor available cues to the final C result in

a ranking of Dep (against inserting material not present in the input) over Max
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(against deleting material from the input) in the perception grammar, which leads

to the input of the production grammar with a deleted final C (/pos/). This gram-

mar has a ranking of Dep below Max, and therefore results in vowel epenthesis

during production.

Perception only

Other researchers would argue that perception is indeed relevant for loanword adap-

tation, and that adaptations occur during the perceptual process. In contrast to

the work previously discussed, however, no role at all is assigned to the production

grammar. It is here that the input ceases to be a useful concept, since there is

no production grammar that would further alter it. Instead, all adaptations are

claimed to be of a perceptual nature. The advocates of the “perception only” view

of loanword adaptation do not agree on the nature of this adaptation.

In Boersma’s functional phonology, the perception process itself is phonological

(e.g. Boersma 1998, 2000), and the output of the perception grammar is well-formed

in the recipient language. This means that all adaptation takes place in perception

(see section 1.3.4/4), whilst evaluating the similarity of the phonetic input and the

optimal phonological representation thereof in L1 (Boersma 2004). A problematic

issue with this proposal - as with Yip’s and Kang’s, although more explicitly - is

the matter of the phonetics/phonology interface, and the use of continuous phonetic

detail in phonology, which as a rule has been conceived of as categorical.

In effect, this model makes the same predictions for loanwords as the psycholin-

guistic model by Dupoux and Peperkamp and their colleagues (e.g. Dupoux et al.

1999, Peperkamp 2003): Dupoux and Peperkamp claim, like Boersma, that all

adaptations occur in perception. However, while for Boersma the adaptation pro-

cess is a purely phonological one, the interpretation of “perceptual adaptation”

which Dupoux and Peperkamp favour is: perceptual phonetic approximation of the

foreign output to native categories before a phonological representation is formed.

Dupoux et al.’s study shows that Japanese listeners (as opposed to French controls)

tend to perceive an epenthetic vowel in a categorical perception experiment for an

/ebzo/-/ebuzo/ continuum even near the vowelless end point, due to obstruent co-

das being ill-formed in Japanese. Peperkamp compares Japanese adaptations of

[n]-final words from French and English, and finds that epenthesis of a vowel af-

ter [n], which is not phonotactically necessary, since Japanese allows nasal codas,

depends on duration and release of the nasal. Peperkamp concludes that all loan

adaptations are perceptual, and of a phonetic nature, since they are assimilations of

the signal to the most similar native phonetic categories. Therefore, Peperkamp’s
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view of similarity is, in contrast to Boersma’s phonological approach, an entirely

phonetic one.

An issue for both Boersma and Dupoux/Peperkamp arises if adapters demon-

strably perceive foreign words successfully, i.e. without the adaptations with which

they alter those words when producing them. I will return to this issue when

discussing the outcome of the experiments conducted for this thesis.

1.3.4 Perception and phonology

The views on the locus of adaptations are closely connected to views on the role

of perception in phonology (or of phonology in perception). In some cases the

above approaches to loanwords inform broader views on the interplay of perception

and phonology. In other cases a previously held view on perception informs the

standpoints regarding loanword adaptation. This section serves to make these views

on perception explicit, and give an overview of further relevant research.

The differing viewpoints regarding the relationship between phonology and per-

ception can be divided into four broadly defined positions:

1. perception and phonology are independent from each other

2. phonology influences perception

3. perception influences phonology

4. perception is phonology

Note that these positions are not necessarily mutually exclusive, but may high-

light different aspects of the relationship between perception and phonology, e.g.

universal as opposed to language-specific influences, or differing theoretical views

of the same kind of data.

Perception and Phonology are independent

This view is, to some extent, the implicit traditional one. Standard generative

grammar is only concerned with the production grammar, mapping the underlying

representation to a phonological surface form, which is then phonetically imple-

mented. The reverse direction was not subject to discussion. Instead, articulation

was the basis for example for most phonological features, such as labial, plosive

or approximant, and for processes and tendencies in phonology. There was only a

comparatively smaller body of research on the perceptual side, for example on the

scarcity of front rounded vowels (e.g. Liljencrants & Lindblom 1972), and work on

vowel systems in general (e.g. Stevens 1989).

While the influence of perceptual facts on phonology in general has been subject

to study, the influence of a specific phonological system on a listener’s perception,

specifically in the context of loanwords, was implicitly rejected, as described. An
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explicit formulation of the viewpoint can be found in Jacobs & Gussenhoven (2000)

quoted above, denying a role of perception in loan phonology and thus a percep-

tual system which is influenced by one’s native phonology, in favour of a “universal

phonological vocabulary”. In contrast to this, in recent years phonologist have in-

creasingly devised ways of incorporating perception into their models of phonology.

Three diverging approaches are described in the next sections.

Phonology influences Perception

This view is related to arguments in favour of the perceptual adaptation (to whichever

extent) of loanwords. If one’s native phonology influences perception, then incom-

ing foreign words will not be perceived in the same way as they are by a native

speaker of the source language.

On this issue, a look at research on perception in second language acquisition is

helpful. Its findings are especially relevant in a study of loanwords; as described in

section 1.3.1, in most cases the mistakes or assimilations that are recorded in second

language research are true for loanwords also, as the latter includes speakers who

are familiar with the source language as well as monolinguals. This correspondence

is all the more true since for most loanwords it is not the case that the whole

population that adopts them is bilingual in the relevant languages. Therefore, even

if the loanword is initially introduced by bilinguals, the final established form is in

most cases identical to an adaptation by a monolingual speaker.5

In general, second language acquisition research has found that speakers’ native

phoneme inventories have considerable effect on how foreign sounds are perceived,

and are thus a major source of difficulty with the new system (Best 1995, Best et al.

2003, Flege 1995, Kuhl & Iverson 1995, Rochet 1995, Strange 1995).

There have been a large number of studies which showed divergence in percep-

tion depending on the first language of the subjects and also word position. Flege

(1995) and Rochet (1995) report a number of perception findings to this effect:

French /y/ is perceived as /i/ by native Portuguese speakers, but as /u/ by English

speakers, the English dental /T/ is perceived as /t/ by Italians and Russians, as

/s/ by Japanese speakers and as /d/ or /s/ - depending on position - by Dutch

speakers. Thus the reason for differential substitution might be sought in the pho-

netic closeness of the respective sounds in the two languages to English [T], and

the differences between Japanese, Italian and Russian [s] and [t] sounds (which all

5This is not to be confused with Silverman’s assumption that loanwords are shaped by mono-
lingual perception because bilinguals cannot use their knowledge. If the bilingual speakers of the
community are able to incorporate sounds from one language to the other, then a highly proficient
bilingual may adapt loanwords less drastically and thus provide a counterexample to Silverman.
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the languages have), and no longer in phonological explanations such as Lombardi

(2000).

Flege (e.g. Flege 1987a,b, 1993) proposes a speech learning model (SLM), ac-

cording to which categories must be created for L2 sounds for successful acquisition.

The difficulty of creating these categories depends crucially on the perceived simi-

larity of L2 and L1 sounds. If an L2 phone is sufficiently different from any native

categories, the learner will be able to distinguish own and foreign, and establish a

new category. However, if the L2 sound is too close to a category in L1, it will be

perceptually assimilated to the native sound (by a mechanism termed Equivalence

Classification), and successful acquisition is more difficult. For example, French

/y/ falls in the former group for English learners, since the English inventory does

not contain this phoneme. /u/, on the other hand, is a phoneme in both languages,

whilst being phonetically different, with a difference in F2, and the English reali-

sation being more diphthongal in many varieties. Hence, English speakers are less

successful at producing the French [u] sound correctly.

Kuhl and Iverson’s (1995) model of second language perception is based on the

notion of the “perceptual magnet”. It also does not rely on phonological feature

values, but on the articulation space and phonetic similarity. The first language

warps the perceptual space such that spectral differences in the vicinity of na-

tive phonemes are perceived to be smaller than elsewhere, effectively non-existent

in terms of identification. This leads to the identification of foreign sounds with

native ones. The discrimination of foreign sounds is problematic, if they are assim-

ilated to the same native category. The segmental adaptations are thus not seen as

phonological, but phonetic, and dependent on the native grammar only in that the

grammar determines the native inventory. This process seems more plausible for

vowels, as in this case there is the objective similarity measure of distance in the

vowel space, whereas for consonants more factors (often with binary values rather

than along continua) come into play. It is difficult to produce a [t] -[n] continuum.

Similarly, in terms of tongue articulation, [t] would be more similar to [i] than to

[k], and, [t] and [d] would be exactly the same, having the same manner and place

of articulation. On a vague basis of similarity, however, this model is difficult to

prove or falsify compared to feature-based models: naturally, segments that are

similar to each other share a large number of features. The question is, however,

the treatment of “dissimilar” sounds: are they perceived in acoustic terms only?

How are they translated into a representation, if they are not simply omitted?

A further model of the perception of non-native sounds is Best’s (1995) Per-

ceptual Assimilation Model (PAM). This model works on the idea that, wherever

possible, sounds are assimilated to existing (native) articulatory categories (as good,
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acceptable, or bad exemplars of the relevant category), and where not, the speak-

ers focus on auditory or phonetic properties, and the sound may or may not be

recognised as a speech sound. Discrimination of the non-assimilated sounds on

an acoustic basis is not, then, a problem. However, a way for these new sounds

to become stored as mental representations is not described. The construction

of representational categories provides another problem in loanword research with

monolinguals. According to L2 research, it takes some time for speakers to build

new categories; subjects in an on-line adaptation task are highly unlikely to be able

to categorise sounds which cannot be assimilated or, in Flege’s terms, perceptually

linked to native sounds, which leaves open the question whether the subject may

just discard these sounds.

One way of modelling the perception of foreign sounds is feature-based: as

Matthews & Brown (1998) show (also endorsed by Rose (1999) in his loanword

model; Flege 1995 disagrees), there is evidence that L2 learners find it easier to

discriminate segments which are ill-formed in their L1 if the features distinguishing

these sounds are active in their language, whereas inactive features pose a lot more

problems. For example, Matthews and Brown claim that for Japanese learners of

English the /l/-/r/ distinction with the distinguishing feature [coronal] is harder

to discriminate than /f/-/v/ with the distinguishing feature [voice] which also dis-

criminates for example native Japanese /p/ and /b/. This approach suggests that

borrowers may filter out segments with unused (in L1) features in their perception

before adapting a loanword. Again, the evidence as to whether Japanese speakers

can perceive a difference between /l/ and /r/, is not conclusive (especially as it is

founded in L2 research, i.e. after explicit instruction); furthermore, English speak-

ers can distinguish between a stop and a click (cf. Best 1995) although the feature

[click] or [velaric] does not serve a function in the English language.6 This points

in the direction of a universal feature perception (but not necessarily production),

where the activity of a given feature exerts a limited influence in terms of ease of

perception.

These models of perception in second language acquisition show a clear influ-

ence of the native phonology on perception, but deal with segmental problems only.

However, there is evidence that even phonotactic constraints (or rules), which, ac-

cording to Silverman, are employed after the Perceptual Level, influence perception.

Context-dependent perception may be due to a change in acoustic characteristics

by coarticulation, but also to phonotactic constraints of the borrowing language:

Rochet (1995) cites anecdotal evidence that French speakers perceive /T/ as /s/,

6This may, however, be due to clicks being processed as extralinguistic or paralinguistic by
English speakers.
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except before /r/, where it is perceived as /f/ instead, since the initial sequence

/sr/ is illegal in French (as it is in English). These context-dependent differences in

perception could be due to a change in acoustic characteristics due to coarticula-

tion, but also due to phonotactic restrictions influencing the perception of a foreign

sequence.

A first step in examining native language context-dependent influence on per-

ception was taken by Massaro & Cohen (1983). They investigated the perception

a /ri/-/li/ continuum, depending on context, i.e. preceding consonants, only some

of which combinations resulted in well-formed English onsets (e.g. /tr/ vs. */tl/,

but */sr/ vs. /sl/) and found English phonotactics to influence perception. Pitt

(1998) and Moreton (2002) build on Massaro and Cohen’s work and experimentally

test frequency-based and structural models of the bias against non-native clusters,

finding more support for phonotactic knowledge than frequency affecting listener’s

perception.

A further study by Hallé et al. (1998) specifically looked at initial /dl/ and

/tl/ and found French speakers to assimilate them perceptually to the well-formed

clusters /gl/ and /kl/. What is problematic with this study is that only native

speakers of French were subjects, i.e. there was no control group with a native

language allowing initial /dl/ and /tl/. This is all the more problematic since the

acoustic characteristics of the sequence with a coronal and a velar stop are very

similar to each other. However, the omission of a control group has since been

remedied with a study comparing French and Israeli listeners, Hallé et al. (2003),

finding less perceptual assimilation in the Israeli group.

In specific reference to loanwords, Dupoux et al. (1999) conducted categorical

perception experiments with Japanese and French speakers to test whether the

Japanese phonotactics, i.e. in this case the prohibition on consonant clusters, has an

effect on Japanese listeners’ perception of words containing clusters. Their stimuli

were continua with end points such as /ebzo/ vs. /ebuzo/, recorded by native

speakers of Japanese and French and then modified to exclude traces of vowel

between the two consonants. They found that French participants reported the

presence of a vowel in a gradually rising fashion, starting from around 10% at the

/ebzo/ end, whereas Japanese had a very high rate of reported vowels, ranging

from 70% to 90% across the continuum. Dupoux et al. conclude that this is a case

of native phonotactics changing the perception of a sequence that is impossible

in the listener’s first language: Japanese is predominantly a CV language, and

consequently consonant clusters are broken up by an intervening vowel, even in

perception. The methodological issue with Dupoux et al.’s study is that Japanese

has a wealth of loanwords, mainly from English, and a long-standing tradition in
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which the strategy to adapt consonant clusters to achieve a CV syllable structure

is always the same, that is epenthesis of a vowel. This means that any Japanese

speaker is aware of this convention of adaptation, and this knowledge might play a

dominant role in this automatic assumption of a vowel between two consonants by

Japanese listeners. The goal of this thesis, however, is to determine the origin of the

strategies of adaptation, i.e. the phonological reasons why an adaptation strategy

is chosen, rather than their effects.

Perception influences Phonology

The previous section gives an overview of the vast amount of evidence of perception

being affected by one’s native phonology - predominantly centred around the per-

ception of L2 segments in second language acquisition, and a limited amount of work

on native phonotactics being relevant for perception. Conversely, in recent years the

body of research has been growing which examines the relevance of perception for

phonology, i.e. ways in which the perceptibility of sounds and contrasts is reflected

in their use in phonology. For example, the acoustic cues available for a voicing

contrast between two consonants are better pre-vocalically than pre-consonantally

or word-finally. As a consequence of this, languages with final devoicing, i.e. a

neutralisation of the voicing contrast word-finally, but not medially or initially, are

common (e.g. Russian or German), while the reverse case is not found. The general

idea is therefore that contrasts tend to be employed where they are easily percepti-

ble, but eroded where they are difficult to perceive, i.e. “licensed by cue” (Steriade

1994a,b). This is also endorsed by Côté (1997a,b, 2001) in her work on consonant

clusters (within optimality theory) and epenthesis and deletion processes (e.g. in

different varieties of French), drawing for example on the preference for consonants

to be vowel-adjacent because of added transition cues.

Steriade (Steriade 2001, 2003, 2005, also see Hayes & Steriade 2003, Jun 1995)

has developed the “Licensing by Cue” principle and modelled this perceptual in-

fluence in optimality-theoretic terms, specifically with reference to faithfulness, as

the P-map. Aspects of the P-map are described in more detail in chapter 5. The

general approach is that cues available for a certain contrast in - crucially - a certain

context determine the perceptibility of this contrast, which in turn determines the

ranking of the corresponding faithfulness constraint in the production phonology.

This leads to less perceptible modifications being more frequently used to resolve

conflicts. For example, if a final voiced obstruent like /b/ is disallowed, than the

least perceptible modification (i.e. devoicing) is chosen to solve the problem. Other

possibilities, such as deleting the obstruent, or adding a vowel to make it non-final,

are not employed. According to Steriade (p.5), “for at least some phonological
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properties and perhaps for all, there appears to exist a cross-linguistically minimal

modification”. Thus, while a perceptual influence in phonology and one’s percep-

tion being shaped by L1 phonology are not a priori mutually exclusive, Steriade

assigns little relevance to the latter.

Hume and Johnson, on the other hand, who work on perceptual influences on

phonology (Hume 1998, 1999, Hume & Johnson 2001b,a), investigate the reverse di-

rection as well (Hume & Johnson 2003). Hume & Johnson (2001a) give an overview

of perceptual motivation in phonology, including vowel epenthesis to strengthen the

cues to a voicing contrast in Maltese, and consonant metathesis from word-final

/sk+t/ to /kst/ in Faroese, improving the perceptibility for the first stop conso-

nant. Conversely, weak consonants may be deleted if perceptual “gain” is less than

the articulatory effort. Finally, it is desirable that alternations to a form should

be minimally perceptually salient, thus echoing the idea of minimal adaptations in

loanword phonology.

Further work exploring connections between perceptibility and phonology comes

e.g. from Flemming (Flemming 1997, 2001, 2003; also Flemming 2005 for an

overview of the field) on the dispersion theory of contrast, describing the interplay

of different tendencies in phonological systems, namely maximising the number of

contrasts, minimising effort in terms of articulation, and maximising the distinc-

tiveness of contrasts (e.g. for vowel systems in Flemming 2003), thus combining

articulatory and perceptual influences on phonological systems.

Perception is Phonology

This view is was first proposed in Boersma’s functional phonology (e.g. Boersma

1998, 2000), and a variant of “perception influences phonology”. Rather than at-

tributing to the native system a non-specified influence (which, following from pre-

vious research, is not necessarily the same on different levels of the phonological

hierarchy), Boersma instead claims that it is simply the native phonology through

which we perceive incoming acoustic signals. This idea is echoed in Kenstowicz

(2001) and Broselow (2005), who propose a perceptual grammar in loanword adap-

tation (see section 1.3.3).

According to Boersma, the incoming auditory event is subject to structural as

well as correspondence constraints when mapped to a certain representation; the

latter constraints are responsible for a kind of similarity between different kinds of

representations. In an application of this model, loanword adaptations are claimed

to be perceptual as well as phonological (Boersma 2004), i.e. that the hierarchy

of the mapping and structural constraints in the borrowing language determines

the changes made to the loanwords. However, the development of a perceptual
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optimality-theoretic grammar, for example to model cross-linguistic differences is

vowel perception, requires a large amount of phonetically detailed constraints, such

as spectral and durational constraints like “F1 of 349 Hz is not [I]” or “74ms duration

is not /i/” (Escudero & Boersma 2004). The problematic issues of this approach

are discussed further in the light of the experimental results of this thesis.

1.3.5 Phonology and phonetics

A further issue on which loanword researchers disagree is the question whether

adaptation is a matter of phonology or phonetics. Once again, traditionally, as the

term “loanword phonology” suggests, this was not a subject of debate. Adaptation

was perceived to be an application of a phonological process or rule in production.

Similarly, Paradis’ Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies with its loanword

phonology based on meta-constraints, is based on phonology only; for example, the

phonological hierarchy and feature organisation plays a decisive part in the model,

for example through the adaptation strategy favouring the change of a terminal

feature over that of a feature with dependents, which is higher in the phonological

hierarchy (Paradis & LaCharité 1997).

Within optimality theory, one viewpoint is that adaptation occurs through the

simple application of the L1 constraint ranking, or a slight modification thereof, as

shown for Japanese lexical strata by Ito & Mester (1999). As a consequence of the

slight upwards shift of faithfulness, the adapted forms - as well as impossible adap-

tations (Ito & Mester 2001) - can serve to gain more information about constraint

rankings, i.e. the phonology, of the borrowing language, which are not clear from

native data. The same approach was taken by Davidson (2001). The constraints

whose rankings can be shown through varying faithfulness in adaptation depend on

the kind of ill-formedness which is adapted, and can be for example segmental or

prosodic in nature. In terms of phonotactic problems, most loanword research has

dealt with CV-only borrowing languages, showing - in optimality-theoretic termi-

nology - the effects of NoCoda (against syllable codas) and *complex (against

consonant clusters), which are also obvious from the native data (however, see the

example of codas in Yoruba above). A more interesting case is a scenario like in

Davidson’s experiment, where both donor and borrowing language allow clusters,

but differ with respect to the role of sonority difference (SD), which lends itself to

testing the role of the parameter of Minimal Sonority Distance (MSD; for further

description see chapter 2), and the question whether higher-ranked faithfulness in

loanword adaptation will leave clusters with higher sonority distance unchanged,

whilst adapting those with lower sonority distance. This question will be dealt with

in chapter 3.
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What has become more numerous in recent years (in contrast to the applica-

tion of what is essentially L1 to foreign input), especially within optimality theory,

are phonological accounts of loanword adaptation which include a way of explicitly

making reference to phonetic considerations, specifically the phonetic salience of

the foreign structures, and their phonetic similarity to adaptations. The imple-

mentation of these is closely connected with the specific views on the influence of

perception on adaptation, and the relationship of perception and phonology.

For example, there is the claim of a perception grammar effecting all or part of

the changes, as in Kenstowicz (2001) and Broselow (2005). Boersma (e.g. Boersma

2004) sees the locus of adaptation only in a perception grammar which, as described

earlier, evaluates similarity and maps the incoming signal to an optimal correspond-

ing native phonological form. This is accomplished with the aid of constraints which

prohibit or enforce the identification of certain acoustic properties with a given

phonological form. For example, a constraint prohibiting an F1 value of 300Hz to

be identified with the vowel /i/ is ranked lower than a constraint against identifi-

cation as /I/. Conversely, Steriade’s P-map, while representing the availability of

phonetic cues, is conceived of as part of the production phonology. A further shift

towards phonetics can be observed for example in Yip (2006), splitting the task of

adaptation between a perceptual module and phonological production which takes

into account phonetic salience, and features loanword-specific constraints.

All the above models regard loanword adaptation as a completely or partially

phonological process, which is - for a majority of approaches - informed by pho-

netic and acoustic-perceptual considerations. In contrast to these, Peperkamp and

Dupoux (e.g. Peperkamp et al. 2003, Peperkamp & Dupoux 2001 deny that loan-

word adaptation has any phonological component at all. Instead, aside from further

influences such as orthography (Vendelin & Peperkamp 2006), they consider the

adaptation a purely phonetic approximation to the foreign word.

1.3.6 Similarity

In the description of approaches to loanword adaptation, the aim of loanword adap-

tation is generally recognised to be an assimilation (partial or complete) of ill-formed

structures to well-formed native reflexes which differ minimally from the original for-

eign word. This means, the adapted form is desired to be different from the foreign

word, where necessary to improve the fit to the borrowing language’s phonology,

yet it should also be maximally similar to the foreign form.

Before any attempts to formalise this force to maximise similarity, a formalisa-

tion, or at least a precise account of the nature of similarity is necessary. However,

while the concept of similarity is used widely, not only in loanword research, but
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also for example in the field of speech recognition, definitions often appeal to in-

tuitions. Beyond this, various coarse- and fine-grained measures of similarity have

been employed, based on entire segments, features, or the phonological organisa-

tion of features, and differing as to whether similarity is universally the same or

language-dependent.

A more elaborate and empirical approach to similarity is Steriade’s P-map,

with the concept of cross-linguistically consistent knowledge of the perceptibility of

contrasts, based on cue availability. Additionally, the evidence showing influence

of L1 phonology on perception suggests that one’s native language also influences

how similar two structures are perceived to be. Chapter 5 reviews applications and

models of similarity in more detail, and tests predictions following from them.

1.3.7 Grammaticality, gradience and variation

Traditionally, grammaticality has been viewed as an absolute concept, with struc-

tures either existing in a language and being well-formed, or not existing and there-

fore being ill-formed. However, more recently this view has been undermined by an

extensive body of work.

The concept of gradient grammaticality, i.e. the idea that not all structures of

a language are perceived to be equally acceptable for native speakers, as described

for example in Sorace & Keller (2005), was first applied to variable acceptability of

syntactic structures. In terms of variation, pioneering work was done in optimality-

theoretic terms by Kiparsky (1993), Anttila (e.g. Anttila 1997), and Hayes and

colleagues (e.g. Hayes & MacEachern 1998, Hayes 2000; for an application to

learning, see also Boersma & Hayes 2001). The principle of modelling variation

and gradience in Optimality Theory is fairly straightforward: rather than strictly

ranking rules, the hierarchy itself may be variable. This can occur for example

through unranked constraints, or partially ranked constraints. Rather than being

perceived of as having no dimensions, a constraint can be thought of as a line, or a

band. This can result in overlapping with neighbouring constraints. In any given

instance, therefore, either of the overlapping constraints may serve as the higher-

ranking one. The more overlap there is between two constraints, the nearer the

probability of either constraint being ranked for an evaluation scenario is to 50%.

This principle can account for both variation in the output, and for gradience in

well-formedness judgments.

A specific case of this variation are loanwords, where variation may occur in

different ways. Firstly, there can be variation in terms of the extent to which a word

is assimilated to the recipient language, or conversely, how many of its ill-formed

characteristics (and which ones) it retains, as demonstrated by Ito & Mester (1999) -
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in optimality theory terms, to what extent faithfulness constraints are raised against

markedness for loanwords. Furthermore, there can be variation regarding the choice

of adaptation for a given markedness violation. As a simplistic example, a constraint

against a certain segment, such as *S, could either be remedied by altering a feature

of the offending consonant (e.g. to /s/) or deleting it, depending on whether Ident-

place (against changing the place of articulation of a consonant) or Max-C (against

the deletion of a consonant) are ranked higher in the given instance.

Another relevant factor in the case of loanwords may be a gradient ill -formedness.

One way of conceiving of this is again in terms of optimality theory constraint rank-

ings. Foreign words violating higher ranked constraints of the recipient language

may be regarded as more ill-formed.

On the other hand, gradience may not be determined by ranked constraints,

but by experience or lack of experience with exemplars of categories or structures,

and statistical calculations of frequency. Exemplar-based approaches (e.g. Bybee

2001) aim to demonstrate that frequency or “language use” is a relevant force in the

system; for example, phonetic reduction applies predominantly to high-frequency

items. In the context of loanwords, frequency and structure of the native lexicon

(Broe 1993, Johnson 2004) can be thought of as interesting in two different ways:

one, since all ill-formed words or sequences have a frequency of zero, a frequency-

based model would suggest that they all be regarded equally ungrammatical and

unacceptable; two, if frequent items are considered to be strong exemplars and

prominent in the cognitive system, the choice of adaptation for a foreign word may

be determined by the frequency of the available repairs in the borrowing language,

such that higher frequency native structures also occur more frequently in adapta-

tions.

While there is some evidence that, in the case of illegal clusters, processing is

influenced more by knowledge of phonotactic rules than by frequency (Pitt 1998,

Moreton 2002), the question what determines grammaticality generally remains

unresolved for the time being; the lexicon, the frequency of exemplars in the lex-

icon, and knowledge of abstract generalisations (phonological constraints) may be

involved to different extents on different levels. For this reason, native speaker

judgments were (as with similarity) chosen as the best method to obtain a reliable

measure for the purposes of this thesis.
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1.4 The goal - determining the relative influence of different factors

in on-line loanword adaptation

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the factors which have been proposed to be

involved in the adaptation of loanwords, and to add further knowledge to the points

of disagreement surrounding this process. Specifically, the role of phonological

parameters, the borrowing language lexicon, and a possible influence of a listener’s

native language on perception are examined.

Loanword adaptation is a case of conflicting phonologies, with a clear conflict.

There is no instruction of how to resolve this conflict, and the process is oriented

towards a resolution in favour of the borrowing language, rather than attainment

of L2. Thus loanwords, and especially on-line loanwords (i.e. those produced in an

experiment, see next section), are a suitable setting to inform us with respect to

some of the debates raised above.

On-line adaptations are likely to display variability, and allow us to match this

variability with the factors whose influence we are trying to determine, such as

phonological knowledge or experience of L1, or the similarity of the foreign and the

adapted form. The questions guiding the research for this thesis have been extracted

from the debates currently active in loanword research, and are the following:

• Is loanword adaptation a phonological or a phonetic process?

• Does perceived similarity influence loanword adaptation, and if so, is it deter-

mined universally or L1-specifically?

• Are loanwords adapted in perception or production, or both?

• Is there substantial variability in on-line adaptations, and if so, is it connected

to gradient grammaticality and/or frequency?

The first issue concerns the contributions of phonology and phonetics to adapta-

tion, which will be explored in different ways. Firstly, an aspect of L1 phonological

influence is studied through testing the role of sonority distance on the adaptation

of the ill-formed consonant clusters. Secondly, the plausibility of phonetic explana-

tions of the choice of adaptations (as in Peperkamp’s work) is evaluated. Finally,

the relevance of phonological parameters on the judgments of grammaticality and

similarity (as factors on adaptation) is examined.

Two aspects of the concept of similarity will be surveyed: initially, its role in

adaptation is tested, through examining the extent of the correlation between judg-

ments of perceived similarity and preferences in adaptation. Furthermore, compar-

ing similarity judgments cross-linguistically allows conclusions firstly with regard

to similarity being determined cross-linguistically, or on a language-specific basis,
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and secondly with regard to the level or levels (i.e. phonetic detail, the segment

inventory or phonotactics) on which a potential L1 influence operates.

The question of the input to adaptation, and a potential influence of L1-guided

perception in determining this input, are a further central point of this thesis; the

split of the on-line production in a production-oriented and a perception-oriented

task shows where L1 perception may apply7. With similarity as a factor in percep-

tion, cross-linguistic differences in judgments may point to perceptual adaptations,

i.e. an input which has been modified before production, and thus an influence of

L1 on perception.

Finally, the role of gradience, variability and frequency in loanword adaptation

are explored at several junctions, initially through the varying output of the pro-

duction experiment. Furthermore, the relevance of frequency in the native lexicon

for gradient grammaticality is examined, and both frequency and grammaticality

are tested directly for their influence on adaptation.

To summarise, the following experiments are conducted in this thesis:

• on-line production of consonant clusters which are ill-formed in the partici-

pants’ L1 (English); the experiment is split in a production-oriented and a

perception-oriented task

• judgments of perceived grammaticality from English listeners

• judgments of perceived similarity from English and Russian (the source lan-

guage) listeners

Taken together, these experiments will allow further insight into the nature of

similarity, determinants of gradient grammaticality, and the relationship between

perception and phonology. It will be outlined in the predictions section of this

chapter in which way the results of each of these experiments will serve to provide

evidence for and against specific viewpoints on the debated issues.

1.4.1 Methodological decisions

On-line vs. established loanwords

Silverman (1992) claims that borrowers’ knowledge and familiarity with the source

language plays no role in their perception if they are in L1 mode. There is, however,

ample evidence that second language learners progress to perceiving more and more

contrasts as they expand their knowledge. To test predictions about perception of

loanword adapters, one would ideally want adaptations from borrowing language

speakers who are not familiar with the source language, since familiarity with the

source language may lead to the perception of more non-native contrasts. If it does,

7Perceptual influence on adaptation is further tested through a preliminary cross-linguistic
comparison study on categorical perception of well- and ill-formed clusters.
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then results will be skewed towards more universal perception, i.e. showing more

universal tendencies than are true for monolingual speakers. To exclude skewed

results for the perception of non-native forms, experimental situations with elicited

adapted forms are therefore necessary.8

What speaks further in favour of on-line loanwords is that in the course of the

history of a loanword in a language, especially when the original word of the source

language is not continually present in the speakers’ environment, there will be a

process of what is called lexicon optimisation in optimality theory. Speakers will

store as an underlying form what is most harmonic, or put simply, least different

to their output, i.e. the adapted form, and will thus “lose” features of the original

form. For example, English loanwords from Greek with initial <pn> are pronounced

with initial [p] in Greek, but this sound is deleted in the English form, although in

spelling the <p> is still present. Thus, English children have no possibility of storing

an underlying /p/ for this word, later orthographic knowledge notwithstanding.

This means that, for a fully assimilated loanword whose stored form contains no

non-native structures, the original form of the word in the source language is not

relevant in production. Hence, there is no conflict between source form and native

phonology which needs to be resolved. Consequently, the interesting cases from the

loan phonologist’s point of view are those where a loanword is being adapted for

the first time - a first-generation loanword, as it were.

Furthermore, with established loanword data it is often problematical to deter-

mine how a word has entered a language, and whether orthography and previous

adaptations of a word in other languages may have played a role. Additionally,

with loanwords from such a universal lingua franca as English, there is a scarcity

of languages that do not have a set of loanwords from English in their vocabulary,

and therefore a convention or routine of adapting them (such as /T/ being adapted

as /s/ in Japanese). To determine the origin of mechanisms of adaptation and the

role of perception in their formation, it is advisable to avoid existing loanwords.

The conclusion was to investigate hypothetical rather than actual loanwords, and

pairs of languages for which such an adaptation mechanism is not established.

Finally, as noted previously, on-line adaptations are likely to display a greater

degree of variation as opposed to existing loanword corpora, where in most cases

only one form of the loanword is recorded, namely the one which prevailed in the

8This issue may also have caused some of the differences between Silverman’s (and Yip’s) and
more universal or feature-based views: while Silverman included elicited forms, and dismissed
any influence a knowledge of English might have, most other researchers work with established
loanwords and assume the origin of these loanwords with bilinguals and an effect of their knowledge
on the output form. That these two kinds of adaptations yield the same result, is clearly not
obvious, but must be tested experimentally.
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borrowing language’s lexicon over time. This will provide insight into the true

nature of variability in adaptation, and show whether the choice of the optimal

adapted form is as unambiguous as it seems from existing loanwords.

Segmental vs. phonotactic conflicts

As described in 1.3.4, there is a large body of research concerning the perception

and production of foreign phonemes by second language learners. Furthermore,

Silverman (1992) and Yip (1993) agree that perception also changes the segmental

input to the phonological adaptation of loanwords. Thus there is a broad con-

sensus about the interaction between a native system and foreign phonemes. In

terms of phonotactic restrictions of the borrowing language, there is no such con-

sensus. Whereas Dupoux and Peperkamp’s viewpoint is that adaptations are solely

perceptual, claiming that “there is no loanword phonology” (Peperkamp 2003), Sil-

verman, Paradis and optimality theory phonologists maintain that phonotactic (if

not segmental) adaptations are phonological.

The overwhelming majority of phonotactic loanword adaptations that have been

analysed have, as reported in 1.3.2, those of English or French terms into CV

languages. Unless the adaptations are not complete, this leaves only epenthesis

and deletion as means to break up consonant clusters. The discussion about the

application of either of these two repairs may thus be skewed because it is an

artefact of this constellation. To remove the possibility of such an artefact in an

experiment, a borrowing and donor language must be chosen that both contain

consonant clusters, with the set that is well-formed in the borrowing language being

a smaller or subset of the clusters in the source language. This setup provides the

possibility of a third kind of adaptation, namely the change of one consonant cluster

to another. If this possibility is used as an adaptation strategy, then the focus on

epenthesis and deletion as the only methods of phonotactic adaptation (e.g. Paradis

& LaCharité 1997) is mistaken.

Russian to English adaptations

Keeping in mind the prerequisites of a source and recipient language constellation

that will enable us to investigate on-line adaptations without a predetermined adap-

tation routine, and to observe potential cluster to cluster adaptations, Russian and

English were chosen as source and recipient language, respectively.

Loanwords from Russian are few and far between in English, and those that

exist may not have been adapted by English speakers directly, for example bistro,

via French, from Russian /b1str2/, which means that English speakers are näıve

to ways of adapting Russian words. Furthermore, Russian has a wealth of initial

consonant clusters, such as /dv, fp, vl, zb/, which contain segments that are legal in
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English, but are not themselves well-formed, since the set of English initial clusters is

much more restricted (further differences between the languages will be described in

chapter 2). Consequently, the adaptation scenario from Russian to English provides

phonotactic conflicts which can be resolved through the change of an ill-formed

cluster to a well-formed cluster, and can therefore be used to test claims about

strategies of phonotactic adaptation (cf. previous section).

1.4.2 Main predictions of models

In the same way as not all models of loanword adaptation pertained to all of the

debates reviewed above, not all models make clear predictions on the outcomes

of the experiments. This section gives an overview of instances where the models

discussed do have a specific viewpoint on the outcome of the experiments.

The production experiment

Paradis and LaCharité’s Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies (TCRS) pre-

dicts epenthesis across the board for foreign structures with phonotactic conflicts

only, i.e. without segments which are not in the borrowing language’s inventory.

This is the case for all target clusters in the production experiment which are not

well-formed in English. Furthermore, the model does not allow for any perceptual

adaptations, and would thus predict no adaptations in a perception-oriented task.

Similarly, while in contrast to Paradis’ theory on the issue of the existence of

perceptual adaptations in general, in this scenario Silverman’s model conforms to

its predicting no perceptual adaptations, since phonotactic problems are adapted

in Silverman’s Operational Level, i.e. in production.

As Paradis’ theory, Steriade’s approach to loanwords is based only on speech

production, and makes the same prediction as TCRS in terms of the perception-

oriented task. However, in contrast to TCRS she predicts different outcomes in

production depending on the similarity between targets and potential adaptations:

for each target, the most similar adaptation will be chosen. According to Steriade’s

P-map, the most similar change possible is a voicing change. For example, the

target cluster /vr/ is predicted to be repaired by devoicing, resulting in legal /fr/,

rather than by vowel epenthesis, creating /f�r/. On the other hand, devoicing /zr/

does not make it legal; here the most similar change is not an option, so /zr/ is

not devoiced, but a more drastic repair, such as deletion or epenthesis, is necessary.

In short, wherever it creates a legal (or marginal) cluster, i.e. for /vr, vl, sv/ and

possibly /zv, zb, Zb/ (where double devoicing is necessary) only devoicing will be

used in adaptation. Furthermore, place of articulation (POA) changes are claimed

to be more similar than stricture changes, hence in a case where devoicing is not
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viable such as for /sr/, the POA change to /Sr/ will be employed rather than the

adaptation /tr/ which changes a fricative to a stop.

Both Boersma’s and Peperkamp’s loanword models are situated firmly within

perception, and hence predict that there will be no difference between the two kinds

of tasks. Boersma specifically states that the result of the perceptual process is well-

formed in the listener’s native language, which would result in complete adaptation

of all tokens. In Peperkamp’s case, since in her view all adaptations are phonetic

approximations to the nearest native structure, the adaptations are expected to

have a clear phonetic motivation and a certain uniformity. For example, stop-

initial clusters like /pt/, where the stop is released in Russian, are predicted to be

epenthesised, since the release can be reinterpreted as a vowel. For fricative-initial

clusters such as /sv/, no such phonetic motivation exists, hence no epenthesis is

predicted.

Frequency, gradient grammaticality and similarity

A role of the lexicon and frequency has not been previously claimed in loanword

phonology specifically (although Johnson 2004 refers to influence of the lexicon

on speech perception); however, usage-based theories such as Bybee’s (2001) have

claimed an influence on phonology in general. For this reason, direct relevance of

type or token frequency on the choice of strategy in loanword adaptation would

provide evidence in favour of those theories, and indirectly against the existing

loanword models.

Variability and gradience is also rarely discussed in loanword adaptation, in

favour of modelling the adaptation process resulting in a single predominant adapted

form per borrowed word. Evidence for gradience in judgments of grammaticality,

and for this gradience affecting how consistently and with which strategy a foreign

word is adapted, would enforce the need to incorporate this gradience into accounts

of loanwords. Furthermore, if grammaticality is relevant, and phonological param-

eters determining it can be found, the case of a phonological (such as Boersma’s

or Steriade’s) rather than a phonetic (such as Peperkamp’s) model of adaptation is

strengthened.

Finally, the concept of minimal changes in a loanword, or, conversely, maximal

similarity between the source form and the adapted form, has manifested itself in

one way or another in all approaches to the topic. This means that all models

would support the hypothesis that maximally similar adaptations will also be most

frequently used. The difference lies in the views on how similarity is defined and

measured. For example, Kenstowicz and Yip do not make definite general claims in

this respect, but instead provide case-by-case arguments that certain adaptations in
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their data are chosen due to their similarity. Peperkamp and Boersma on the other

hand assume that similarity is determined by the native language: its phonetics and

phonology, respectively. Cross-linguistic differences in the perception of similarity

would support this idea. Specifically, tieing in with Peperkamp’s predictions on

production, the comparison /pt - p�t/ should be rated as very similar, whereas

/sv - s�v/ would be less similar. Boersma’s predictions, on the other hand, would

depend on his constraint ranking for the English perception phonology. For both

Peperkamp and Boersma it follows from the idea of perceptual adaptation that,

in the case studied in this thesis, English listeners perceptually adapt the foreign

sequences and hence give very high similarity values to target-adaptation pairs,

while Russian listeners do not perceptually adapt one form to another and give

lower similarity judgments.

Steriade’s approach to similarity predicts that it is determined by perception,

but cross-linguistically so: for example, the deletion of the first consonant of a

cluster is predicted to be perceived as more similar than deletion of the second

cluster (e.g. /fp-p/ more similar than /fp-f/), since the acoustic cues are more

salient before a vowel. Any similarity rankings counter to cue-based predictions,

and any cross-linguistic differences in similarity judgments provide evidence against

Steriade’s model.

1.4.3 Overview of chapters

Chapter 2 compares the phonology and phonetics (to the extent relevant for the

experiments and their analysis) of English and Russian.

Three experimental chapters follow. Firstly, chapter 3 describes the initial adap-

tation experiment to determine the output of the adaptation process, and the vari-

ability thereof. English listeners are presented with auditory Russian-sounding

stimuli, which are phonotactically ill-formed in their L1, and which they are asked

to reproduce in different ways. The results are analysed with respect to phonologi-

cal parameters for evaluating clusters such as sonority distance (see chapter 2), and

a pilot study explores the role of misperception for the adaptation of one of the

Russian target clusters.

The results of these experiments necessitated further investigation into influences

on the adaptation process. The factors studied in chapter 4 are:

• the frequency of potential adapted onsets, as measured in the celex database

of spoken English

• the degree of (un-)grammaticality of the Russian targets with respect to En-

glish, as drawn from native speaker judgments
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• the similarity between targets and adaptations, also judged by native speakers

of English

The chapter contains an analysis of what determines similarity and grammati-

cality, and of the effect these variables have on the choice of an adaptation.

Chapter 5 studies in more detail the similarity between foreign forms and adap-

tations, and the perception of minimal or more grave alternations, since the concept

of this minimality pervades the recent work on loanword adaptations. The exper-

iment compares Russian and English similarity judgments of the same stimulus

pairs, differentiated by phonotactics status in the two languages; results are used to

test hypotheses based on the P-map (regarding the relative similarity of different

contrasts), and other models of similarity, and to evaluate the relative contributions

of cross-linguistic similarities caused by the human perceptual apparatus, and of the

native phonology of a listener.

Finally, chapter 6 summarises the findings, and discusses their implications for

loanword research specifically, and the significance of the results for the broader

issues reviewed in general.



Chapter 2

Russian and English phonology

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, some main points of Russian phonology in comparison with English

phonology are outlined; the aim is to provide an overview over prominent aspects

of Russian phonology, while looking in more detail at the characteristics which are

relevant in the experiments in chapters 3, 4 and 5. The first part compares the

segment inventories; the next section gives an overview of phonological processes in

Russian, and finally some phonetic details of Russian and English are compared.

For a detailed overview of the literature on Russian phonology see Chew (1999).

2.2 Phoneme inventory

2.2.1 Consonants

Since the consonants and the possibilities of combining them in a syllable onset are

the main focus of the following chapters, initially the consonant inventories of the

two languages will be compared. Table 2.2.1 shows the consonants of English.

labial dental alveolar post-alveolar palatal velar glottal
oral stop p b t d k g
affricate tS dZ
fricative f v T D s z S Z h

approximant r j w
nasal m n N
lateral l

Table 2.1: The English consonant inventory, following Giegerich (1992). Segments
occurring only in some varieties, such as /û/ and /x/, are omitted. The bilabial
and labiodental places of articulation are combined in one column, as are post- and
palato-alveolar.

Table 2.2.1 shows Chew’s (1999) version of the Russian inventory. The most

striking difference between the inventories is the existence of two contrasting sets

of consonants in Russian, namely the palatalised (or soft, or [-back]) set, and the

36
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labial dental alveolar palatal velar
hard soft hard soft hard soft hard soft hard soft

stop p b pj bj t d tj dj k g
affricate ts tSj
fricative f v fj vj s z sj zj S Z x

approximant j
nasal m mj n nj

lateral l lj

trill r rj

Table 2.2: The Russian consonant inventory, following Chew (1999). The bilabial
and labiodental places of articulation are combined in one column.

non-palatalised (variously termed hard, plain or [+back]). Similarly obvious is the

lack of dental fricatives in the Russian inventory, and of the labial approximant

/w/, the glottal fricative /h/, and the velar nasal /N/. On the other hand, the

Russian velar fricative /x/ is not a phoneme in most varieties of English. Since the

experiments in the following chapters are concerned with phonotactic rather than

segmental conflicts, /x/ was not used in the stimuli.

A further difference between the two languages lies in the anterior coronal con-

sonants: while these are alveolar in English, the Russian equivalents are dental.

This will be described in more detail in the section Phonetic Characteristics.

There are some disagreements in the literature regarding the phonemic status

of some segments in Russian, as discussed for example in Avanesov (1956) or Chew

(1999). Most notably, it is not clear whether the velars [k, g, x] and their palatalised

counterparts belong to the same phonemes or are separate. The same is in question

for the post-alveolar fricatives. However, since this issue does not bear on the

present thesis, it is not discussed further.

2.2.2 Vowels

Russian is usually described as having a five phoneme vowel system (Chew 1999,

Jones & Ward 1969), with the vowels /a, e1, i, o, u/, with allophonic variation

dependent on context and stress.

As with the velar consonants, there is conflicting evidence on whether [1] is an

independent phoneme (Bulanin 1970), or an allophone of /i/ (e.g. Jakobson 1929,

Avanesov 1956). Again, this issue does not pertain to the content of this thesis and

is therefore not discussed.

1This vowel is sometimes transcribed as /E/
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Additionally, Kučera & Monroe (1968) also list unstressed i, a, u as separate

phonemes. These correspond to somewhat laxer versions of their stressed counter-

parts, realised as [I, U], as well as [2] and schwa. This will be explained in more

detail in the section Stress-related phenomena.

For English, vowel systems differ widely between varieties, which is why it is not

appropriate here to describe in detail the inventory of a single variety. Prominent

features across varieties of English are for example tense-lax distinctions which are

not part of the Russian system such as between /i/ an /I/, /u/ and /U/ and /e/

and /E/, three closing diphthongs, and a larger number of distinctive low vowels

compared to the single Russian /a/ phoneme. These features result in a considerable

larger English than Russian vowel inventory.

Most importantly, while there are phonetic differences between Russian and

English vowels, such as a diphthongal realisation of Southern British English /o/

and /e/, or a fronted realisation of Scottish /u/, the realisations of the vowels in the

Russian inventory correspond to realisations of English vowels, including [1], with

F1 and F2 at 285 Hz and 1,655 Hz, respectively (Bolla 1981, p.66), overlapping with

the phonetic space for English i-vowels to some extent (e.g. Ladefoged 2003, p.212,

Peter Ladefoged’s [I] at about 275/1500 Hz, [i] at 300/1650 Hz). This makes the

choice of vowels unproblematic for Russian stimuli presented to English speakers in

the experiments.

2.3 Phonological differences

2.3.1 Voicing: final devoicing and voicing assimilation

In contrast to English, Russian has no voiced/voiceless contrast word-finally. All

codas of the final syllable consisting of obstruents are devoiced (Avanesov 1956).

For example, nouns with word-final voiced obstruents have a voicing alternation be-

tween the different forms of the declension, such as /drug/ [druk] (friend-nom) and

/"drug+a/ [druga] (friend-gen). This word-final devoicing can be viewed (Lightner

1972) as a voicing assimilation process, namely to the word boundary (assuming a

word boundary is specified as [-voice]; see Chew, 1999).

This view connects devoicing to other voicing assimilation processes in Russian

(discussed e.g. in Jakobson 1956, Avanesov 1956, Halle 1959): all consonants in

an obstruent cluster undergo regressive voicing assimilation. This assimilation also

crosses morpheme boundaries, such that the prefix {s-} forming the perfective of

/kru"titj/ (to twist) is voiceless in [skru"titj], but the perfective of /"djelatj/ (to

make) formed with the same prefix is ["zdjelatj].
While this generalisation is true for most obstruents, the behaviour of /v/ is

split, depending on its neighbours (e.g. Jakobson 1956, Halle 1959): when it is not
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followed by an obstruent, it behaves like a sonorant, in that it neither assimilates nor

triggers assimilation. Preceding voiceless obstruents remain voiceless, as in /svjet/
(light). However, if /v/ is followed by an obstruent, it behaves like an obstruent.

It devoices in front of voiceless obstruents (e.g. /v + komnatje/ (in the room):

["fkomnatje]), and it triggers assimilation of preceding obstruents, as in /bjez +fstupjljenija/ (without introduction), [bjesfstu"pjljenija].
With respect to the experiments described in the following chapters, voicing as-

similation puts a restriction on the available set of Russian onset clusters: obstruent

clusters differing in voicing are impossible except with /v/ as the last consonant.

Further restrictions on possible clusters are discussed in the section Constraints on

syllables.

2.3.2 Palatalisation, fronting and retraction

A further assimilation process is often discussed in the literature on Russian phonol-

ogy; in contrast to the spreading of voicing specifications, this section is concerned

with place feature dependencies between consonants and following vowels. Gener-

ally speaking, palatalised, or [-back], consonants occur followed by the front vowels

/i, e/, while [+back] consonants occur before other vowels.

Rubach (2000) discusses the relevant processes in detail. The term palatalisation

refers to consonants being palatalised before front vowels and /j/, which occurs for

example in derivations such as /Ze"njitj/ (to marry) from /Ze"na/ (wife). Secondly,

Rubach describes the process of fronting, which relates to the realisation of /1/,

as in the nominative plural suffix, as either front [i] or back [1] depending on the

preceding consonant. Hence, a stem ending in a soft consonant like /gostj/ triggers

[i], while the plural of /stol/ is realised as [sto"l1]. Conversely, retraction of /i/ also

occurs, for /i/-initial stems, if they are preceded by prefixes or prepositions with

a hard final consonant, or even across word-boundaries, such as in /"golos 1"vana/
(Ivan’s voice; example taken from Rubach 2000).

As a result of the realisation of a consonant in Russian being closely connected

with the following vowel, an allophonic difference dependent on syllable position,

as is the case for English dark and light /l/ in coda and onset, respectively, is not

found in Russian.

2.3.3 Constraints on syllables

The concept of the syllable has been connected to notions of sonority since the

19th century, for example in Whitney (1865). According to Trask (1996, p. 327),

sonority is “a particular sort of prominence associated with a segment by virtue of

the way in which that segment is intrinsically articulated. Sonority is an elusive

notion.” Bloomfield (1933) connects sonority to the loudness of a segment; other
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accounts work with vocal tract aperture (being inversely related to sonority) or

mostly with major class features and voice. Various sonority hierarchies have been

proposed (e.g. Ladefoged 2003, Zwicky 1972, Steriade 1982, Clements 1990, Selkirk

1984, Hume & Odden 1996): they vary in detail, but agree in stop consonants

being the least sonorous, followed by or equal to fricatives, then nasals, liquids,

and finally glides and vowels. Blevins (1995) summarises the literature in a tree

showing sonority relations between feature values (p.211): consonantal segments are

less sonorous than consonantal ones, obstruents less sonorous than sonorants, nasals

less sonorous than non-nasals, non-continuants less than continuants, and voiceless

segments less sonorous than voiced ones. For the calculation of the sonority distance

of the sonorant clusters used in this thesis, I am using Steriade’s (1982) 6-step scale

of:

Vowels > Glides > Liquids > Nasals > Fricatives > Stops

This scale is based on the manner of sounds and does not include the factor

voicing. While it would be desirable to integrate the notion of the higher sonority of

voiced segments into the scale, it is not clear how to quantify voicing, as compared to

the whole steps of manner differences. However, for example the sonority relations

in Blevins (1995) show the effect of voicing as subordinate, so that a voiceless

fricative ranks higher on the sonority scale than a voiced stop; for example, [s] is

more sonorous than [d]. Hence, the basis for calculation is the above scale, with

the relevance of voicing within a group of clusters which have the same sonority

distance discussed as appropriate in the experiment chapters.

With regard to syllables, sonority is decisive in that syllables tend to have their

sonority peak at the nucleus, with the sonority of the surrounding elements de-

clining towards the syllable edges. This tendency has also been noted since the

19th century, for example in Sievers (1881), and has been formulated in several

ways, such as in Selkirk (1984), as the Sonority Sequencing Generalisation (SSG):

“In any syllable, there is a segment constituting a sonority peak that is preceded

and/or followed by a sequence of segments with progressively decreasing sonority

values”. In reference to syllable onsets (the focus of this thesis), the SSG demands

that starting from the first consonant, each following segment must have the same

or higher sonority, precluding for example sonorant-obstruent clusters, or fricative-

stop clusters. Exceptions to the SSG can to some extent be explained through the

extrasyllabicity of the consonant at the edge; nevertheless, exceptions remain. This

has led to the view of the SSG as a preference, which, however, can be violated.

A further constraint on syllable onsets, which varies cross-linguistically, is the

parameter of minimal sonority distance (MSD), which determines how many steps
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further up the sonority hierarchy the following consonant must at least be to create

a well-formed cluster (e.g. Harris 1983, Steriade 1982).

For English, the MSD value is set at 2 (e.g. Archibald 1998, p. 158). This

means that no obstruent-obstruent or fricative-nasal clusters are possible. Addi-

tionally, plosive-nasal clusters are also prohibited. The largest group of well-formed

clusters is plosive plus liquid, for which all combinations are allowed except homor-

ganic /dl/ and /tl/. The fricative-liquid group is more limited in that the fricative

must be voiceless (i.e. less sonorous). For this group, the only full set of clusters

exists in the labial place of articulations with /fl, fr/, while /T/ is subject to the

same restrictions as /t/ and only combines with /r/. /s/ and /S/ behave to some

extent complementary, in forming /sl/ and /Sr/, while /sr/ and /Sl/ are prohibited

(or possibly marginal). Furthermore, /s/ behaves exceptionally (with respect to

the SSG rather than cross-linguistically) in that it combines freely with voiceless

plosives and nasals (/sp, st, sk, sm, sn/), as well as combining with well-formed

clusters to form CCC onsets (e.g. /sprus/), which are only possible with /s/ as the

first segment. Due to the status of these combinations violating of the SSG, but

being cross-linguistically very frequent, initial /s/ has received special attention in

the literature, and been treated as being outside of the syllable structure proper,

variously seen as extrasyllabic, an adjunct to the syllable, or as forming a complex

segment with the following consonant (Selkirk 1984). For this reason, /s/-stop clus-

ters may been seen as a different type of cluster to others, and could be expected

to be have differently in adaptation. However, this is of limited relevance, since,

being legal in English, they would not be expected to be changed. The relevance of

the special status may lie in /s/-stop clusters as possible adaptations themselves,

specifically for other fricative-stop clusters, such that sonority distance is not in-

creased. The role of /s/-stop clusters as adaptations is addressed in the results

section of the production tasks.

Furthermore, English permits CC onsets with glides (e.g. /kwin/), again re-

stricted to some extent by avoidance of homorganicity (e.g. */pw/). English also

allows single onsets, as well as onsetless syllables. For further literature on English

onsets, see for example Hammond (1999), Giegerich (1992), and also Algeo (1978)

for a discussion of the inconsistency in the literature as to which sequences are

well-formed. An overview of clusters regarded as possible clusters of English can be

found in appendix A.

In Russian, single and empty onsets are also permitted. Furthermore, onset

clusters are much less restricted than in English. Russian allows up to four conso-

nants in a cluster, whose initial segments are anterior fricatives and combinations

thereof, as in /"fstrjetSa/. In terms of CC onset clusters, all combinations but glide
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(i.e. /j/)-initial and liquid-liquid combinations are attested (Halle 1959). Not only

does Russian not have a minimal sonority distance, but it also allows clusters which

substantially violate the Sonority Sequencing Generalisation; for example, the on-

set cluster in /rtutj/ (mercury) has a sonority distance of -3, as well as a voiceless

second consonant after a voiced first one. Only approximately a third of CC onsets

conforms to the SSG (Chew 1999). The most frequent initial consonants are again

the labial and dental fricatives /f, v, s, z/ (see Zalizniak 1977, and Chew 1999 for

a frequency table derived from the former). What plays a large role in this are

the prefixes {vz-, v-, s-} with their voiced and voiceless allomorphs /vz-, fs-, v-, f-,

s-, z-/. Additionally, the prepositions {k-, v-, s-} also combine with the following

noun, forming a prosodic word, which results in further /v, f, s, z, k, g/-initial

onsets (cf. ["fkomnatje] in the room). The reader is referred to appendix A for a

table of clusters occurring in Russian.

Since only onsets will be the subject of experiments for this thesis, restrictions

on codas are not described here. For a detailed discussion of Russian syllables and

overview of the relevant literature, refer to Chew (1999).

2.3.4 Alternations with zero

A common feature of Slavic languages is the existence of so-called yers, defined

as underlying vowels, which may or may not be realised in different environments

(e.g. Lightner 1965, 1972). For this reason they are also called “floating vowels”.

Russian has two yers, a back and a front mid vowel, for example transcribed as E

and O. The basis for the claim of yers lies in vowel-zero alternations, for example

through a declension paradigm, such as in /"njemjets/ (German-nom) as opposed

to /"njemtsa/ (German-gen), and /bje"lok/ (protein-nom) as opposed to /bjel"ka/
(protein-gen).

Since no conditions for insertion or deletion rules can be found, the proposal

is that these are underlying vowels which may be vocalised (i.e. assigned a mora

and realised as vowels) in certain environments, for example depending on the

inflectional suffix. The concrete formulations of triggers for yer realisation differ.

Lightner (1972) and Rubach (1986) claim that yers are realised if the following

vowel is also a yer; in contrast, Yearley (1995) argues in an optimality-theoretic

account that yers are realised to avoid a tautosyllabic consonant cluster. These

theoretical disputes, as discussed for example in Hermans (2001), are not central

to the present thesis. However, what is relevant to the comparison of Russian and

English listeners (see chapter 5) is the commonness of vowel-zero alternations in

Russian.
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2.3.5 Stress-related phenomena

While predictions about stress can be made for English depending on word class and

syllable weight, such predictions are not straightforward in Russian. Chew (1999)

writes that “stress may be attached to any syllable of the word, and may surface on

virtually any type of morpheme.” Russian has therefore been claimed to have free

word stress (Avanesov 1956), although this is not undisputed. For example, Halle

(1997) argues for a Russian stress system, as derived from Indo-European.

In English, unstressed vowels are reduced, and in most cases realised as schwa,

with the exception of high front vowels. Consequently, in unstressed position, there

are only minimal phonemic distinctions. In Russian the set of distinctions is also

reduced by lack of stress - while in stressed syllables there are five (or six, if /1/ is re-

garded as separate) different phonemes, the number decreases to three in unstressed

position: the distinctions between /i, e/ is neutralised and realised as a lax [I]-like
vowel, unstressed /u/ is realised as the equally lax [U], and the /a-o/ distinction

is also neutralised. However, in the latter case there are two possible realisations,

depending on proximity to stress and position (Avanesov 1956, Bondarko 1977),

namely [2] and schwa.

Jones & Ward (1969) describe the conditions for [2]: “it occurs only before the

stress: immediately before the stress (’pretonic’ position), or as the first sound in a

word, or as either one of a sequence of two vowels where the letter a or the letter o is

written.”. Schwa, on the other hand, is found in the following environment: “Before

the stress it cannot be preceded by a soft consonant, nor can it occur immediately

before the stress or as the first sound in a word or as one of a sequence of two

vowels before the stress [...] It occurs therefore in pre-pretonic syllables after a hard

consonant, but not as one of a sequence of two vowels.”

Examples given by Jones & Ward are [g�l2"va] (head) and [m�l2"ko] (milk). In

reference to the experiment chapters to follow, this means that when an initial

cluster of a Russian word is to be compared with the same word with a schwa

inserted in the cluster, stress is relevant. In Russian orthography, <o> or <a> are

inserted. In order for this vowel to be pronounced as schwa rather than lower [2],
it must be two syllables away from the stress. This means that the corresponding

word with the CC cluster must be (at least) bisyllabic and stressed on the last

syllable.

2.4 Phonetic characteristics

The labial hard consonants /p, b, f, v, m/ have a secondary velar articulation

(e.g. Kochetov, to appear). Alternatively, the hard consonants are described as
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pharyngealised. Bolla (1981) reports varying degrees of pharyngealisation for the

[-back] consonants, most strongly for /f/.

2.4.1 Plosive release

A further contrast between English and Russian consonants is described for example

in Jones & Ward (1969): the release of plosive consonants. In English, voiceless

plosives in the onset of a syllable are aspirated (less so in an unstressed syllable),

unless they are preceded by /s/ (e.g. [phaI] vs. [spaI]). In Russian, on the other

hand, no aspiration occurs.

A further difference lies in the presence or absence of the burst itself. In English

in a cluster of two consecutive heterorganic obstruents such as in the word act, there

is no burst for the first consonants, i.e “the tongue does not leave the roof of the

mouth in passing from the k to the t” (Jones & Ward 1969), also see Ladefoged

2003. Conversely, in Russian stop-stop clusters, which, in contrast to English, also

occur in onsets, there is a burst also in the first consonant, as can be seen in figure

2.1.

Figure 2.1: The sequence [ptu"zjit], as pronounced by a Russian native speaker. The
x axis shows time, the y axis shows frequency, ranging up to 8000Hz. The burst of
[p] is clearly visible, and indicated with an arrow.

Instead of an overlap between neighbouring consonants, there is a lag between

consonant closures. Kochetov & Goldstein (2001) and Zsiga (2000) found that this

lag is longest if the first consonant is articulated further back in the mouth than

the second one (as in /kp/), with Zsiga claiming that this difference occurs for

perceptual reasons, to ensure the perception of the C1 burst.

2.4.2 Coronal consonants

As seen from the consonant inventories of English and Russian, the anterior coronal

consonants in English are alveolar, while in Russian they are dental. Since all
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coronals used in the clusters of the experiments will be non-palatalised, only those

are described.

The dental/alveolar difference implies that the spectral characteristics of, for

example, Russian and English [s] (or the [t] burst) differ; since the tongue is further

forward in Russian, energy is expected to be concentrated above a higher frequency.

However, while there is a large body of research and descriptions of the acoustic

characteristics of different varieties of English (Lehiste 1964, Fant 1973, Bush 1964,

Halle et al. 1957, Blumstein & Stevens 1981, Olive et al. 1993, Stevens 1998, to

name only a few), and also of Russian (e.g. Bolla 1981, Fant 1970, Zinder et al.

1964, Skalozub 1963, Padgett & Zygis 2003, Zsiga 2003, Kochetov 2006), I am not

aware of any studies directly comparing the coronals of both languages directly.

Therefore, detailed comparisons could not be drawn from the specifications in the

studies concentrating on one of the languages. Nevertheless, the realisations of

Russian [t, d, s, z, n] are articulatorily (and impressionistically) clearly different

from their English counterparts.

In the group of the liquids, Russian /l/ is classified as dental by Chew (1999),

but described as alveolar by Bolla (1981). Non-palatalised Russian [l] is similar to

English dark [l]. As the point of interest in the experiment will be Russian onset

clusters, it must be noted that speakers of most English varieties have the light /l/-

allophone in this position, while before Russian back vowels [l] is dark also in onset

position. However, a number of experiment participants are speakers of Scottish

varieties, in which there is no allophonic distinction, and onset [l] is also dark.

Russian /r/ is classified as alveolar, as is the English phoneme, so there is

no dental/alveolar difference for this phoneme. However, the two realisations are

distinguished by manner: the Russian realisation of /r/ is a trill, while in most

varieties of English, the sound is realised as an approximant. For Scottish speakers,

the realisation may be a trill, a tap or an approximant.

2.5 Summary

While English and Russian exhibit number of phonetic and phonological differ-

ences, their inventories and syllable structure make them ideal for a phonotactic

comparison. There is a large overlap between the consonant inventories, which

allows the use of segment combinations where only the phonotactic status differs

for English and Russian listeners. Moreover, with the exception of clusters with

Russian-illegal consonants such as /Tr/, English CC clusters are a subset of the

Russian well-formed clusters, which makes the comparison of both legal and illegal

(as well as marginal) clusters possible. This widens the adaptation possibilities of
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Russian sequences compared to other languages which do not allow any clusters at

all (see next chapter).



Chapter 3

Production and perception

3.1 Introduction

Segmental adaptations in loanwords and second language acquisition are well re-

searched; therefore, the focus of this project is on a different layer of the phonological

hierarchy, namely phonotactic conflicts - more specifically, syllables which are al-

lowed in the source language, but not the borrowing language. Previous work in this

area has been limited by the nature of the borrowing languages, as described below.

The specific case under investigation here is that of word-initial onset clusters which

are well-formed in Russian, but not in English.

This constellation seems at first glance unlikely for a study of loanwords. There

are only few loanwords which have been borrowed from Russian into the English

lexicon, such as glasnost, vodka, balalaika, or bistro /bIst�o/ from Russian /b1str2/,

which has, however, been imported through French /bistKo/. Of the kind which

will be under investigation here, i.e. those with word-initial illegal clusters, there is

only a handful to be found in the The Oxford English Dictionary (2007), such as

dvornik (house servant), knout (whip) or tvorog (soft cheese), which are virtually

unknown to English speakers - with the possible exception of the increasingly well-

known kvass (fermented cereal drink). This scarcity was in fact one of the reasons

why Russian was chosen as the source language for this project, with English as

the borrowing language: since there is no previously existing corpus of loanwords

with a similar problem (and the situation with words from other Slavic languages is

comparable), there is no existing strategy in place of dealing with these conflicts. In

contrast, there is an abundance of previously existing loanwords for the constellation

of English to Japanese adaptation (e.g. used in Dupoux 1999), and the strategy

could have developed through factors other than phonology. This issue was one of

the major criticisms of Dupoux’ study, and has been avoided here.

A further reason why Russian and English were chosen for this project is that,

while previous work on loanwords was often based on corpora of English or French

to CV languages only, as commented on in chapter 1, the languages involved here

47
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both allow onset clusters. However, the set of well-formed clusters in Russian is

much larger and more varied than the English set, thus leaving a sizeable set of

Russian clusters which are not well-formed in English. This setup predicts frequent

adaptation of ill-formed clusters, but opens up a third possibility besides vowel

epenthesis and consonant deletion to “repair” a foreign cluster, namely adapting it

to a native one, for example ill-formed /ml/ to well-formed /bl/.

The choice of Russian had a further advantage: besides the fact that no estab-

lished strategy exists, which may have been influenced by hidden factors, the lack of

an existing corpus of loanwords also means that there are no loanword data which

have been shaped by orthography or adaptations of words in third languages, and

thus distorting the role of phonology. Thus, this lack, which may appear to be a

disadvantage at first glance, is in fact an advantage of this project. As a result, the

first step of the project was the production of a set of adaptation data tailored to

the questions to be answered. To this end, a production experiment was carried out

in which English speakers were presented with the task of reproducing a Russian

target online, in various ways described below. This experiment setting allowed

more control by far over the factors involved; for example, in real-life adaptation

the adapters may range from monolingual in the borrowing language to bilingual

with the source language; these different groups may use and adapt different subsets

of the loanwords. Since greater proficiency is associated with greater faithfulness to

the original form of the word, this may result in a heterogeneous loanword corpus

within a borrowing language. In contrast to this, the experiment setup allows for

control of knowledge of the source language (in this case reduced to zero), which

homogenises the group and precludes distortion of the data.

The production experiment consisted of a shadowing task, in which participants

were instructed to repeat the Russian words they heard. The results of this can

reflect the influence of a number of factors, including articulation, and phonotactic

well-formedness in production as well as in perception. Therefore an orthographic

task, in which the participants had to give orthographic representations of what they

heard, was added. The aim of this experiment was to exclude articulation-based

adaptations based on potentially unaltered phonological output, and to take a first

step towards determining whether there is a role for perception in the field of loan-

word study: since the completion of this task does not require speech production,

the effects of the production phonology can be avoided1.

To concentrate directly on perception, a categorical perception experiment mod-

elled on Dupoux et al.’s (1999) study was piloted, yet the full experiment was not

1However, see cautionary note in section 3.2.2.
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completed for reasons explained below. Nevertheless, the results of the pilot merit

mentioning in this chapter, as - in spite of the small amount of data - it shows

clearly that speakers of different languages perceive input differently and thus gives

a first indication of the importance of perception, which will be further investigated

in chapter 5 with a different methodological approach.

3.2 Production

3.2.1 The shadowing task

Introduction

The shadowing task is similar to a study by Davidson (2001), which investigated

English speakers’ adaptation of Polish word-initial clusters by asking them to re-

produce Polish-sounding stimuli in English carrier sentences. The shadowing ex-

periment carried out here used a larger number of English-illegal clusters, and two

experiment conditions rather than one. The decisive difference, however, is that in

Davidson’s study, participants were presented with an orthographic representation

of the stimuli, as well as an auditory one. This precluded any potential effects

of perception on the performance. In contrast, here there was no visual aid, thus

allowing all perception effects which may apply in loanword adaptation.

Method

Materials.

The stimuli consisted of Russian pseudo-words, i.e. non-existent words conform-

ing to Russian phonology. For these, 22 initial consonant clusters of various types

(for example stop-stop, fricative-stop, fricative-fricative) were selected. Not all of

these clusters appear in the Russian lexicon, however all of them appear in Russian

prosodic words, for example through prefixation (cf. chapter 2). Of these clusters,

two are legal in English (/sp, fr/), three are marginal in English (/sf, Sp, Sm/), and

17 are illegal in English (/pn, sr, zr, vr, vl, tv, dv, ps, Sv, sv, zv, vz, pt, fp, vb,

zb, Zb/). Only consonants which are also in the English segment inventory were

used. For each of the clusters, five bi- or trisyllabic target words were designed.

The vowel following the cluster was one of /u, 2, E, 1/ to avoid palatalisation of

the cluster consonants, and the stimuli contained no further conflicts with English

consonant phonology, although differences in vowel formants were unavoidable. A

list of the target words can be found in appendix B.

These words were transcribed in the Cyrillic alphabet according to Russian or-

thography, which allows for unambiguous pronunciation if the stress is marked, and

the list was recorded twice by a female native speaker of Russian. The recordings

were made in a sound-proof recording studio at the Department of Theoretical &
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Applied Linguistics, University of Edinburgh, using an AKG CK98 half rifle car-

tridge on an AKG SE 300B power unit and a SONY PCM-2700A DAT recorder.

Recordings were digitised using a Townsend Datlink+ at 16khz mono, multiplexed

to the SONY PCM-2700A and to a Sun Sparc Ultra running Solaris 2.4 for archiving

to disk.

Following the recording, one target word (/vz2"daj�/) was excluded because in

neither version could the initial /v/ be detected auditorily or on the spectrogram,

which resulted in a list of 109 target words. This list was tested by two further

Russian native speakers who were asked to write down the words they heard in

Cyrillic. Neither of them had any difficulty in performing this task correctly, and

transcribed all onsets targetlike.

Since sonority distance has been used to evaluate cluster well-formedness and

varying acquisition difficulties for different clusters (see chapter 2), it will also be

relevant in assessing differences between the productions of clusters. Specifically, it

is studied whether sonority distance is connected to the success in reproducing the

Russian clusters targetlike, or to the preferred adaptation strategy. Therefore, ta-

ble 3.1 shows the target clusters used in the experiment with their sonority distance.

Participants.

The experiment participants were 10 native speakers of British English vari-

eties, between 18-24 years old, recruited at the University of Edinburgh. None of

the participants reported any hearing or speech production difficulties, and none

of them had any knowledge of Russian (or any other Slavic languages). This was

ascertained after the experiment, to avoid influencing the participants’ expectations

of the stimuli.

Procedure.

The participants were not informed about the identity of the language the words

they were to hear belonged to. However, they were warned not to expect English

words. The participants’ task was to pronounce these words in two different condi-

tions. In Condition 1 the target word was pronounced within an English sentence

to ensure an English setting, whereas in Condition 2 the words had to be repeated

without a carrier sentence.

2These are calculated by assuming values of O to 5 along stops, fricatives, nasals, liquids,
semivowels and vowels. If C1 is voiceless, and C2 is voiced, then a “+” is added to the number to
indicate that, since voiced segments are more sonorous than voiceless ones, sonority is somewhat
larger than the value given.
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Sonority Distance of Illegal Clusters 2

sp -1
fr 2Sm 1
sf 0Sp -1

pn 2+
sr 2+
zr 2
vr 2
vl 2
tv 1+
dv 1
ps 1Sv 0+
sv 0+
zv 0
vz 0
pt 0
fp -1
vb -1
zb -1Zb -1

Table 3.1: The sonority distance of the target clusters used in the production ex-
periment. The clusters are divided into groups of different well-formedness (legal,
marginal and illegal), which are separated by double lines.

The stimuli were presented auditorily via Sennheiser HD 457 headphones, in

randomised orders. These orders were different for each participant. In the first

part participants were shown a computer screen with a carrier sentence with a gap

marked for the target word, and were asked to read out the carrier sentence with

the target after hearing the target word twice. The carrier sentence remained on

screen until the response was complete. The sentences were designed such that it

was impossible to syllabify the first consonant (C1) of the target word with the last

syllable of the word preceding the gap, for example Look at this fantastic I

bought! or Look at this amazing I bought!, , where a C1 of the target word

other than /s, t/ cannot syllabify with the final /k/ of fantastic, while /s,t/ cannot

syllabify with N/ of amazing.

The second part of the shadowing task consisted of repeating the stimulus with-

out a carrier sentence after hearing it once. The same stimuli were used, but in a

different randomised order. The experimenter activated the next target word after
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the response was complete.

Analysis.

The participants’ responses were recorded in a soundproof studio and digitised

in the same way as the stimuli, and analysed by the author, auditorily as well as

with the aid of wide-band spectrograms, in Entropic’s waves+ software.

The adaptations were classified into three main groups: vowel epenthesis, dele-

tion of a consonant, and segment change, i.e. the change of a cluster into a different,

legal cluster.

Within the latter group, the responses were classified as either resulting in a

legal or marginal English cluster or not, and the non-legal class was subdivided into

three subcategories, according to whether the resulting cluster was higher, equal,

or lower in sonority distance. In the vast majority of cases this is achieved through

changing one of the two consonants, for example /vl/ to /fl/. Only in a few cases

a double consonant change resulted in a legal or marginal cluster in considerable

numbers, such as for /zv/ to /sf/. These will be discussed below. All frequent

adaptations are shown in tables in the result section.

For most tokens, data classification was straightforward: for example, the pres-

ence or absence of an entire segment was clearly visible except in some cases of

vowel epenthesis, and the frequent change from target /v/ to [w] was indicated by

a slow formant rise and no frication. Similarly, place of articulation in fricatives,

which was frequently changed, was easily discerned, such as a change from target

/S/ to [s] from the spectrum above 4000Hz.

In a case of for example /zb/, the output was classified as /sb/ if the fricative was

devoiced, rather than as /sp/, unless the plosive was aspirated. This is because in

fricative-stop clusters in English the voicing of the stop cannot be determined, since

there are no contrastive pairings, and for example in English /sp/, the realisation

of the /p/ is phonetically closer to a single onset [b] than [p]. Therefore in the

absence of phonetic evidence to the contrary a minimal modification was assumed.

Similarly, in the reverse situation of a stop+fricative cluster, the voicing of the

plosive at the edge of the word was difficult to determine. For this reason, in the

case of target /dv/, where the fricative was devoiced, the token was labelled as [df].

For the target /tv/, when the fricative was voiced, the token was classified as [dv]

only where a voice bar during closure was clearly visible, as in figure 3.1.

In contrast to stop voicing, the voicing of fricatives is much easier to determine.

Even at word edges, clear differences such as the presence or absence of a voice bar

were visible from the spectrograms. Figure 3.2 shows two tokens of target /Zb/

from the same speaker, one voiced, one devoiced.
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Figure 3.1: The target sequence [tvE"naj�], with voiced initial stop. The voice bar
of [d] is indicated with an arrow. In this as in the following figures, the frequency
on the y-axis ranges up to 8000Hz.

Figure 3.2: The target sequence [ZbE"dom] and [Zb2"tra]; in the first spectrogram,
the arrow indicates the voice bar during the fricative, which is not present in the
second spectrogram.

Where an epenthetic vowel was produced by the speakers, it varied considerably

in length. Whereas in some cases a full vowel was easily distinguished both audi-

torily and in the acoustic information visible in the spectrogram (figure 3.3), very
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short vowel-like portions with glottal pulses also occurred (figure 3.4). For these

tokens, a cutoff point of 20ms, or at least three glottal pulses in the waveform, was

used for labelling these portions as epenthetic vowels.

Figure 3.3: The target sequence [dv2"djel], with an epenthesised vowel marked by
an arrow.

Figure 3.4: The sequence [ptE"jatk�], with a short epenthesised vowel marked by an
arrow.

If a reliable classification of a token could not be achieved, it was labelled as

“other”. “Hyper-corrections”, i.e. more changes than necessary to achieve a legal

English sequence, such as /Zb/ ⇒ [S�b] or /fp/ > [b] were classified as changes on

the higher prosodic level (since those always result in legal sequences, whereas the

feature changes alone do not), i.e. the former was labelled as epenthesis, and the

latter as deletion rather than segment change.
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Predictions

With respect to the outcome of this experiments, predictions can be derived from

two sources: firstly, from the most prominent factor in discussions of the English

syllable and in the acquisition of clusters, i.e. the sonority distance between the

onset consonants; secondly, from previous work on clusters in loanword adaptation

and various models of loanword adaptation. Not all of the models make specific

predictions for this experiment: for example, Silverman’s split of the adaptation

process into the Perceptual Level (dealing with segmental conflicts) and the Oper-

ational Level is not relevant at this stage for two reasons: the stimuli contain no

ill-formed segments, and the results of the experiment only give the form which

is eventually produced, with no direct indication of what is perceived. For those

models from which specific predictions for the case at hand can be derived, the

expected outcomes are described in this section.

Firstly, independently of the models, better performance was expected in the

word as opposed to the sentence condition, since the target word was embedded in a

series of words conforming to English phonology, and the possible distraction of the

carrier sentence. However, since each participant completed the sentence condition

before the word condition to ensure linguistic processing, this expected result could

also be explained with a learning effect.

Furthermore, a better performance was also expected for legal clusters than

marginal clusters, which were in turn expected to be produced correctly more often

than illegal onsets. It is within the group of the illegal clusters like /vl/ that the

predictions diverge.

If specific phonotactic tendencies in English are relevant for adaptation, then

those clusters conforming better or to more of these tendencies were predicted to

fare better in the experiment. For example, if the /s/-initial clusters in English

reflect a preference for voiceless and coronal C1 obstruents, and these phonotac-

tic generalisations guide English native speakers, then target clusters with initial

voiceless or initial coronal consonants are expected to be produced more successfully

than those with voiced or non-coronal C1 segments.

The most prominent variable associated with consonant cluster well-formedness

is that of sonority distance (SD), as described in chapter 2. A syllable contour

typically rises and falls, which extends to the sonority within onsets and codas.

Except for /s/-initial clusters, all onsets in English must have a minimal sonority

distance of two, precluding stop-fricative or nasal-liquid clusters, or those with

homogeneous stricture. The relevance of this variable has also been studied in

second language acquisition (Eckman & Iverson 1993, Broselow & Finer 1991), to
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the extent that lower sonority distance between cluster consonants increased the

difficulty learners had in acquiring a cluster. It follows from this that, within the

illegal group, English speakers should have more problems with clusters with a

smaller or negative sonority distance (e.g. /zv/, SD=0; /zb/, SD=-1), and produce

those with a larger one (e.g. /pn/, SD=2) correctly more often.

In those cases where correct reproduction is unsuccessful, the outcomes were

predicted to have higher acceptability with respect to English phonology; this could

either be achieved through being completely well-formed, or through increasing

sonority distance at least to some extent and thereby producing an output onset

that is not part of the English lexicon, but does not have the added disadvantage

of violating preferences about sonority distance.

For adaptations leading to a well-formed sequence, there are three main cate-

gories of possible strategy: the epenthesis of a vowel, the deletion of a consonant,

and the change to a different cluster which occurs in English. Of these, traditional

loanword research shows a clear preference of epenthesis over deletion in most cases

(for example Paradis & LaCharité 1997, Brasington 1981). Segment change in these

studies is not a viable option, since consonant clusters are not well-formed in the

relevant borrowing languages. If, as Paradis and LaCharité claim, the only relevant

factor is the type of ill-formedness, i.e. the illegal combination of two well-formed

phonemes, then the strategy is predicted to be homogeneous across the ill-formed

clusters: vowel epenthesis.

Furthermore, in Davidson’s experiment with Polish target clusters, where seg-

ment change was theoretically possible, its occurrence was negligible at 2%. This

means that the outcome of the shadowing task anticipates to some extent the ques-

tion about the role of perception which will be discussed more extensively in the

second part of the experiment: if perception, whose effects were excluded in David-

son’s experiment, is irrelevant for the choice of adaptation, this percentage is pre-

dicted to remain very low here, but it may rise if perception did indeed have an

effect on adaptation.

A model which relies solely on perceptual adaptation is Boersma’s account. It

does not predict a prevailing strategy, like vowel epenthesis for all clusters; instead,

claiming that the result of perceiving the foreign input is well-formed in the L1, his

model would predict an adaptation to a an English-legal form for any input (unless

the perception grammar is gradient). This means that there should be neither tar-

getlike productions nor any other ill-formed sequences: for example, a target like

/zr/ is predicted not to be produced as either /zr/ or /sr/. The same prediction

comes from Peperkamp’s model of phonetic adaptation in perception; additionally,
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this model claims that there be phonetic motivations for the adaptations; for exam-

ple, the insertion of an epenthetic vowel may be triggered by a plosive burst (/pt/ to

/p�t/), whereas the same motivation for epenthesis is not given for a fricative-initial

cluster like /sv/.

Along with Kenstowicz, Steriade’s model of loanword adaptation, i.e. adaptation

in production only, guided by the knowledge of similarity as detailed in the P-map,

predicts that the adapted forms will be maximally similar to the target forms. In

the case of the P-map, there are very clear statements about relative similarity: for

example, if the problem posed by the target can be solved through either devoicing

or vowel epenthesis, then the chosen strategy will be devoicing; for example, /vl/

is predicted to be produced as /fl/ rather than /v�l/.

A summary of the predictions to be tested is given in the following list:

a) correct production: higher in

• word condition than sentence condition

• legal than marginal and illegal clusters

• clusters with higher sonority distance

b) adaptations:

• improvement with respect to English

• epenthesis across the board (Paradis and LaCharité)

• very little segment change (derived from Davidson)

• complete adaptation to English phonology (Boersma)

• complete adaptation with acoustic-phonetic motivation (Peperkamp)

• devoicing (rather than epenthesis or deletion) if it results in a legal cluster

(Steriade)

• maximally similar to targets (Kenstowicz)3

Results

Results for condition 1

The graph in figure 3.5, as well as the following graphs in this chapter, show the

different target clusters, or the experiment condition (this is specified in the labels),

on the x axis, and the outcome for all the tokens for a cluster or condition. The

following categories of outcomes are recorded in the graphs:

3Since the role of similarity will be further studied in the following chapters, the discussion of
this approach is postponed to chapter 5.
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• targetlike production

• vowel epenthesis between the two consonants, for example /z�v/ for /zv/

• deletion of a consonant, for example /z/ for /vz/

• segment change resulting in a different cluster which is legal in English, for

example /sp/ for /fp/

• segment change resulting in a different cluster which is not legal in English, but

has increased sonority distance compared to the target cluster, for example

/sv/ for /zv/

These categories are overall those with the largest shares in production; all of

them are improvements with respect to English, resulting in legal sequences in

all but the last point, where the improvement consists of an increase of sonority

distance. Since the improvements do not cover all cases, the percentages do not add

up to 100%; the breakdown of the remaining categories, split into segment changes

with same and reduced sonority distance as well as unclassifiable productions can

be found in appendix C.

As can be seen from figure 3.5, the prediction that legality is reflected in the

rate of correct responses is borne out. Legal clusters, as predicted, have high ratios

of correct responses and a negligible percentage of various possible adaptations. For

marginal clusters there is a sharp decline in correct responses, and the largest group

of adaptations by far are those which change the target cluster to an English legal

cluster. The picture is more spread out for the illegal targets: a success rate of only

24% is coupled with four types of adaptations which are used in over 10% of cases

each, of which epenthesis is the largest one with 26%. This reflects the variation

of both the percentages of correct responses and predominant adaptations within

this group, and shows that there is no such clearly preferred overall adaptation as

segment change is in the marginal group.

In a comparison to Davidson’s experiment, the amount of segment changes is

markedly increased: instead of 2%, in this experiment in 31% of illegal clusters

the targets were adapted into a different consonant cluster, slightly less so for the

marginal targets (28%). Since the main difference between the two studies is that

in Davidson’s experiment the participants were provided with an orthographic rep-

resentation of the auditory stimuli, it follows that the higher frequency of segment

change is caused by adaptations before production.

It can be further observed from figure 3.5 that, consistently with the prediction,

the vast majority of adaptations result in an improvement of the cluster with regard

to English, be it through the production of a legal sequence, or an increase of
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Figure 3.5: The summary for all clusters in the sentence condition. The colours
symbolise the following adaptations and adaptation types: no adaptation (i.e. cor-
rect pronunciation of target): white; epenthesis: gray; deletion: black. The light
gray and hatched bars show segment changes: English legal results are light gray,
hatched are those where the produced cluster is not legal in English, but has in-
creased sonority distance compared to the target cluster.

sonority distance. For an evaluation of the further predictions, the results for the

individual clusters must be studied.

Legal/Marginal clusters. In a cluster by cluster comparison of legal and marginal

clusters, figure 3.6 shows that the rate of correct responses is high with 80%

or over for the English legal clusters /sp/ and /fr/, as expected. No clear pat-

tern of changes can be established. In the group of the marginal clusters /Sm,sf, Sp/ somewhat more errors can be observed: for the latter two clusters the

ratio of correct productions is below 60%. For /Sm, Sp/ the main alterations

are those intuitively expected, namely changing the place of articulation from

postalveolar to alveolar, resulting in a well-formed s-cluster. Predictably, this

is the case more frequently for /Sp/, since it reflects that the differentiation

in English from /sp/ is nowhere near as clear as for the /Sm-sm/ pair. For

example, the pronunciation of English spiel varies between /sp/ and /Sp/,
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Figure 3.6: The productions of the legal and marginal clusters in the sentence
condition.

whereas /Sm/-initial words in English, as in schmaltz, schmendrik, schmuck

the first sound is invariably /S/.

In figure 3.7, the illegal clusters are ordered by sonority distance, with clusters with

a voicing difference4 placed at the left edge of each group. /pn/ on the left has the

highest SD of 2, whereas the last group of fricative-stop clusters has SD=-1, with

none of them being an s-cluster with a possible different status.

As discussed above, a case could be made for either expecting an equally un-

successful performance for all clusters, since all are illegal in English, or a graded

outcome in that production of clusters with higher sonority distances should be

easier to accomplish and therefore successful more often. Clearly, neither of these

predictions holds: the ratio of correct responses ranges from 0% to over 50%, provid-

ing evidence against the TCRS model. Moreover, there is no downward trend along

the graph’s x axis. Sonority distance fails as a predictor for success in producing

illegal clusters.

4For Russian clusters, a voicing difference normally means that the first consonant is voiceless,
and the second voiced (for details, refer to chapter 2). Consequently, clusters like /sv/ have a
higher sonority distance than those which agree in voicing, like /zv/ (see table 3.1.)
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Figure 3.7: The productions of the illegal clusters in the sentence condition. The
clusters are grouped by sonority distance in this graph as well as in the correspond-
ing figures showing performance in the other conditions.

Nevertheless, sonority distance appears to be of influence in the cases where

the targets are not correctly reproduced, and are not adapted to a legal sequence:

for example, for all voice-initial target clusters (except /dv/, see specific note) the

devoicing of the first consonant, and other changes which increases sonority distance,

outweigh the sonority-neutral or sonority-negative adaptations (for a breakdown of

percentages, see appendix C).

Paradis’ prediction that all clusters will be adapted in the same way since all are

combinations of legal segments in ill-formed combination, is shown to be incorrect

through the wide variety in adaptations used, as well as the differences between

clusters in terms of their most frequent repairs.

Furthermore, Boersma’s and Peperkamp’s notion that the result of the adapta-

tion process conforms to the native language system, is contradicted by a targetlike,

i.e. non-native, production which is as frequent as over 50% of tokens for several

target clusters.

The most successful prediction is Steriade’s claim that the option of devoicing

to resolve a conflict will be taken if it exists. Indeed, for the target clusters /vr,
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marginal cluster, it is indeed a frequent or even the most frequent repair. However,

this preference is not as exclusive as it is in Steriade’s prediction, and epenthesis

and deletion are used almost as often.

Illegal clusters by sonority distance. Since for illegal clusters, none of the pre-

dictions for adaptations are fully supported, the different types of clusters are

analysed in detail. Within groups of the same sonority distance, there are

some weak tendencies to similar outcomes, although these tendencies are re-

stricted by further differentiation within the groups.

For example, the fricative-liquid group shows a rough similarity between the

clusters in that the ratios for correct shadowing, deletion and segment changes

are comparable; however, a look at the most frequent adaptations shows that

segment changes are most common in the cases where the necessary change

to achieve a legal English sequence is devoicing of the fricative, for /vr, vl/.

The share of segment changes (along with correct pronunciation) decreases

for /sr/, where alteration involves a different place of articulation, to /Sr/,

and finally becomes lowest within the group for /zr/, where a one-feature

modification resulting in a legal cluster is impossible.

The group of fricative+plosive clusters (e.g. /zb/) has a sonority distance of

-1. In English, there is one kind of cluster like this, i.e. the s+stop clusters.

Since /s/ is a coronal fricative, one might expect a different outcome for /fp,

vb/ as opposed to the coronal-initial /zb, Zb/. In fact, the latter appear to

pose more difficulty to the English listeners, and there is also a difference in

the preferred alterations; the largest share of alterations for the coronal group

besides vowel epenthesis falls on the devoicing of the fricative, which not only

improves sonority distance, but in fact brings the result closer to the legal

(but violating the Sonority Sequencing Generalisation, cf. chapter 2) English

cluster /sp/ by creating initial /s/. Support for this interpretation comes from

the results for /fp/ and /vb/, where a comparable trend to devoicing cannot

be observed. Instead, as above, where a single feature change can result in a

legal cluster (/fp/ > /sp/), this method is chosen more often, whereas in the

other case vowel epenthesis is by far more frequent.

The group of plosive+fricative clusters (e.g. /ps/), of which there are none

at all in English, is rather heterogeneous: on the one hand, /dv/ and /tv/

are fairly similar in that the most frequent improving adaptation is vowel

epenthesis, and deletion plays no role at all. On the other hand, /ps/ is com-

pletely different: in over 50% of tokens, participants succeed in reproducing
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this cluster. This is the best performance for any of the illegal clusters. Fur-

thermore, no epenthesis takes place. Instead, the most frequent change is a

deletion of /p/, which shows that /s/ has a special role - likely linked to the

acoustic salience of [s] as compared to [v] - both in first and second position.

The fricative-fricative clusters (e.g. /sv/), which equally do not exist in En-

glish at all and are the second-lowest in terms of sonority distance at 0, show

on average the worst performance. In this group also, the differences between

clusters are more striking than the similarities: the combination of coronal

in first place and labiodental in second place is still produced with a limited

amount of success up to the 20% range, and a variety of adaptations. The

reverse case /vz/ is never produced correctly at all, and instead of a com-

bination of alterations, the deletion of /v/ in C1 position is by far the most

frequent adaptation, and is used in 70% of the tokens. In the coronal-first

clusters, on the other hand, in case of deletions C2 is affected, i.e. again /v/.

Participants are relatively successful in producing /pn/ with the highest SD=2

and /pt/ with SD=0. Notably, both of these are stop-stop clusters, where the

first stop is released.

Overall, the comparison of individual clusters shows that what is more important

both in success of reproduction and in the choice of adaptation than the sonority

distance in a cluster is makeup of a cluster in terms especially of place and voicing,

in combination with the salience of segments and the possibility of creating a legal

or marginal cluster: for example, a voicing change is preferred for the targets /zb,

vr/, but not for the targets /vb, zr/ where the result is not well-formed in English.

Results for Condition 2

As predicted, in the word condition (Condition 2), without the carrier sentence,

the rates of correct responses were somewhat higher, as compared to the sentence

condition. However, as noted above, this may have been caused by a practice effect.

The performance in both conditions was nevertheless very similar. In order to test

how similar the performances were, a Pearson correlation was calculated between

the percentages of correct responses the two tasks, for the set of illegal clusters.

The correlation was found to be highly significant (rp=.85, N=17, p<.01, 95% CI:

.63< r<.95), showing no evidence of the condition influencing performance.

Comparing the summary of adaptations by legality to the Condition 1 summary,

hardly any change can be found. Again, the prediction that the rates of targetlike

production are highest for legal and lowest for illegal clusters is confirmed. The

largest difference lies in the reduced number of segment changes in the marginal

clusters. In the illegal targets, however, aside from the slightly higher success rate,
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Figure 3.8: The summary for all clusters in the word condition.

the distribution of adaptation mechanisms is virtually the same, with the largest

difference lying in a reduction of deletion cases from 12% to 10%.

Legal/Marginal clusters. A comparison to the sentence condition for the legal

and marginal clusters shows that, within the legal clusters, the /fr/ perfor-

mance is somewhat improved in the word condition, while /sp/ remains at

the same value for correct production. For the marginal clusters, however, the

improvement is at least 10% for each cluster, and consequently all changes in-

cluding those creating a legal cluster are reduced. However, the cluster where

the sonority-increasing adaptation is most frequent is still /sp/ due to the

/sp-Sp/ interchangeability of some English <sp> words, as explained above.

For the group of the English-illegal clusters, the picture looks much the same, while

the rate of correct responses has risen to 29% as opposed to the average 24% in

Condition 1. The range of correct response ratios for individual clusters again

ranges from 0% to over 50%.

With respect to the predictions, the results overall confirm the conclusions of

the sentence condition, and the lack of support for any predictions on the nature of

the adaptations, except to some extent for Steriade’s preference of voicing changes.
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Figure 3.9: The productions of the legal and marginal clusters in the word condition.

Illegal clusters by sonority distance. Looking at the groups divided by sonor-

ity distance, the fricative-liquid clusters display the same preference for seg-

ment change for the targets which can be made legal with a voicing change, a

less pronounced preference where a POA (point of articulation) change is nec-

essary, and hardly any responses in this category for /zr/ without a possible

one-feature change to make it legal.

For the fricative-stop targets, all clusters aside from /vb/ show marked im-

provement in condition 2, and higher success rates, taking /fp/ to over 50%.

Consequently, the high/low success division for this condition is between the

voiceless and voiced targets rather than labial- versus coronal-initial clusters.

Nevertheless, in terms of adaptations, the distinct preference for devoicing

remains for /zb/ and /Zb/, but not for /vb/, while only /fp/ and /vb/ show

any deletion percentage to speak of. This underlines the relevance of both the

voicing and the coronal factors.

In the group with reverse configuration, i.e. with a plosive before a fricative,

only /tv/ and /dv/ show any improvement in this condition. The adaptations

which do occur, however, show much the same distribution as in Condition
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Figure 3.10: The productions of the illegal clusters in the word condition.

1: epenthesis is only used in the coronal-first clusters /dv/ and /tv/, whereas

/ps/ is again repaired almost exclusively by deletion of the initial [p], while

preserving the more salient coronal fricative.

The set with the lowest percentage of successful production in the sentence

condition, i.e. the fricative-fricative clusters, is also the set with the lowest

score here, with no improvement to the first task, in contrast to most other

groups. The distribution of adaptations is mostly the same, except that the

role of deletion is slightly diminished; for example, /vz/, which was previously

only improved by /v/-deletion, is now also repaired by vowel epenthesis in 10%

of productions.

/pt/ and /pn/, which have a similar stop-stop configuration (albeit a dif-

ference of two between their sonority distance values), are again the most

successfully reproduced clusters.

As in the sentence condition, the adaptations are not determined by sonority dis-

tance or another general feature of the target cluster, but more by salience and

the individual possibilities of changing an ill-formed cluster into a well-formed one.

Again it can be observed that if a voicing change is a possibility for achieving this
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goal, it is used very frequently (e.g. for target /vl/), more so than a place of artic-

ulation change which creates a well-formed cluster (e.g. for target /fp/).

Frequently used adaptation strategies

Table 3.2 lists the main adaptations, i.e. those used in at least 10% of cases,

in order of decreasing frequency within each cluster. This table reinforces what

is shown in the graphs, in more detail: the adaptation strategies are very similar

between the two conditions, and while the precise percentages of adaptations change

in both directions (for example, there is more epenthesis in the sentence condition

for /pn/, but more in the word condition for /zr/), the ranking of the most favoured

adaptations rarely changes.

Frequent adaptations of marginal and illegal clusters (≥10%)5

in the sentence and word conditions

Cluster Sentence WordSm sm
sf tsfSp sp sp

pn p�n p�n
sr s�r, s s�r
zr z�r z�r, sr
vr fr, v�r, v v�r, fr, v
vl fl, v�l, v fl, v�l, v
tv t�v, tf, dv t�v, tf, dv
dv d�v, df, dw d�v, df
ps s sSv Sf, sf, sw Sf, s�v
sv sf, s�v, s, Sf, tsf sf, s�v
zv z�v, sf sf, z�v
vz z, ts z, ts
pt p�t p�t
fp p, f�p, sp f�p, p
vb v�b v�b, fb
zb z�b, sb sb, z�bZb Z�b, Sb Z�b, Sb

Table 3.2: Main adaptations for the shadowing task, divided into the sentence and
the word only conditions.

What is noticeable in a comparison of the two conditions is that, in Condition 2,

along with the improvement in producing the clusters comes a slight uniformisation:

5Adaptations occurring over 20% of the time are printed in bold, those in over 30% are printed
in bold italics.
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for most clusters the number of different adaptations over 10% is less than in the

sentence condition. Besides this, there is not a clear trend towards an increase or

reduction for any given strategy.

Vowel epenthesis. In both conditions, the strategy of epenthesising vowels is

most often the most frequent, as the graphs above showed as well. How-

ever, its occurrence is not connected to the target clusters’ sonority distance;

for example, both /pn/ with the highest sonority distance and /vb/ and /Zb/

show epenthesis as the preferred repair. Within groups with the same sonor-

ity, it is also prominent for the coronal-initial fricative-liquid clusters, and also

the coronal-initial stop-fricatives. The dominance of vowel epenthesis for the

fricative-stop clusters does not stretch over both conditions and all clusters,

and the most heterogeneous group is that of the fricative-fricative targets.

Deletion For the deletions, the most striking aspect about their application is

that for those clusters where it is the most frequent repair, they dominate

the production of these clusters, and other adaptation possibilities occur only

marginally.

Two further observations can be made about consonant deletions: one, coronal

stops and fricatives are not deleted; two, there is a preference for the acousti-

cally motivated prediction that the consonants at the word edge - rather than

those adjacent to a vowel - will be deleted, presumably since their acoustic

cues are less salient. These two factors point to the same result for /ps/,

resulting in /p/-deletion being the dominant repair, and /vz/, where /v/ is

deleted in over 70% of productions. However, for /sr/ these trends pull in

opposite directions, with the avoidance of coronal deletions winning out.

A third factor involved in deletion appears to be voicing; a more sonorous /v/

in /vb/ (up against a less salient rival than /s/) is preserved, and repaired

by epenthesis, while the voiceless /f/ in /fp/ is deleted more often. Similarly,

/v/ preceding liquids is preserved and repaired through epenthesis, and any

deletions remove the liquid rather than the fricative, hence opposing the delete

C1 trend. However, in many productions there was a reflex of the liquid in

the shape of a back rounded vowel, which may speak against a classification

of these productions as deletions, particularly given the darkness of Russian

[l].

Segment changes While in deletions either the first or second consonant of a

cluster can be removed, the group of segment changes is more variable still:

either consonant can be changed, and each consonant can be altered with

respect to one or more of a set of defining features. The most frequent of all
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of these changes was a voicing change, specifically the devoicing of C1. This

was especially common where it led to a legal cluster, i.e. for /vl/ and /vr/

adapted to /fl/ and /fr/. For a cluster of the same sonority distance, /zr/,

where the same change does also increase sonority distance, but results in

still illegal /sr/, C1 devoicing still occurs, but to a far lesser degree. Similarly,

in the voiced fricative-stop clusters C1 devoicing is used, yet the dominant

repair is epenthesis, since only to change the voicing of the first consonant

would not produce a legal cluster. Notably, it is least frequent for /vb/,

where devoicing does not result in a voiceless coronal first fricative, i.e. those

allowed in English legal or marginal clusters, either.

A double devoicing or devoicing of C2, i.e. those which cannot be motivated by

sonority distance, occurs where the factor sonority distance can be overridden

by the motivation to produce a legal cluster or marginal cluster, for example

through the adaptation of both /zv/ and /sv/ as /sf/. Note that in the reverse

cluster, /vz/, devoicing is not used since it would not result in an improvement.

By analogy to /sf/, /Sv/ is also produced as /Sf/ as most frequent adaptation.

Further voicing changes, not all of which can be explained as improvements

with regard to English, are produced for /tv/ and /dv/. This may be due

to voicing confusion for the initial stop due to lack of aspiration in Russian

voiceless plosives.

The second most frequent segment changes after voicing changes are alter-

ations of place of articulation, the most common of which is from palato-

alveolar to alveolar. It is applied most extensively for the marginal clusters

/Sp/ and /Sm/, as discussed above, and also in a mixed strategy together with

devoicing, producing /Sv/ as the marginal /sf/.

A further place of articulation change occurs in /fp/, resulting in /sp/. No-

tably, this place change is not combined with devoicing for /vb/. A possible

explanation for this is the somewhat fuzzy boundary between /s/ and /S/ in

marginal clusters in English, whereas a similar fuzziness involving /f/ and /s/

does not exist.

In several cases manner changes occur, namely changing C2 from /v/ to /w/,

again producing a legal output, for /Sv/ changing to /sw/, and /dv/ changing

to /dw/. Phonetically, the velar secondary articulation of /v/ may contribute

to this change, suggesting [w] as a close English alternative to Russian [v].

However, a manner change is never the most frequent repair, possibly due to

this change being perceived to be a more drastic alteration than devoicing or

POA changes.
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Summary

The following list shows the predictions which were borne out in the shadowing

experiment in boldface:

a) correct production: higher in

• word condition than sentence condition

• legal than marginal and illegal clusters

• clusters with higher sonority distance

b) adaptations:

• improvement with respect to English

• epenthesis across the board (Paradis and LaCharité)

• very little segment change (derived from Davidson)

• complete adaptation to English phonology (Boersma)

• complete adaptation with acoustic-phonetic motivation (Peperkamp)

• devoicing (rather than epenthesis or deletion) if it results in a legal

cluster (Steriade)

Participants’ performance was more successful for legal and marginal clusters, as

predicted. Within the illegal targets, contrary to Paradis’ approach, a differentiation

was to be found, both in terms of correct response rates and with respect to preferred

adaptations.

Overall, the most frequent repair strategies in both the sentence and word

conditions were found to be vowel epenthesis (/Zbedom/ ⇒ [Z�bedom]) and seg-

ment changes of one or both consonants (/fpurot/ ⇒ [spurot]), followed by deletion

(/vzana/ ⇒ [zana]). Most of the segment change repairs altered voicing or place of

articulation, and roughly half of them resulted in a legal English cluster. For the

other half there was often an improvement in that the sonority distance between

the two consonants was increased, for example /Zbedom/ ⇒ [Sbedom].

These sonority increases as well as all changes resulting in a well-formed English

cluster were regarded as improvements. Overall, 80% of adaptations improved the

cluster in both the sentence and word conditions. However, the results showed

large differences between the target clusters in terms of percentage of correct, i.e.

unadapted, responses, as well as in terms of preferred adaptation. Sonority distance

does not influence the rate of targetlike productions, nor does it determine the

preferred adaptation: while /zv/ with a sonority distance of 0 is most often adapted

by epenthesis, /vz/ (with the same sonority distance) is repaired by deletion almost

without exception.
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None of the predictions of adaptation following from theories of loanword adap-

tation were supported, with the exception of Steriade’s claim of a preference for

voicing changes, however not absolute. The adaptations vary with the possibility of

adapting the target to a legal or marginal English cluster, while keeping the alter-

ations to the original minimal. This means that in some cases segment changes are

viable (e.g. /vl/ to /fl/), whereas in other cases the necessary modifications may

be deemed too severe to be considered an appropriate adaptation.

3.2.2 The orthographic task

Introduction and predictions

In the shadowing experiment, participants were instructed to repeat words they

heard. The adaptation process, however, not only consists of mapping an underlying

form to an output form; as well as potential problems in articulating non-native

forms, the target forms must first be perceived before being produced; i.e., an

underlying form must first be created before a phonological production process can

take place. Therefore a different task was designed to exclude articulation-based

adaptations, and to gain insight into the role of perception.

This task was designed to create a variation on the shadowing experiment, but to

avoid actual speech production. The method to achieve this and at the same time to

approach the representation which is formed in perception, was for participants to

produce an orthographic interpretation of what they heard, rather than pronouncing

it.

If the perceptual factor is decisive for the adaptations observed in the shadowing

task, then the same adaptations are expected in this experiment, since the percep-

tual process is a part of both experiments. If, on the other hand, perception does

not filter out any foreign sequences, and all adaptations occur in production, then a

large discrepancy is predicted because there is no speech production involved in the

orthographic task. However, since speech production consists of the phonological

production process as well as articulation, and it is not known how much of the

phonological process is passed through before writing6, this discrepancy is not neces-

sarily complete. Additionally, the existence of subvocalisation, i.e. internal speech,

during the reading process, might suggest that a similar sub-production process

would take place during the reverse process of producing rather than perceiving a

6The connection between phonology and orthography is unclear: there is a close connection
of learning an alphabetic writing system and phonological awareness (e.g. Morais & Kolinsky
1994). However, awareness of phonemes and their correspondence to graphemes does not entail
an application (or awareness!) of phonological production and phonotactics.
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written form. However, reading subvocalisation is associated with registering vi-

sual information in a “phonological store” (e.g. Baddeley 1992), i.e. with creating a

phonological form, while in the experiment at hand the phonological form is created

from an auditory input, and is then followed by the production of the orthographic

representation. In sum, the orthographic task is not claimed to represent exactly

the results of the perceptual process, but to unveil outcomes which are closer to

those than the results of the shadowing tasks are.

An increase of targetlike responses as compared to the shadowing tasks would

indicate that there is indeed a separation between the production and the percep-

tion process, such that adaptations occur in both parts. In contrast, if the perfor-

mance in this task is not noticeably different from the previous task, this would

amount to the same performance whether or not speech production is involved,

and hence strengthen the role of perception in loanword adaptation, as Peperkamp

and Boersma suggest7. On the other hand, the position of Paradis and Steriade,

i.e. that all adaptation occurs within the realm of speech production, would be

strengthened if the number of targetlike responses rose to a nativelike level. This

would also be predicted by Silverman, since all segments in the target cluster are

part of the English sound inventory.

The following predictions with regard to the orthographic task will be consid-

ered.

• The rate of targetlike responses is higher than in the previous tasks

• The rate of targetlike responses the same as in the previous tasks (Peperkamp,

Boersma)

• The rate of targetlike responses close to 100% (Paradis, Steriade, Silverman)

Method

Materials.

The same materials as in the shadowing task were used and recorded onto DAT

tape in randomised order, with two repetitions of each stimulus directly following

each other.

Participants.

A different group of 11 native speakers of British English varieties, between 19-

26 years old, also recruited at the University of Edinburgh. None of the participants

reported any hearing or speech production difficulties, and none had any knowledge

7Note, however, that their models go further, and Peperkamp claims a phonetic motivation for
all adaptations, which goes counter to the large amount of variation found in this experiment.
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of Russian (or another Slavic language). As in the previous experiment, this was

ascertained by a questionnaire which filled out after the experiment, to avoid cre-

ating expectations about the stimuli in advance.

Procedure.

Participants were asked to listen to the two repetitions of each word from the

DAT player via Sennheiser HD 457 headphones and then to pause and to write

down an orthographic representation that best fit the stimuli. The experiment was

self-timed.

There was no instruction of a specific notation system. The conventions of

English orthography were deemed to be sufficient for this task, since only the rep-

resentations of the consonants at the word onsets were relevant for the experiment,

which were unambiguous. For example, both <sch> (as in school) and <sk> would

represent /sk/, and <thr> would represent /Tr/.

Analysis.

The same classification system as in the shadowing experiment was applied.

However, while previously for fricative-stop target clusters like /zb/, the stop was

classified as having the same voicing value as the target if the fricative was devoiced,

in the orthographic task either a voiced or voiceless plosive were possible.

Results

Overall, it can be seen from figure 3.11 that the rate of correct responses is only

slightly higher in the orthographic task than the shadowing task: overall, the pro-

portion is 44%, as opposed to 35% and 41% respectively. To test the correspondence

between the to tasks, a Pearson correlation was calculated between the rate of cor-

rect responses in the shadowing tasks (with the average value of both conditions

for each cluster) and those in the orthographic task. The rate of correct responses

for the two kinds of tasks is significantly correlated (rp=.47, N=17, p=.03; 95%

CI: .00<r<.78), with the r-value, i.e. the degree of correlation, being noticeably

lower between tasks than within the shadowing task (rp=.85). Additionally, the

distribution of adaptation strategies is also similar across tasks.

Compared to the overall similar rate of correct responses, the difference between

the tasks becomes more pronounced if one looks specifically at the illegal clusters,

where the success rate in this task is at 41% (figure 3.12), as opposed to 24%

and 29% in the shadowing experiment. This result supports the conclusion that

there are indeed fewer adaptations in the orthographic than in the shadowing task.
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Figure 3.11: The summary for all clusters in all conditions.
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Figure 3.12: The summary for all clusters in the orthographic task.
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Nonetheless, it is clear that they have not been reduced to zero, as proponents of

production-only adaptations predict.

In a comparison of the summary for the orthographic task only (figure 3.12),

divided by the legality of the target clusters, the most striking difference to the

shadowing task is the lowering of the correct response rates for the marginal clusters

by about half, and the relatively smaller role of epenthesis and larger role of segment

changes. Within the illegal clusters, however, an increase of correct response rates

by over 10% compared to the shadowing tasks can be observed. Therefore each kind

of adaptation is reduced in frequency; nevertheless, the distribution of methods

remains almost the same as in the first experiment. Despite this similarity, the

slight shift in preference - the insertion of an epenthetic vowel is used slightly less

often here (21% rather than 26% and 27%), as is segment change (26% vs. 30%

and 28%) - means that the most frequent adaptation type in the orthographic task

is a segment change, whereas epenthesis was favoured in the previous task.
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Figure 3.13: The productions of the legal and marginal clusters in the orthographic
task.

Marginal/Legal clusters. The performance regarding the legal clusters is very

similar in this task as compared to the shadowing. As commented above, a
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striking difference can be found in the marginal group: contrary to expec-

tation, participants produce the correct representation for /sf, Sm/ in signif-

icantly fewer cases when writing them down than when pronouncing them.

For /sf/, over 60% of the tokens are represented as sv, and /sm/ is produced

in over 30%, whereas for /sp/ the results are similar (figure 3.13). An expla-

nation can once again be found in English orthographic conventions, since a

perceived /Sp/ can - and is in fact likely to - be represented as sp. A perceived

/Sm/, on the other hand, is represented as shm because sm does not allow

the interpretation of the fricative as post-alveolar.
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Figure 3.14: The productions of the illegal clusters in the orthographic task.

For the illegal clusters, the results, again divided by sonority distance groups and

individual clusters (figure 3.14), shows that the rise in targetlike responses is not

distributed evenly through the target clusters, and is concentrated on groups or

subsets of groups (for ease of comparison, figure 3.15 compares only rate of correct

responses across tasks).

As in the previous tasks, sonority distance does not determine the rate of correct

responses or the extent of its increase in this task. For this reason, again the subsets

of clusters were considered separately.
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Figure 3.15: A comparison of the correct response rates for orthography (solid),
shadowing/sentence (dashed) and shadowing/word (dotted).

Illegal clusters by sonority distance. For example, there is a marked increase

for the fricative-liquid clusters like /vl/; they are on average produced cor-

rectly almost 50% of the time. This suggests that for fricative-liquid clusters

perception does not appear to be the biggest obstacle to correct production.

This conclusion is supported by the role of vowel epenthesis being increased

and deletion almost disappearing: if a vowel is epenthesised, the production

of two consonants necessitates also the perception of two consonants. When

one consonant is deleted in production, no such conclusions can be drawn: the

sound may have been deleted in perception or during the production process.

For the fricative-stop clusters, no similar boost of correct responses can be ob-

served. On the contrary, /fp/ production is lower than in the shadowing task.

No clear trend regarding the distribution of adaptations could be observed for

this group.

The stop-fricative clusters also show a noticeable rise in correct productions,

however this rise is higher, the more correct productions there were in the

shadowing task. Furthermore, there is also an increase in segment changes
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to a legal cluster for both /dv/ and /tv/, the majority being produced as

/dw/. Again, this may be due to voicing confusion as a consequence of lack

of aspiration.

Within fricative-fricative clusters, there is a clear divide: while in the alveolar-

initial clusters there is the largest jump in correct productions of all targets,

/Sv/ and /vz/ remain at the bottom of correct production rates, with no in-

crease. This may be connected to the predominance of alveolar-initial clusters

in English. While the distribution of adaptations of /vz/ remain unchanged,

there is a sharp increase of /Sv/ to /Sw/ segment changes.

The percentage of successful productions of /pt/ and /pn/, which were highest

in the shadowing task, remain over 50%. While in the case of the single

plosive the voicing appears to be perceived correctly, in the plosive-plosive

combination voicing is misperceived more often.

Overall, neither extreme prediction regarding the difference between the two tasks

is correct. The prediction supported is given in boldface:

• The rate of targetlike responses is higher than in the previous tasks

• The rate of targetlike responses the same as in the previous tasks (Peperkamp,

Boersma)

• The rate of targetlike responses close to 100% (Paradis, Steriade, Silverman)

While the trend towards a higher percentage of correct responses than in the

shadowing tasks is evident in the majority of clusters, the extent of this increase

differs. In the same way as for the rate of correct responses for shadowing and for

the choice of adaptation, no factor was found which explains all of the variation.

Frequently used adaptation strategies

Table 3.3 adds the preferred adaptations in this task to the shadowing results

given in table 3.2. The main adaptations are, as above, very similar to each other,

yet the table shows a larger difference in preferred adaptations between the two

tasks than between the two conditions in the shadowing task. The shift in the

/v/+liquid clusters from segment change to epenthesis is further advanced - more

so for /vr/, where epenthesis was more frequent even in the word condition.

For /tv/, there is a sharp rise of /dv/ productions. At first glance these are

classified as segment changes with a counterintuitive reduction of sonority distance.

However, they can be analysed as correct productions except for the aforementioned

voicing confusion.

8Any case of vowel insertion is represented with schwa
9Adaptations occurring over 20% of the time are printed in bold, those occurring over 30% of

the time are in bold italics.
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Frequent adaptations of marginal and illegal clusters (≥10%)8

in the shadowing and the orthographic task

Cluster Sentence Word Orthography9Sm sm sm
sf tsf svSp sp sp sp

pn p�n p�n p�n
sr s�r, s s�r s�r
zr z�r z�r, sr z�r, sr
vr fr, v�r, v v�r, fr, v v�r
vl fl, v�l, v fl, v�l, v v�l, vV
tv t�v, tf, dv t�v, tf, dv dv, t�v
dv d�v, df, dw d�v, df d�v, dw
ps s s sSv Sf, sf, sw Sf, s�v Sw, sw, sv
sv sf, s�v, s, Sf, tsf sf, s�v zv
zv z�v, sf sf, z�v z�v, sv
vz z, ts z, ts z

pt p�t p�t p�t, pd
fp p, f�p, sp f�p, p p, sp
vb v�b v�b, fb b, v�b
zb z�b, sb sb, z�b sb, z�b, spZb Z�b, Sb Z�b, Sb Z�b, Sb

Table 3.3: Main adaptations in all production tasks, divided into the two shadowing
tasks and the orthographic task.

A further noticeable difference between the two tasks can be seen in /Sv/, for

which the manner change from /v/ to /w/ occurs only in the orthographic task as

a main adaptation, alongside the double segment change /sw/, which was frequent

in the shadowing task as well.

In the case of /zv/, there is little change in the role of epenthesis, which remains

frequent. However, while the second main adaptation is /sf/, an English marginal

cluster, in the shadowing results, a slightly different adapted cluster comes to the

fore, namely /sv/. This suggests that the voicing of /v/, or perhaps both fricatives,

may have been correctly perceived more often, but devoiced in production.

As reported above, for the target /pt/ vowel epenthesis is once again the most

frequent adaptation. Additionally, the orthographic task shows the new adaptation

/pd/. This cluster with two plosives differing in their voicing specification is difficult

to produce; nevertheless, the perception of the target as /pd/ is possible due to lack

of aspiration, but a release even in C1, which is the case in Russian. This shows
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again that targets may be correctly or near-correctly perceived, but not necessarily

produced.

Finally, there is an apparent difference between the tasks for /zb/, namely the

introduction of /sp/ as a repair. However, as explained above, fricative-stop cluster

productions were analysed as having the same voicing value in the stop for target

and production, since a distinction could not be drawn. In the orthographic task,

on the other hand, the voicing value was decided by participants choosing <p>

or <b> to represent the sound. Consequently, this difference does not necessarily

point to a difference in perception or production.

Subject variability. On the topic of subject variability, the numbers in the pro-

duction tasks were too small for statistical evaluation. However, several ob-

servations can be made: speakers are not equally successful in producing the

target clusters in either task. This means that extensive variability can be

mostly found in the productions of the speakers with lower targetlike per-

formance. With only five tokens per clusters, not each speaker can display

exactly the whole range of adaptations for those targets where many differ-

ent adaptations are used. There are cases where individual speakers display

less variation than others, for example /vl/ being adapted four times through

devoicing to /fl/ by one speaker, and another choosing vowel epenthesis in

three out of four adaptations. However,the remaining speakers show mixed

adaptations, and overall the individual productions reflect the variation that

can be observed in most cases. For example, for target /vr/ in the shadowing

task one speaker produced the cluster targetlike once, epenthesised once, and

three times devoiced as /fr/, another four times with epenthesis and once

devoiced, so that each displays the same adaptations with differing frequency.

Summary

The legality of target clusters corresponds to the success in reproducing them, with

a high variability found within the group of illegal clusters, both in the percentage

of cases in which participants reproduced the cluster successfully and in terms of the

preferred method of adaptation. Performance was better in the word as opposed to

the sentence condition in the shadowing task.

Compared to a similar experiment used in a study by Davidson (2000) where

stimuli were presented orthographically as well as auditorily, the percentage of seg-

ment changes were noticeably higher, while the rate of vowel epenthesis was lower.

The factor sonority distance was not found to be of relevance predicting the

variability of either correct response rate or choice of adaptation. However, within
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the changes which did not result in a legal sequence, those which increased sonority

difference were the most frequent.

The shadowing and the orthographic tasks show similar results, with slightly

improved performance in the latter, and therefore a slightly decreased amount of

all types of adaptations. Since the difference between tasks is relatively small, it

suggests that perception plays an important role in adaptation. Of the adaptations,

around 82% (orthographic task: 88%) resulted in phonotactic improvement, i.e. a

legal sequence or one with higher sonority distance. This shows that in all three

tasks the vast majority of changes is clearly motivated by phonotactic considera-

tions.

The choice of adaptations for a given cluster was shown to be relatively similar

across tasks, but varying widely across clusters; epenthesis, deletion and segment

changes are possible as preferred adaptations. The choice of segment change de-

pends to some extent on the availability of a legal cluster as a result of the change.

3.2.3 Discussion

The most striking finding of this experiment is that illegal clusters vary considerably

in terms of production success and adaptation strategies. Different targets showed

different adaptations. Clusters with initial /dv/ were mostly epenthesised, /zb/

was frequently altered to /sb/ or /sp/, whereas /vz/ clusters were reduced to /z/

almost without exception. This provides evidence against the Theory of Constraints

and Repair Strategies (TCRS) described in Paradis & LaCharité (1997): all illegal

clusters in this experiment were of the same type - the two segments were legal

in English, but their combination in syllable onset was not. For this type TCRS

predicts epenthesis in all cases. TCRS therefore does not provide correct predictions

for an adaptation scenario where the borrowing language allows consonant clusters.

Furthermore, the sonority distance between the two consonants in a target clus-

ter is not adequate for predicting the correct response rate, nor does it have the

power to predict the differences in adaptation strategies. For example, consider

again the targets /vz/ and /zv/: since both segments are voiced fricatives, the

sonority distance between them is zero for both targets. Nevertheless, /vz/ is the

most difficult cluster to produce for English speakers with 0% correct. /zv/ on the

other hand, was successfully repeated in 20% of cases in the shadowing task. And

not only do the error rates differ dramatically, the strategies of adaptation are also

divergent: the main adaptation for the former target is a deletion of the initial /v/

to produce a singleton /z/ as onset, whereas for /zv/ there is epenthesis, or the

initial segment becomes devoiced to yield the cluster /sv/.
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No global predictor of correct response rates could be found, although specific

consonant combinations and manner/place combinations lend themselves to expla-

nations of high or low rate of successful productions, which have been given above.

Chapter 4 explores the issue of factors influencing correct response rate further.

Similarly, an overall factor which determines the choice of adaptation, or the

distribution of adaptations within the productions of a target cluster, was not de-

termined. As with the rate of correct productions, individual explanations of these

choices have been provided in the results sections, and are based on various influ-

ences. For example, English grapheme-phoneme correspondences are relevant for

the adaptations of the marginal clusters.

For the illegal clusters, the decision which strategy to use, or to use foremost,

is influenced by the proximity of an available, acceptable alternative. The vast ma-

jority shows a tendency towards greater acceptability, but the options of achieving

this goal without altering the input to an unacceptable extent are different for each

target. For some of these, changing one of the consonants in one feature suffices to

make the output legal, as with /vl/ to /fl/. For other targets, no such straightfor-

ward alternative exists. For example, neither /z/ as C1 nor /v/ as C2 are acceptable

in English onset clusters, so more than one segment change would be necessary to

achieve legality with /zv/ as starting point.

Within the group of segment changes, some preferences emerged: for example,

voicing changes are the most frequent alterations, even applied to both consonants

of the cluster, or in cases where the result is not a legal cluster. Less frequent

are place of articulation changes (mostly between alveolar and post-alveolar), and

the rarest are manner changes, the majority of which only occur where the change

produces a legal output. The preference for voicing changes where the resulting

output is well-formed in English supports Steriade’s claim that this is the least

perceptible and therefore preferred resolution of a phonological conflict. Chapter 5

will investigate of the source of these preferences and judgments of perceptibility

further.

Segment changes were overall very frequent, with percentages ranging around

the same level as vowel epenthesis, i.e. the adaptation which in previous research

was claimed to be the most prominent by far. Consonant deletions were very

frequent for certain target clusters, but rare for others, with rates comparable to

other studies of loanword adaptation.

An important point to note is that the percentage of segment changes is sub-

stantially higher in this experiment compared not only to much of previous loan-

word research, but also to Davidson’s study (2%), which has a very similar design.
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Epenthesis and deletion rates are comparatively more similar between the two ex-

periments. There are two main differences between Davidson’s experiment and the

one carried out for this project. Firstly, participants received different instructions.

Instead of being asked to reproduce the input as faithfully as possible, they were

instructed not to pronounce the targets too perfectly, in other words they were

prompted to make adaptations. Secondly, the presentation of the stimuli differed

in that they were not only presented auditorily, but there was also an orthographic

representation made available to the participants. Thus only the productive phonol-

ogy was accessed, rather than the English-speaking listeners’ perception. Hence,

the difference of results between Davidson’s (where the perceptual step was cir-

cumvented) and this experiment suggests that perception is relevant for even the

phonotactic - not only the segmental - adaptation of foreign words.

Support for this claim comes also from a comparison of the two tasks: while

successful production (i.e. correct transcription in this case) was increased in the

orthographic task, adaptations nevertheless occurred in over 50% of the cases in

a setup where participants did not have to produce speech. This suggests that

neither a loanword model placing adaptations in the perception process only, such

as Boersma’s or Peperkamp’s, nor one placing them in the production process only,

such as Steriade’s or Paradis’, are entirely accurate.

However, since orthographic representation is also linguistic output of some kind,

it may have passed through the productive phonology mapping to some extent. Ad-

ditionally, the favourite adaptations for any given cluster do not always correlate

between both experiments. Hence, while this experiment does give an indication

that perception is relevant for adapting phonotactically illegal structures, an ex-

periment studying perception more directly, i.e. without the mediating factor of

orthography, is necessary.

3.3 Perception

3.3.1 Motivation

By showing that the differences between repetition and orthographic representation

are small, the production results suggest that perception does have some influence

on how foreign segments are adapted. Nevertheless, there might still be an effect

of the grammar that comes into play between perception and the forming of an

orthographic representation of the auditory stimulus. Therefore a method is needed

that tests perception directly, excluding any effects of the native phonology that

might take place after a representation of the input has been formed.

One such method is the categorical perception task, which tests identification

and discrimination abilities for points along an acoustic continuum, the end points
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of which are minimal pairs, for example /b/-/p/ (see e.g. Repp 1984). Moreover, a

categorical perception experiment compares the Russian/English setup directly to

Dupoux et al.’s study about perceptual vowel epenthesis by Japanese speakers.

The pilot for a categorical perception experiment was designed. The results

suggested problems with the design, which resulted in the preference of alternative

research strategies laid out in chapters 4 and 5. Nevertheless, they are enlightening

with respect to the role of perception; for this reason, the results of the pilot study

are included in this chapter.

3.3.2 Method and results

Method

Materials.

The comparison chosen for the pilot study was between the two clusters /fp/, one

of the illegal target clusters in the production experiment, and /sp/, an English legal

cluster frequently used as an adaptation for /fp/. The SenSyn formant synthesiser

(for a description see Klatt 1979) was used to synthesise continua of eleven steps

between the syllables /fpo/ and /spo/ as well as between the sounds /f/ and /s/. [s]

was modelled after Russian characteristics, specifically examples of [s] from target

clusters of the production experiment. The fricative only continuum was used as a

control, as these sounds are part of the English as well as the Russian inventory.

The two syllables were designed without a coda to minimise distractions from the

onset. This restricted the choice of possible vowels: the vowel needed to be in both

the Russian and English inventories, and long, to make a coda-less syllable possible.

Furthermore, to prevent palatalisation of the consonants, a front vowel could not be

chosen. /a/ was not used to avoid to the lexical bias with spa for English listeners.

The diphthongal nature of English [u] made it too different from Russian [u], and so

/o/ was chosen, in its monophthongal realisation, which is used in Scottish varieties

of English. The specifications for the synthesiser parameters of the end points are

given in appendix G, with the values for the intermediate steps de- or increased in

equal intervals for each step.

For the discrimination task pairings with a difference of three steps were used

(e.g. points 2 & 5), which means that there were 8 pairs of stimuli along one contin-

uum. For both tasks, there were five different pre-randomised orders of the stimuli,

of which each participant listened to two.

Participants.

There were three participants with Scottish varieties of English (ages 21-26), and

three Russian participants (ages 23-27) as controls, all recruited at the University of
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Edinburgh. Scottish listeners were chosen as a result of the necessary choice of /o/

as the vowel in the target syllables. The Scottish participants had no knowledge of

Russian (or other Slavic languages), and none of the participants reported hearing

or speech production difficulties.

Procedure.

Participants performed an ABX discrimination task for both the /f-s/ contin-

uum and the /fpo-spo/ continuum, and an identification task between /fpo-spo/, in

different orders, and with 2 different randomised orders for each participant. There

were 128 tokens for the ABX discrimination (8 pairings x 2 orders x 2 outcomes

x 2 repetitions x 2 randomisations) and 176 tokens for the identification task (11

points x 8 repetitions x 2 randomisations), i.e. 16 data points for each point or pair.

Predictions

The hypothesis was that, if perception is influenced by phonotactics, the responses

of Russian and English participants would differ. Since the end points of the con-

tinuum are two phonotactically possible structures in Russian, but belonging to

different categories, Russian listeners’ responses are expected to show a more cate-

gorical perception along each continuum. This would predict that there is a specific

point along the continuum where listeners’ perception of the onset switches from

/fp/ to /sp/; at this point they should be able to discriminate best between the

corresponding stimulus pair. However, if the response of the Russian listeners is

gradual along the continuum (similar to the responses of the French listeners in

Dupoux’s experiment) because of the differing element being a fricative, the re-

sponses are nevertheless expected to be close to 0% identification as /spo/ at the

/fpo/ end and close to 100% at the /spo/ end of the continuum. In the discrimi-

nation function, Russians are more likely to have a clear peak, at the point of the

sharpest rise in the identification function. Scottish speakers, on the other hand,

were expected to respond in a less categorical manner and be biased towards the

acceptable (i.e. the adapted, here: /sp/) form. This was predicted to show as a

lack of a peak in the discrimination function and, in identification, a high /spo/

response even near the /fpo/ end of the continuum.10 For the fricative continuum,

Russian and Scottish responses are expected to be the same.

10In the full experiment, continua between each target and all its adaptations in the production
task would have been compared. The bias towards the adapted form would have been predicted to
be strongest for the most frequent adaptation. Consequently, the lowest performance of English
speakers would have been predicted for the continuum between each cluster and its preferred
adaptation.
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Results

The results showed, contrary to expectation, little difference between languages in

the identification task, but differences between languages as well as between tasks

in the discrimination test.
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Figure 3.16: Identification task [fpo]-[spo]. The x axis shows the steps of the contin-
uum, the y axis shows percentage of fpo responses. The left end of the continuum
is [spo]. The squares show Russian results, the solid dots Scottish ones. The solid
lines are the summaries of the two L1s, the dashed and dotted lines are the results
of single listeners, dashed for Russian, dotted for Scottish.

Figure 3.16 shows the descriptives for the identification task which shows little

difference between the performances of the Russian and the Scottish group. The

appropriate statistical test to evaluate influence of the native language and the

point along the continuum on the ratio variable rate of identification as fpo was a

mixed anova (N=66), with L1 as between-group factor and point of continuum as a

within-group factor. It showed that, contrary to expectation, no effect of the native

language could be found for the identification part (F (1,44)=2.10, p=.16). There

was the expected main effect for point of continuum such that /fpo/ identification

rose with approximation to the [fpo] end point (F (10,44)=35.70, p<.01), and no

interaction (F (10,44)=0.38, p=.95) between L1 and point of continuum.
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Figure 3.17: ABX discrimination task [fpo]-[spo]. The x axis shows the steps of
the continuum used as A and B, the y axis shows percentage of correct responses.
In the same way as for identification, the squares show Russian results, the solid
dots Scottish ones. The solid lines are the summaries of the two L1s, the dashed
and dotted lines are the results of single listeners, dashed for Russian, dotted for
Scottish. The left end of the continuum is [spo].

Factor / Interaction F(df) p
L1** F(1,64)=16.75 <.01
test type** F(1,64)=36.35 <.01
point F(7,64)=1.78 .11
point x L1 F(7,64)=2.11 .06
point x test F(7,64)=0.42 .89
L1 x test F(1,64)=0.95 .33
point x test x L1 F(1,64)=0.12 1.00

Table 3.4: The statistics for the factors L1, test type and point of continuum on
discrimination performance ( N=96). Significant effects are marked with ** at
p<.01.

In the discrimination task, however, the picture changes. Figures 3.17 and 3.18

show the results for the syllable and the fricative continuum, respectively. Again, a

mixed anova was run with the between-group factor L1, and the point of continuum
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Figure 3.18: ABX discrimination task [f]-[s]. Descriptions as for figure 3.17.

and the test type (i.e. syllable or fricative only)as within-group factors. Table 3.4

shows the results. There is a significant main effect of L1 and test type. No effect

was found for point of continuum, where a grouping of lower performance near the

end points and higher performance in the middle area might have been expected. No

significant interactions were found. There is a near-significant interaction between

L1 and point of continuum, which indicates a greater difference between Russian

and English responses near the middle of the continuum.

3.3.3 Summary and discussion

With a first glance at identification results, the null hypothesis could not be rejected:

Russian and Scottish speakers identify initial /fp/ and /sp/ very much the same,

although Russian phonotactics allow both, whereas in English only /sp/ is possible.

However, the discrimination results contradict the apparent language independence

seen for identification. Two effects can be observed. Firstly, discrimination of the

syllables is generally worse than the discrimination of the fricatives only. Since this

applies to both groups equally, the effect may be caused by cues in the -[po] section

conflicting with those in the fricative section. Secondly, a clear L1 effect emerges:

Russian listeners have higher error rates for both syllables (the opposite of what
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would be expected based on Dupoux et al.’s views) and fricatives only, which -

independently of phonotactic considerations - shows that the cues perceived from

the synthesised forms suit Scottish listeners better. Thus, the phonetic detail of

a language makes a significant difference to the discrimination of sounds, which

supports the viewpoint that a listener’s native language influences their perception.

This also supports one of the findings from the production experiment, i.e. the

improved performance in the orthographic task, where perception would have had

a relatively greater weight for the outcome. However, the cue weighting of Russian

and Scottish listeners is not known; to investigate which aspects of the phonetic

form are most relevant in identifying fricatives for each language group would have

necessitated a large number of further pilot studies. Since this was not within the

scope of the present thesis, the categorical perception experiment was discontinued.

Instead, the question of perception is taken up again within the study of further

factors beyond sonority influencing loanword adaptation; specifically, it is relevant

in the issue of perceived similarity, which is the topic of chapter 5.



Chapter 4

Alternative factors in production

4.1 Introduction: motivation and hypotheses

The previous chapter described a production experiment of English participants

producing Russian onset clusters and changing or adapting the clusters in the pro-

cess. The experiment showed that not all illegal clusters are treated equally by

English speakers: some clusters are reproduced with greater success than others,

and the types of adaptation vary to a great extent.

The hypothesis that either of these variations was connected to or caused by the

different sonority distances between the two consonants of each cluster could not be

confirmed. Instead, the cluster-specific combination of manners of articulation or

what was termed the availability of a possible adaptation were suggested as better

explanations for rates of adaptations, and for particular choices of adapted forms.

For this reason, a more systematic look at possible other factors influencing the

production tasks, and the extent to which they exert influence, was undertaken.

While previously the focus was on a language-specific grammatical value of minimal

sonority distance - a variable which is suggested to be of cross-linguistic relevance

-, the results of chapter 3 suggest that the perspective needs to be widened. Three

further factors will be studied, the nature of which is not necessarily grammatical

or even language-specific.

Firstly, gradient grammaticality is investigated, since a varying degree of gram-

maticality of source language forms with respect to the donor language can con-

ceivably result in varying adaptation. Naturally, gradient grammaticality is both a

language-specific and a grammatical concept. However, the a priori choice of the

established phonological variable sonority distance to determine a ranking of target

clusters, and the following predictions about the role of sonority-based differences

in adaptation was shown to be unsuccessful in the previous chapter, and needs to

be revised.

Traditionally, grammar has been seen as an all-or-nothing phenomenon: a struc-

ture is either well-formed or not. This strict picture of grammar prevailing in syntax

90
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and phonology has become more fuzzy in recent years, and the concept of gradience

has been incorporated into models of both syntax (e.g. Sorace & Keller 2005) and

phonology (e.g. Hayes 2000). When applied to research of loanword adaptation,

this concept may have implications on both rate and method of adaptation. If

there is a gradience of structures within the native grammar, then this gradient

measure of acceptability, the levels of which decline towards the periphery of possi-

ble structures, may extend also to structures which are beyond this periphery, i.e.

those which would be classified as ill-formed in a language. When foreign words are

adapted as loanwords, the perceived position of an ill-formed structure with respect

to those which are well-formed may have an effect in several ways: it may deter-

mine how likely an ill-formed onset is to be changed at all. Secondly, it may have

an effect on which method of adaptation is preferred; for example, an onset cluster

perceived to be nearer the core may be more likely to be adapted by epenthesis,

and a cluster further away from acceptable onsets may have a higher probability to

undergo consonant deletion.

Since sonority distance failed as a predictor, and no numerical measure of phono-

logical grammaticality is available, a different approach, namely the judgment of

native speakers on grammaticality, is used. Subsequently, three questions are stud-

ied:

• Is there a variation in (un-)grammaticality of illegal clusters akin to the vari-

ation in correct production?

• Can we find determinants of grammaticality judgments which may be part of

the English grammar, and determine a ranking of ill-formed structures?

• Does perceived grammaticality have any bearing on whether and how illegal

clusters are adapted?

A second factor under investigation, which may be connected to grammaticality,

is the influence of the lexicon. The role of frequency in phonological adaptation is

examined. As described in chapter 1, frequency in phonology has received much

attention in recent years, most famously in Bybee (2001); furthermore, Frisch et al.

(2000) found an influence of segment probabilities in judgments of wordlikeness,

Berkley (2001a,b) describe pressure from the lexicon on the formation of derived

words. Johnson (2004) claims that differences in speech perception are caused

by cross-linguistically differing lexica, and Broe (1993) stresses that phonotactics is

equal to a structured specification of the lexicon. If phonotactics is indeed contained

in the lexicon, then the frequency of a structure in the lexicon should be related to its

perceived grammaticality. But frequency in the lexicon can conceivably be reflected

also in the adaptations: those sequences which occur most often in the lexicon
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may also be those most readily available or preferred when a foreign structure is

substituted with a native one, and hence occur more often than their less frequent

alternatives.

Finally, the notion of similarity and its role especially in loanword adaptation

have been discussed, with the definitions and the details of how and where in the

process it is applied varying widely. Most research employs a concept of minimal

adaptations (for a more extensive discussion of previous studies see chapter 5);

also, Fleischhacker (2001) presents a study of alterations to a stimulus word in

which preferred changes were also considered to be the most similar to the stimulus.

An image not unlike the core-periphery idea in grammaticality may illustrate the

possible effect of similarity on adaptation. In the space of all possible onsets1, some

pairs or groups may be perceived to be more similar or closer together, while others

are heard as more different from each other and hence having a longer distance

between them. This distance may serve as a predictor for how likely a conversion

of one of these clusters into another is, i.e. in loanword adaptation, how likely an

onset will be adapted as another, if it is adapted at all.

However, similarity remains ill-defined in three ways: first, it remains unclear

whether similarity is perceived differently by listeners with different language back-

grounds; second, there is no accepted measure of similarity; third, it is not known

at which stage in the adaptation process similarity is relevant, i.e. whether high

similarity leads to misperception, or is applied in production. For this reason, En-

glish native speaker judgments regarding the similarity of word pairs are used here

to determine the influence of similarity on adaptation. It is tested whether different

types of adaptation differ significantly in how similar they are perceived to be to

the target, and whether more similar adaptations are more frequently used.

This chapter has three aims: to determine whether any of the factors described

have any relevance on the adaptation process; to study if it is possible to predict

how likely a cluster will be produced correctly and how likely a specific adaptation

is to be used; and to determine whether the influences on adaptation are or can be

of a grammatical nature, or whether they are independently resident in a language’s

lexicon or the human speech perception apparatus. The last issue will be taken up

again, and the role of similarity in phonology in general and in loanword phonology

specifically will be discussed in chapter 5. The strategy for this chapter is to mea-

sure the perceived grammaticality of a set of onsets (including the targets of the

production experiment) and the perceived similarity between as set of pairs of tar-

gets and potential onsets, as judged by native speakers of English. After obtaining

1or initial sequences, since C�C is not an onset, but a syllable plus another onset
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values for these measurements, the factors’ relevance as predictors of adaptation is

tested.

The hypotheses regarding the factors grammaticality, similarity and frequency

which are tested in this chapter are the following:

1. The less well-formed a foreign sequence is perceived to be by speakers of the

borrowing language, the less likely it is to be reproduced in a target-like way,

i.e. to remain unadapted

2. The degree of acceptability of a target sequence influences the choice of adap-

tation type

3. The more frequent a potential adapted form is in the native lexicon of the

borrowing language, the more likely it is to be used

4. The higher the perceived similarity is between a target form and a potential

adaptation, the more often this adaptation will be used

4.2 Methods of measuring possible factors

While the measurement of frequency from corpora of spoken language is theoret-

ically straightforward, measuring the perceived grammaticality and similarity is a

more demanding objective, since it aims to put numbers to degrees of native speaker

intuition which are not otherwise directly manifested. One method of solving this

problem is with the use of scales of, for example, from one to five, or one to seven, on

which participants are asked to mark their judgment. However, this is problematic

in that participants may use the whole range of the given scale before encounter-

ing a stimulus which they would intuitively place off the scale. Secondly, such a

predetermined scale can only ever give rankings of preferences, i.e. ordinal data

for analysis. A method to deal with these issues is the use of Magnitude Estima-

tion. This technique was first used in the area of psychophysics (Stevens 1956, see

also Lodge 1981) to measure impressions of physical stimuli such as loudness or

brightness, as expressed proportionally for example by lines of differing lengths, or

numbers. An initial stimulus is matched with a line of a certain length, or a certain

number. The participant is then asked to give a judgment of the strength of the

following stimuli by lines of different length (or numbers) relative to the initial mod-

ulus : a stimulus with a perceived double strength is supposed to result in double

the number or a line with double the length. Since participants are free to choose

any length or number that they deem representative of their impression, they can

each create their own scale, as fine-tuned and as extensive as necessary. Bard et al.

(1996) have introduced this method of measuring impressions to linguistics, to elicit

intuitions and judgments of syntactic acceptability, i.e. perceived grammaticality,

from native speakers.
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For this section, Magnitude Estimation will be extended to judgments of phono-

logical acceptability, and to intuitions about phonetic similarity. After measuring

frequency, grammaticality and similarity, the results are studied with respect to the

determinants of the values. Subsequently, the relative influence of each of these

factors on the adaptations which occurred in the production experiment is analysed

with statistical tests of the four hypotheses listed above.

4.2.1 Grammaticality

As there is no numeric measure of the actual grammaticality, or the extent of the

ill-formedness of a phonological structure, the notion of grammaticality used here

was one of perceived grammaticality, i.e. a value of how acceptable a group of native

speakers of the borrowing language, i.e. English, judged the stimuli to be, using

the described method of magnitude estimation.

Materials.

The stimuli consisted of 102 initial sequences (clusters, single onsets and epenthe-

sised /C�C/, see appendix D) combined with 5 endings, namely (/-2voj/, /-2diS/,

/-2pat/, /-2sal/, /-2la/), with stress on the final syllable. As in the previous ex-

periment, the vowel following the initial sequence ensured that no palatalisation

of the preceding consonants occurred. The set of initial sequences included the

target clusters of the production experiment as well as the same clusters epenthe-

sised, corresponding single onsets, further clusters related to the target clusters of

the shadowing experiment through feature changes like devoicing, and clusters de-

signed to extend the patterns, such as the nasal-nasal cluster /mn/. All stimuli

were in keeping with Russian phonology, but aside from the subset of illegal onsets,

the trial stimuli did not contain any further phonological difficulties for English

speakers. The list was transcribed into Cyrillic, and recorded by a male native

speaker of Russian in a soundproof recording studio. The recordings were made in

a sound-proof recording studio at the Department of Theoretical & Applied Linguis-

tics, University of Edinburgh, using an AKG CK98 half rifle cartridge on an AKG

SE 300B power unit and a SONY PCM-2700A DAT recorder. Recordings were

digitised using a Townsend Datlink+ at 16khz mono, multiplexed to the SONY

PCM-2700A and to a Sun Sparc Ultra running Solaris 2.4 for archiving to disk.

The resulting list of 510 stimuli words was divided into two lists of 255, to which

235 distractor pairs each were added to give two trial lists of 490 pairs. Each trial

list was judged by five subjects. Examples of distractor stimuli used are /kuda/,

/m2ros/ and /tS2dit/.
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Participants.

10 native speakers of British English varieties (ages 18-23), recruited at the

University of Edinburgh. They were paid 5 pounds for taking part. None of the

participants reported any hearing or speech production difficulties, and none of

them had any knowledge of Russian (or another Slavic language). This was ascer-

tained after the experiment, to avoid influencing the participants’ expectations of

the stimuli.

Procedure.

Before introducing the participants to the experiment itself, the idea of Mag-

nitude Estimation was explained to the participants. The method was illustrated

with a set of lines of differing length, with which participants practised assigning

numbers proportionally: they were shown a line and asked to assign the length of

the line a number. Subsequently, they were shown a sequence of shorter and longer

lines, and asked, for each line, to express its length proportionally to the number

used for the length of the first line. When the participants felt comfortable with

the concept, the nature of the task was explained: to judge how acceptable a word

was with respect to English, i.e. how possible or impossible it was for a word they

heard to be a word of English.

The stimuli were presented auditorily via Sennheiser HD 457 headphones, within

the Eprime experiment program, in a different randomised order for each partic-

ipant. The participants typed the responses, followed by the enter key, on the

keyboard. The participants were asked to give higher values for words they consid-

ered more grammatical. A practice block of 10 stimuli could be repeated until the

participants were comfortable with the task and felt that they had calibrated their

scale. The trial stimuli were grouped into 24 blocks of 20 and a final block of 10.

Participants started each block in their own time and were free to take short breaks

between blocks.

Before the responses were analysed, they were checked for typing mistakes to

avoid erroneous skewing of the results. If one response of a participant was an out-

lier by a margin larger than three times the range of the remainder of the scale, this

response was removed, or corrected where unambiguously possible. For example,

in one case the scale ranged from 3 to 17, but one response value was 555, and was

changed to the value 5. Since in a Magnitude Estimation experiment each partici-

pant creates their own scale, these scales were normalised by a transformation to z

scores.
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4.2.2 Similarity

As with grammaticality and acceptability, there is no available measure of similarity

which reliably reflects the intuitions of listeners. Disadvantages of measures devised

so far (which will be further discussed in chapter 5), are for example

• a calculation of phoneme similarities only rather than sequence similarity

• a calculation of phoneme similarity without taking the feature makeup into

account

• a disregard for the possible effect of context

• a disregard for the possible effects of a listener’s native language

Therefore, any suggested measurements of similarity are inappropriate when try-

ing to determine how the specific similarity of two sequences of sounds, as perceived

by English native speakers, may bear on the adaptations English native speakers

carry out. Consequently, the solution is to conduct a similarity judgment study

testing the perceived similarity between the Russian targets and their adaptations

in the production study.

Materials.

The stimuli consisted of 102 pairs of initial sequences (e.g. /fp-sp/, /vz-z/, /dv-

d�v/, see appendix E), each combined with 5 endings (/-2voj/, /-2diS/, /-2pat/,

/-2sal/, /-2la/), with stress on the final syllable. The pairs of initial sequences were

combinations of a target and one of its adaptations, as found in the production ex-

periment. The materials were (analogous to the production experiment) in keeping

with Russian phonology. Therefore a subset of the target-adaptation pairs had to

be excluded from this experiment, most prominently the manner changes, where

C2 /v/ was changed to /w/. The Russian inventory does not contain /w/, and so,

for example, /dv/-/dw/ and /sv/-/sw/ could not be compared. Similarly, a lack

of /T/ in Russian precluded the comparison /sr/-/Tr/ or /fr/-/Tr/, which were less

frequent in the previous experiment.

As in the grammaticality experiment, the vowel following the initial sequence

ensured that no palatalisation of the preceding consonants occurred, and all trial

stimuli conformed to Russian phonology, but excluded further difficulties for En-

glish speakers aside from the subset of illegal onsets. The list was transcribed into

Cyrillic, and recorded by the same male native speaker of Russian in the soundproof

recording studio.

The resulting list of 510 word pairs was divided into 2 lists of 255, to which 235

distractor pairs each were added to give two trial lists of 490 pairs. Each list was

judged by five participants. The distractors of the grammaticality judgment were
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used, each paired with a word in which other constituents were changed, or single

onsets exchanged for each other. Examples of distractor pairs used are /kuda/-

/kuZa/, /m2ros/-/m2res/ and /tS2dit/-/tS2dut/.

Participants.

10 further native speakers of British English varieties (ages 18-25), recruited at

the University of Edinburgh. They were paid 5 pounds for taking part. None of

the participants reported any hearing or speech production difficulties, and none of

them had any knowledge of Russian (or another Slavic language). This was ascer-

tained after the experiment, to avoid influencing the participants’ expectations of

the stimuli.

Procedure.

As in the grammaticality judgment, participants were at first familiarised with

magnitude estimation. The procedure including blocks and timing were the same

as used in the previous experiment, and the participants were asked to give higher

values to pairs of words with higher similarity. The responses were checked and

errors corrected, and the scales were normalised in the same z score transformation.

4.2.3 Frequency

The frequencies of the target clusters and their adaptations, such as single onsets,

other clusters or epenthesised /C�C/ sequences, were examined in the celex spoken

corpus for English. Only word-initial onsets (as in the experiment stimuli) were

counted. For example, for the target cluster /sv/ (with adaptations /sf, s�v/) the

frequencies of initial /sf/ and /s�v/ were compared, and showed around double

frequency for the latter, in words such as severe and (in non-rhotic varieties of

English) survive.

Both type and token frequencies were calculated. Of these, the logarithmic val-

ues were used for the analysis in the following section. As expected, there was a

highly significant correlation between type and token frequencies, with a very high

correlation coefficient of .96 (rp=.96, N=75, p<.01, 95% CI: .94<r<.98).
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4.3 Analysis and results: the influence of alternative factors on

production

4.3.1 Determinants of grammaticality and similarity

Grammaticality

The main aim of collecting judgments of grammaticality for ill-formed clusters is

to study the relevance of a possible gradience in grammaticality for the variation

observed in the adaptations of these clusters. However, these judgments are also

useful to study what determines these judgments - for example, whether there are

certain phonological parameters influencing grammaticality, or statistical extrapo-

lations from the lexicon. Therefore, this section tests the influence of several factors

on the judgments. Firstly, it is tested whether the judgments are different depend-

ing on what type the initial sequence is - a single onset, a cluster, or a cluster with

an epenthesised schwa. For the clusters, the influence of three variables connected

to cluster goodness in English is tested, namely voicing and coronality of the first

consonant, and the sonority distance between the two consonants. Finally, the con-

nection between grammaticality judgments and frequency in the English lexicon is

studied.

To test the correspondence between grammaticality and frequency, the corre-

lation between the frequency of an onset sequence in the English lexicon and the

mean perceived grammaticality of the same sequence is calculated. The influence of

the other factors (i.e. onset type, and sonority distance and voicing/coronality of C1

in clusters) on the ratio variable perceived grammaticality is tested with anovas.

Subject variability. The tests were run by-subjects and by-items, i.e. with par-

ticipant and word ending (e.g. /-2voj/) as random factors to exclude the

possibility that the hypothesised main effects were caused by variability be-

tween listeners or different endings. All reported statistical values are taken

from tests with both subject and item as variables, and therefore the reported

effects are valid across participants and endings. However, for reasons of con-

ciseness, the descriptives and inferential statistics are reported only for the

fixed factors.

Considering the different types of onset sequences, an anova was performed to test

whether listeners would indeed assign higher grammaticality to legal sequences; for

this test, the onset type was chosen as the independent variable, i.e. a cluster, an

epenthesised cluster, or a single onset. The result shows an effect of onset type

(F(2,2349)=32.36, p<.01).

The descriptives are given in table 4.1. They show that, while the legal sin-

gle onsets are judged most grammatical, clusters are the least acceptable, with
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Figure 4.1: Grammaticality judgments of single onsets, CC clusters and C�C se-
quences.

Onset type Mean Std. Dev. N

C .39 1.26 344
C�C -.40 .97 543
CC -.80 .92 1617

Total 0.01 .99 2504
Table 4.1: This table shows the descriptive statistics for grammaticality, as influ-
enced by onset type.

epenthesised clusters, which show no phonotactic problems with regard to English,

ranked only marginally higher (also see figure 4.1). Post-hoc comparisons showed

that the difference between clusters and epenthesised clusters was not significant

(p=.68), while the difference between either of them and single onsets was signifi-

cant at p<.01. This throws up further questions about the ability of English native

speakers to perceive differences between illegal clusters and their epenthesised adap-

tations, which will be further discussed in chapter 5.

In chapter 3, a target cluster’s sonority distance was not shown to be relevant for

the rate of correct responses or for the choice of adaptation. Nevertheless, sonority

distance may influence the notion of acceptability in native speakers. This was

tested along with the influence of two further factors, i.e the coronality of the first

consonant in the cluster, and the voicing status of the first consonant. These are

motivated by the special status of /s/-initial clusters, both in English and cross-

linguistically, and the fact that, independently of manner-based sonority distance,

the C1-voiced counterparts of legal fricative-initial clusters are ill-formed in English,

for example /sw/, but */zw/, /fl/, but */vl/, and /Tr/, but */Dr/.
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Figure 4.2: Grammaticality judgments by sonority distance (SD), and coronality
and voicing of C1: solid lines show coronals, dotted lines non-coronals, + and o
dots show voiced and unvoiced, respectively. The highest value can be found for
coronal, voiceless clusters with SD=-1, i.e. the English legal and marginal /s/ and
/S/ plus stop clusters.

An overview of the descriptive statistics can be found in table 4.2. A look

at the mean values for grammaticality shows that sonority distance is of limited

importance: while the highest value is indeed found for SD=3 at 0.10, there is no

discernible upward trend as sonority distance increases. Another striking point is

the highest mean value in the table, for clusters with negative sonority distance, and

a voiceless coronal first consonant. While SD=-1 would suggest low grammaticality,

the high rank of this group is reflective of the existence of legal and marginal

coronal-initial fricative-stop clusters such as /sp, Sp/. This special status can also

be observed in figure 4.2.

An anova with the factors sonority distance, C1voi and C1cor was calculated

for all CC stimuli (see table 4.3), and shows a main and an interaction effect.

There is a main effect for voicing of C1 only. Additionally, the test confirms the

observations from the descriptive statistics: there is a significant interaction between

sonority distance and the coronality of C1. Non-coronal-initial clusters have their

lowest value for the lowest sonority distance and the highest for the highest sonority

distance (SD); coronal-initial clusters, on the other hand, had the highest ranking

for SD=-1, which is the only constellation of English clusters where a sonority

distance of a value lower than two is permitted: the subset raising this value here

is, the voiceless one, i.e. precisely the legal and marginal /s/ and /S/ clusters.

This result hence only reflects what is possible and impossible in English, rather

than giving a real indication of the factors influencing the goodness of a cluster.
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Sonority distance C1voi C1cor Mean Std. Dev. N
-1 no no -.13 .73 75

yes .28 1.04 150
total .14 .97 225

yes no -.37 .79 74
yes -.33 .82 125

total -.35 .81 199
total no -.25 .77 149

yes .00 1.00 275
total -.09 .93 424

0 no no .11 .95 75
yes -.15 .87 100

total -.04 .91 175
yes no -.11 1.00 100

yes -.35 .80 49
total -.19 .95 149

total no -.01 .99 175
yes -.22 .85 149

total -.11 .93 324
1 no no -.01 1.16 75

yes .04 .99 150
total .03 1.05 225

yes no -.18 .85 124
yes -.16 .89 123

total -.17 .87 247
total no -.11 .98 199

yes -.05 .95 273
total -.08 .96 472

2 no no .18 1.08 98
yes -.07 .80 98

total .06 .96 196
yes no -.07 .80 99

yes -.32 .68 50
total -.15 .77 149

total no .06 .96 197
yes -.15 .77 148

total -.03 .88 345
Table 4.2: The descriptive statistics for grammaticality (by sonority distance, C1voi

and C1cor). For part 2 of this table, please refer to the next page.

The only independent factor influencing acceptability is therefore the voicing of the

initial consonant, which lowers the perceived grammaticality of a cluster.
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Sonority distance C1voi C1cor Mean Std. Dev. N
3 yes no .19 .91 50

yes -.10 .74 25
total .10 .86 75

total no .20 .91 50
yes -.10 .74 25

total .10 .86 75
total no no .05 1.00 323

yes .05 .96 498
total .05 .98 821

yes no -.13 .88 447
yes -.26 .82 372

total -.19 .86 819
total no -.05 .94 770

yes -.08 .92 870
total -.07 .93 1640

Factor / Interaction F(df) p
Sonority distance (SD) F(4,1622)=1.90 .108

C1voi** F(1,1622)=30.54 <.01
C1cor F(1,1622)=2.94 .09

SD x C1voi F(3,1622)=1.37 .25
SD x C1cor** F(4,1622)=4.51 <.01
C1voi x C1voi F(1,1622)=0.95 .33

SD x C1voi x C1voi F(3,1622)=0.93 .43
Table 4.3: The statistics for the factors sonority distance (SD), C1voi and C1cor

and interactions. In this and the following statistics tables, significance is marked
with * at p<.05, and with ** at p<.01.
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Figure 4.3: Grammaticality judgments and frequency in English. For this scatter-
gram, the frequency is type frequency in English.

Finally, the correspondence between the frequency of a cluster in English and

its perceived grammaticality was tested to explore the influence of the lexicon on

perceived grammaticality. The Spearman’s correlation was found to be significant

for clusters which do occur in the English lexicon, for both type and token frequen-

cies (type: N=27, rs=.61, p<.01, 95% CI: .34<r<.82; token: N=27, rs=.54, p<.01,

95% CI: .23<r<.78). When clusters with zero frequency were added, the correlation

was still significant (type: N=58, rs=.69, p<.01, 95% CI: .53<r<.81; token: N=58,

rs=.68, p<.01, 95% CI: .63<r<.80).

While figure 4.3 shows that zero frequency items tend to have lower grammat-

icality ratings than those which do occur in the lexicon, the wide spread of the

judgment values for non-legal clusters (between -.54 and 0.24) makes clear that the

influence of the lexicon does not reach as far as assigning to all structures outwith it

the same low grammaticality value, namely one below the values for all structures

within the lexicon.

The exploration of factors determining how grammatical or ungrammatical stim-

uli are perceived to be by native speakers of English shows that frequency clearly

plays a role in determining the goodness of clusters. However, this influence is

mostly constrained to well-formed structures, while a frequency of zero does not

automatically result in a low grammaticality rating. Phonological generalisations

are relevant for ratings of grammaticality only in terms of the voicing of C1.
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Similarity

In the shadowing experiment it was observed that some types of adaptations ap-

peared to be more frequent. Before ascertaining whether this preference is due to

these adaptations being perceived to be more similar to the targets, a first step

towards exploring nature of how similarity is perceived was taken. The influence of

the type of adaptation on the notion of similarity was tested.

Subject variability. In the same way as for the grammaticality judgments, the

appropriate test for the influence of the relevant factors on the ratio variable

similarity judgment was an anova. Again, the tests were run both by-subject

and by-ending (e.g. /-2voj/) as random factors to exclude the possibility that

the hypothesised main effects were caused by variability between listeners or

different endings. All reported statistical values are taken from tests with

all variables, and therefore the reported effects are valid across participants

and endings. However, for reasons of conciseness, only the descriptives and

inferential statistics for the fixed factors are reported.

In terms of the type of adaptation, the values of the fixed factor type of change

were:

• deletion of C1

• deletion of C2

• vowel epenthesis

• voicing change C1

• voicing change C2

• voicing change of both consonants

• place of articulation (POA) change

• manner change

• segment change combinations

This list was reduced to deletion, epenthesis, voicing, place of articulation, man-

ner and combinations for a second anova. Table 4.4 gives the descriptive statistics,

figure 4.4 shows the means for each of the types.

Within the reduced list of change types, the mean similarity values suggest a

division into two groups: consonant deletion, manner changes and combinations

of changes were assigned low similarity. In the other group there were place of

articulation, epenthesis and voicing change.

The test for the extended list shows a main effect for the type of change (F

(8,2129)=41.49, p<.01). A post hoc test showed five overlapping homogeneous
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Change type Mean SD N
deletion -.30 .87 1100

epenthesis .38 1.10 550
manner -.45 .92 50

combinations -.44 .74 75
POA .16 .96 300

voicing .26 .96 474
total .00 1.00 2549

Table 4.4: The descriptive statistics for similarity, with the factor change type
(reduced).
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Figure 4.4: Similarity judgments depending on the type of change: segment changes
of manner, combinations of more than one segment change, C deletions, POA seg-
ment changes, voicing segment changes and vowel epentheses

subgroups of change types2. When the anova was re-run with the reduced list of

changes, the results were similar (F(5,1958)=56.89, p<.01). Additionally, a clear

division in homogeneous subgroups crystallised between deletions, manner changes

and segment changes (with low similarity values) on the one side and highly ranked

epenthesis, voicing changes and place of articulation changes on the other. This

result taken together with epenthesis and voicing changes being the most frequent

adaptations in the production experiment indicates that perceived similarity is a

decisive factor in adaptation. This and the remaining three hypotheses are tested

in the next section.

2In ascending order of similarity: {manner, combinations, deletion C2, deletion C1}, {deletion
C1, voicing of both Cs}, {voicing of both Cs, POA}, {POA, epenthesis, voicing of C1}, {epenthesis,
voicing of C1, voicing of C2}
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4.3.2 Grammaticality, similarity and frequency in adaptation

To determine the relative influence of frequency, similarity and perceived grammat-

icality on the adaptation strategies that English speakers use, the frequency values

and the overall means for the similarity and grammaticality judgments were com-

pared to the results of the production tasks. The percentage of how frequently an

adaptation is used was measured and converted to relative percent, i.e. the per-

centage of non-correct responses only. This is a better measure of preference for a

strategy than percentage of all responses, since the targets differed markedly in the

rate of correct responses, and comparing the actual percentages of an adaptation

between a target with 5% correct and a target with 50% correct would skew the

picture. The four hypotheses tested are:

1. The less well-formed a foreign sequence is perceived to be by speakers of the

borrowing language, the more likely it is not to be reproduced in a target-like

way, i.e. to be adapted

2. The degree of grammaticality of a target sequence influences the choice of

adaptation type

3. The more frequent a potential adapted form is in the native lexicon of the

borrowing language, the more likely it is to be used

4. The higher the perceived similarity is between a target form and a potential

adaptation, the more often this adaptation will be used

Hypothesis 1

To test the association between grammaticality and successful reproduction, the

mean perceived grammaticality of a target cluster was correlated with the percent-

age of correct responses in the production experiment. There was a significant

positive correlation for the 22 clusters in all 3 conditions (N=66, rp=.68, p<.01,

95% CI: .52<r<.79), showing that clusters with higher grammaticality were indeed

produced targetlike more often than lower-rated clusters. The individual correla-

tions for each condition separately are also significant, although it is noteworthy

that this correlation is strongest in the sentence condition (N=22, rp=.78, p<.01,

95% CI: .73<r<.90), weaker in the word condition (N=22, rp=.65, p<.01, 95% CI:

.34<r<.84), and weakest in the orthographic task (N=22, rp=.63, p<.01, 95% CI:

.30<r<.82). This is inversely related to the rate of correct responses overall; i.e.

the grammaticality of the target becomes less decisive (even if it is still a strong

factor) in how well a specific target cluster will be reproduced in a condition which

favours better reproduction success overall. The scattergram in figure 4.5 shows all

three conditions together.
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of its correct production, as divided by experiment condition: shadowing/sentence
(o), shadowing/word (square) and orthography (+).
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Hypothesis 2

This hypothesis is concerned with whether English speakers show a tendency to use

a specific type of adaptation, depending on how ungrammatical they perceive the

target stimulus to be. A somewhat similar idea can be found in Paradis’ Theory

of Constraints and Repair Strategies, claiming that deletion is used only where

phonotactic and segmental problems coincide, i.e. in case of double ill-formedness.

This was shown not to be correct in the production experiment; however, applying

the idea to this case, deletion may be chosen predominantly for target clusters which

are perceived to be at the lower end of the grammaticality scale.

Grammaticality and adaptation type
Target Grammaticality Sentence Word Orthography

fr 0.666 deletion combinations epenthesis

ps 0.529 deletion deletion deletion
sp 0.503 segment change segment change segment changeSm 0.123 segment change segment change segment changeSp 0.093 segment change segment change segment change
vb 0.019 epenthesis epenthesis deletion
sf -0.058 combinations combinations segment change

dv -0.075 epenthesis epenthesis epenthesis

vl -0.093 segment change segment change epenthesis

zb -0.105 epenthesis segment change segment change
vr -0.118 segment change epenthesis epenthesis

pn -0.137 epenthesis epenthesis epenthesisSv -0.170 segment change segment change combinations
fp -0.181 deletion epenthesis deletion
sv -0.208 segment change segment change segment change
zv -0.211 epenthesis segment change epenthesis

vz -0.228 deletion deletion deletion
sr -0.232 epenthesis epenthesis epenthesis

pt -0.272 epenthesis epenthesis epenthesis

tv -0.280 epenthesis epenthesis segment change
zr -0.336 epenthesis epenthesis epenthesisZb -0.363 epenthesis epenthesis epenthesis

Table 4.5: This table lists the targets in descending order of judged grammaticality,
and pairs them with the most frequent type of adaptation in each production task.

Table 4.5 lists the most frequent adaptations for all targets in descending or-

der of perceived grammaticality. It shows that, while being the most frequent

main adaptation overall, epenthesis shows a concentration at the lower end of the
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grammaticality scale, whilst none of the other adaptation types have a similar con-

centration. Figures 4.6 to 4.8 illustrate the connection of target grammaticality and

each of the subsets.
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Figure 4.6: The grammaticality of a target and the proportional percentage of
adaptation for all target-adaptation pairs in the epenthesis subset
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Figure 4.7: The grammaticality of a target and the proportional percentage of
adaptation for all target-adaptation pairs in the deletion subset

To test statistically whether the grammaticality rating of a target cluster influ-

ences the choice of adaptation, a multinomial regression: this is to test the influence

of a ratio variable, i.e. the grammaticality judgment in this case, on the choice of a
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Figure 4.8: The grammaticality of a target and the proportional percentage of
adaptation for all target-adaptation pairs in the segment change subset.

category, i.e. the method of adaptation. The levels of the category parameter, main

adaptation type, are deletion, epenthesis, and segment change, with the latter as ref-

erence category (see table 4.6). This shows that the grammaticality of a given target

cluster influences the choice of the preferred adaptation to some extent (Pseudo-R2

(Cox and Snell) =.18). However, this influence can only be demonstrated to be sig-

nificant for epenthesis, which is (at p<.01) significantly more associated with lower

target grammaticality than segment changes, while there is no significant difference

between the grammaticality of targets which associate with segment change and

deletion.

Adaptation type epenthesis deletion
B exp(B) p B exp(B) p

grammaticality -4.09 .02 .01 1.00 2.73 .38
intercept -.23 .46 -1.02 .01

N 30 10
Table 4.6: The results of the multinomial regression testing the factor grammati-
cality in the assignment of the main adaptation type. Total N=66; the reference
category is segment change.
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Hypothesis 3

For the test of the influence of the frequency of a potential adapted form on its

frequency in production, all target-adaptation pairs were used. It was calculated

whether there was a significant correlation between type or token frequency of an

adaptation in the lexicon and the frequency of its use in adaptation. As described

above, rather than the absolute percentage of an adaptation for a specific target,

the percentage within the adapted responses was used as a variable, reflecting the

preference within the set of adaptations for each target.
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Figure 4.9: The token frequency of a potential adaptation and the proportional
percentage of its use in the production task (not significantly correlated).

The distribution of values in the scattergram in figure 4.9 (for token frequency)

does not suggest that higher frequency of a potential adapted onset goes along with

higher use of this adaptation. In the statistical test of the correlation, neither with

type nor token frequency, and neither overall nor in any of the conditions a signif-

icant correlation was found (overall: type: N=204, rp=-.02, p=.72; token: N=204,

rp=-.05, p=.45). Hence, there is no support for the hypothesis that the frequency

of a potential adaptation plays a role in the choice of adaptation. This suggests

that factors outwith the lexicon are decisive.
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Hypothesis 4

This hypothesis is to test the proposal that the preferred adaptation to a foreign

word is the one most similar to the form in the source language. Table 4.7 clearly

indicates that in the vast majority of cases the adaptation used most frequently by

participants in the production experiment is fact also the one considered the most

similar by English listeners.

Most frequent and most similar adaptations
Target Most frequent3 Most similar NotesSm sm sm

sf sw, sv sv sw could not be testedSp sp sp

pn p�n p�n
sr s�r zr, s�r zr not an improvement
zr z�r z�r
vr fr/v�r, v�r v�r
vl fl, v�l v�l
tv t�v, dv t�v
dv d�v d�v
ps s ts, sSv Sf, Sw Sf Sw could not be tested
sv sf, zv sf
zv z�v/sf, z�v/sv sv
vz z z
pt p�t p�t
fp p/f�p, p sp
vb v�b, b v�b
zb z�b/sb, sb z�bZb Z�b Z�b

Table 4.7: The most similar and the most frequent adaptations for marginal and
illegal target clusters.

To support this observation statistically, the hypothesis was tested through a

correlation of the mean perceived similarity of the target and adaptation pairs with

(as above) the proportional percentage of one adaptation. N is smaller for this

test than for the frequency correlations for hypothesis 2, since not all adaptations

are legal in Russian, and hence eluded comparison to the target, as described in

the method section above. From the scattergram it can be seen that percentage of

adaptation rises with the perceived similarity between target and adaptation.

3The most frequent adaptations are given for both the shadowing and the orthographic tasks.
If they coincide, the adaptation is only listed once.
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Figure 4.10: The similarity between a target and an adaptation for all target-
adaptation pairs, and the proportional percentage of an adaptation being used. The
figure shows all three production tasks: shadowing/sentence (o), shadowing/word
(square) and orthography (+).

The correlations proved to be significant both overall (N=147, rp=.52, p<.01,

95% CI: .36<r<.57) and for the different experiment conditions (sentence condition:

N=52, rp=.49, p<.01, 95% CI: .26<r<.67; word condition: N=51, rp=.52, p<.01,

95% CI: .29<r<.70; orthographic task: N=44, rp=.52, p<.01, 95% CI: .28<r<.71).

Note that no reduction of rp, i.e. the degree of correlation, through the conditions

takes place, like for target grammaticality influencing success in reproducing a clus-

ter. The role of similarity does not appear to change depending on the condition.

Overall, similarity is the most decisive factor in which of the possible adaptations

to a cluster will be chosen.

4.3.3 Summary for hypotheses

The frequency of potential adapted onsets in the English lexicon does not cor-

relate with the strategy of adaptation. Judgments about the grammaticality of

words containing illegal initial clusters, and about the similarity between pairs of

words partially containing illegal onsets, were obtained from English native speak-

ers. Similarity of a target to an adaptation was shown to be a predictor of its rate

of use. The perceived grammaticality of a target cluster influenced performance in

two ways: high-grammaticality target clusters were modified less often, and low-

grammaticality clusters were mostly associated with vowel epenthesis.
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4.4 Overall summary and discussion

The production experiments in the previous chapter showed that the way in which

English speakers deal with phonotactically illegal foreign words cannot be predicted

on the basis of a dichotomy between grammatical and ungrammatical, or on gram-

matical factors such as sonority distance alone. For this reason further factors, which

are, in contrast to the focus of loanword research, not purely grammar-driven, and

their influence on adaptation strategies have been examined in this chapter.

Of these factors, the frequency of a sequence in the L1 lexicon is shown to

be associated with its perceived grammaticality, and a better predictor for how

a structure’s grammaticality will be perceived than grammatical factors such as

sonority distance.

However, frequency is not a factor in the choice of one potential adaptation over

another when speakers are faced with the task of dealing with an illegal sequence of

phonemes in a foreign word. The perceived ungrammaticality of the target cluster,

on the other hand, does influence this choice. Whereas the data do not allow a

conclusion as to whether deletion and segment change have a specific target group,

the strategy of vowel epenthesis is clearly associated with clusters having a lower

grammaticality rating.

The third factor, the perceived similarity between a target cluster and an adap-

tation, is a good predictor of which changes are made to target clusters. The more

similar an adaptation is perceived to be, the more likely it is to be used. The form

of adaptation which English speakers consider to alter the sound of a sequence least

is vowel epenthesis, followed by a single kind of feature change, whereas deletion

and multiple feature changes are seen as more drastic.

This perception is interesting in the light of the fact that both epenthesis and

deletion change the sequence by a whole segment, and epenthesis even creates an

extra syllable, whereas segment changes only constitute the alteration of a single

feature, i.e. a much smaller unit. It must be noted, however, that this segment is

taken from a varied set for the consonants, but the vowel is always schwa. Neverthe-

less, the adaptation resulting in a change on the highest prosodic level is regarded

as less drastic by English listeners than lower level changes.

Together with the fact that the grammaticality ratings for CC clusters and

C�C sequences are only marginally different (while single onsets rank much more

highly), this once again throws up the question of perception, and whether the

English speakers are in fact capable of perceiving the difference. Such an inability

would suggest, as claimed in Dupoux et al. (1999) for epenthetic vowels in Japanese,

that the English speakers perceive a non-existent vowel between the two consonants
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of an illegal cluster; this would explain the high similarity rating between clusters

and epenthesised clusters, as well as the prevalence of epenthesis as an adaptation.

Problematic for this proposal is the low grammaticality rating of CC and C�C.

If a vowel is perceived between the two consonants, then this creates a single-

onset syllable. It is not clear why this should be rated lower than other single

onsets. Alternatively, if the schwa is not perceived, or rather, if it is interpreted as

a variant of the C1 realisation instead of a syllable peak (as listeners did in a study

by Donselaar et al. 1999 for epenthesised Dutch words), these ratings would appear

more explicable. However, the frequent occurrence of epenthesis in the orthographic

task of chapter 3 speaks against this hypothesis.

The next question which must be addressed is therefore the perception of dif-

ferences between words, and thus the nature of similarity. Several issues must be

addressed:

• how it can be measured

• which prosodic levels must be taken into account

• whether it is influenced by one’s native language and the well-formedness of

the comparanda in it

• whether its role in adaptation is situated in the perceptual process, i.e. misper-

ceptions lead to adaptations, or in the production process, such that intuitions

of similarity are part of the productive phonology

These questions will be addressed by comparing Russian speakers’ similarity

judgments on the materials presented to English speakers. Such a comparison will

shed light on cross-linguistic differences in the perception of similarity for various

objective acoustic differences, and determine whether the status in terms of legality

has an impact on how a structure is perceived.



Chapter 5

Perceived Similarity and L1 grammar

5.1 Similarity and research

Chapter 4 described how judgments were collected from native speakers of English

about the similarity of pairs of words differing in their onset. These judgments were

used as a basis for testing the prediction that the relative similarity of conceivable

adaptations to an ill-formed target sequence influences the tendency to use them.

After this prediction was confirmed, a further investigation into the workings of what

determines perceived similarity was necessary, since - in contrast to grammaticality

and frequency - it is least obviously a language-specific criterion, as the adjective

perceived suggests: it is not at all clear that a speaker’s first language is the only

or even the main determinant of similarity. In fact, as the overview of the field will

show, both the idea that perceived similarity is determined by universal, perceptual

principles, and the idea that L1 influences the perception of similarity, have been

put forward in an extensive body of recent work.

As Trask (1996) notes in his Dictionary of Phonetics and Phonology, phonetic

similarity is “an important but elusive criterion for phonological analysis”. It is

important in that a notion of similarity, more or less well defined, has been the

basis of a large number of accounts of phonological phenomena, in various areas.

It is also elusive because it is not at all straightforward to devise a measure of

similarity that can be used as the basis for statistical analyses to determine its role

in phonological processes. Not only is it not agreed whether there is any influence of

one’s native language on how similar one perceives sounds to be, it is also not clear

whether or not (and if so, how) a sound’s context should be taken into account, or on

the basis of which phonological or phonetic units similarity should be calculated.

Nevertheless, the notion of similarity has often found its way into phonological

research, as the next section shows.

5.1.1 Similarity as a tool in analysis

Similarity as a concept is used in linguistics in many different ways, and often

intuitive ideas about similarity are used rather than explicit models. This section

116
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describes research leaning on the concept of similarity - the models of similarity

they are based on will be explained in the next section.

One of the areas of research that has employed the similarity between words

is that of the lexicon. The density of similarity neighbourhoods in the lexicon

has been shown to influence word recognition, as in Vitevitch & Luce (1998) and

Vitevitch et al. (1999). They compared the effect of phonotactic probability, i.e. the

frequency with which a given sequence occurs in a language’s lexicon, with that of

neighbourhood density, i.e. the number of phonologically most similar words. They

found that phonotactic probability facilitates recognition in non-words (i.e. on a

sublexical level), whereas a dense similarity neighbourhood in the lexicon inhibits

recognition on the lexical level. Thus they demonstrate processing on two different

linguistic levels.

Lukatela & Turvey (1990) examine the effects of context words on the process-

ing of phonemically and graphemically similar words in Serbo-Croatian (visually

presented in either Cyrillic or Roman alphabets) in various tasks, such as naming

and lexical decision. They find phonemic similarity effects, such as an inhibitory

effect on lexical decision (dependent on the position of the sounds not shared by the

word pair), and a facilitating effect on the naming of both words and pseudo-words.

Mueller et al. (2003) use phonological similarity as a factor in their study of

verbal working memory, testing predictions of Baddeley’s phonological-loop model

(Baddeley 1986) such as that sequences of phonologically dissimilar words should

be remembered better than those which are similar. Mueller et al.’s results suggest

that the prediction is indeed correct for syllable onsets, but not necessarily so for

rhymes.

A further large field of research which has employed a notion of similarity as an

explanans is that of second language acquisition, specifically in the area of differ-

ences between two languages’ segment inventories. Flege’s speech learning model

(SLM) (Flege 1987b, 1995) is based on the idea that the more similar a new phoneme

is to one of the native language inventory, the more difficult it will be to form a

new, independent category for this sound. Hence for an English speaker the acqui-

sition of French /u/ would be more problematic than French /y/, since the latter

is entirely new, whereas the phoneme /u/ exists in English, however with different

phonetic properties, for example F2 differences. English native speakers will there-

fore substitute the French phonetic surface form with the specifications from their

native sound. This process is termed “equivalence classification”.

In a similar vein, Best’s (e.g. 1995) Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM)

concentrates on discrimination abilities for foreign sounds. The model predicts that

foreign sounds cannot be discriminated if they are perceptually assimilated to the
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same native articulatory category. Discrimination is predicted to be unimpaired if

two foreign sounds are assimilated to different categories, or if only one of them is

similar enough to a native category to be perceptually assimilated.

A further model of perceptual assimilation is Kuhl’s (Kuhl & Iverson 1995)

Perceptual Magnet Effect, which claims a perceptual warping of the auditory space

as a consequence of exposure to one’s native language. This warping, or shrinking,

results in a magnetic effect of the prototypical native categories to attract any

sounds similar to them, but becomes weaker with increasing distance. Any foreign

sounds similar to native prototypes will therefore not be discriminated from them,

and harder to acquire.

A relatively new field working with the notion of similarity is that of historical

linguistics: the aim is to develop a new approach to language classification, to

explore the relationship between dialects, and to calculate the similarity between

any given pair of languages or dialects. This is achieved by computing phonetic

similarity between cognate words and feeding the values for those into tree-drawing

programs (e.g. phylip, Felsenstein 2001), to produce a representation similar to

traditional language family trees, but also representing the closeness or distance

between the branches in terms of similarity (e.g. Dyen et al. 1992, McMahon &

McMahon 2003, Ellison & Kirby 2006).

In the realm of loanword research, the notions of similarity and the importance

of perception were introduced by Silverman’s (1992) work on Cantonese loanwords,

as described in chapter 1. Since then, the debate it triggered regarding the role of

perception in (loanword) phonology has gained increasing momentum, and has been

dominating the discourse in this area. Yip (1993) introduced Silverman’s idea of

language-specific salience into optimality theory, Jacobs and Gussenhoven’s (2000)

rejected this notion as well as any relevance of perception, along with Paradis (e.g.

Paradis 2005, Paradis & LaCharité 1997).

However, what is dominant in Paradis’ work as well as elsewhere in loanword

research (e.g. Kenstowicz 2001, 2005, in press, Adler 2006) is the idea of minimal-

ity: any and all adaptations of loanwords are intended to be as minimal as possible,

while resulting in a form that respects the phonology of the borrowing language.

This principle underlies most current work in loanword research; Steriade (2001,

p.5) claims that “for at least some phonological properties and perhaps for all,

there appears to exist a cross-linguistically constant notion of minimal modifica-

tion”, which is precisely the modification that is preferred in loanword adaptations.

Kenstowicz (in press) writes, “The speaker will tend to preserve features whose ab-

sence would be most noticeable; and when a repair must be made, like a good tailor

he will make his alterations as unobtrusive as possible by substituting a sound that
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most closely resembles the original”, and claims that decisions are based on “some

notion of auditory similarity.” Kang (2003) proposes for her analysis of Korean

loanwords from English that “the motivation of vowel insertion is the maximisation

of the perceptual similarity between the English input and the Korean output, as

well as to obey a morphophonemic restriction in Korean”, and Adler (2004) states

that “loanword adaptation is grounded in the perceptibility of modifications from

input to output”, and that perceptual or articulatory features can be the target of

preservation.

A further direction in loanword research is represented by Peperkamp (e.g.

Peperkamp 2003), who also strives to explain loanword adaptation through sim-

ilarity, but takes a different view of where it takes its effect: since according to her

model all adaptations take place through phonetic mapping to the closest available

native output during perception, no loanword phonology is necessary.

Minimality of change, i.e. an input and output form that are maximally similar

to each other, plays an important role in analysing loanwords. Unfortunately, the

answers to the question “What is minimal?”, and the measurements of similarity

are often intuitive, and thus applied differently in different interpretations.

5.1.2 Definitions of similarity

As noted above, since there is no commonly accepted measurement for phonological

similarity, scientists often rely on their intuitions, and on their audience’s intuitions

coinciding with their own, or on subset relations, such as between the sets of features

shared by two phonemes. For example, there will be little disagreement that /b/

and /m/ are more similar to each other than /p/ and /m/, since the former share

all the features the latter share, plus the addition of voicing. However, since in most

cases the comparisons are not as straightforward as this, and “plus the added feature

voicing” does not answer the question “How much more similar?”, this section will

provide an overview of different viewpoints of how to calculate or define similarity.

Some of these viewpoints have been the main objective of the works cited, some

arise from standpoints on the relationship between perception and phonology, or

on loanword adaptation, some have been created or used for other purposes.

The measure of word similarity, as used used by Vitevitch and colleagues (e.g.

Vitevitch et al. 1999) in work with lexical neighbourhoods, is rather coarsely meshed

and based on phonemes: the similarity neighbourhood of a word is comprised of

all words with a distance of one step, where a step is any one-phoneme change, be

it the addition or deletion or exchange of a segment. This is clearly not adequate

for our purposes, since, among other reasons, the first similarity judgment showed
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that not all of the comparisons (which were all one-segment changes) were rated

the same.

A more fine-grained analysis looks at a different, lower level of representation,

namely the feature. Thus it avoids equating the loss or gain of a whole segment,

which can be represented as a bundle of features, with changing the value of a single

feature, for example /s/ - /z/.

One such measure of similarity is psimetrica developed by Mueller et al. (2003),

who are interested in verbal working memory and the dissimilarity of whole words,

for which they take into account syllable structure and the number of shared fea-

tures. In their method the comparison between segments is extended to whole

words by aligning syllables and syllable constituents, and then assigning within-

coda and within-onset positions. After each segment has been allocated its coun-

terpart (which, of course, can be zero), the pair is compared, and the dissimilarity

values are averaged over syllable constituents and then whole words. Mueller et al.

determine the similarity between segments with the use of a set of 13 features, as

taken from Chomsky and Halle’s SPE (Chomsky & Halle 1968). Therefore only

those features are used which are necessary to differentiate between all segments

of the English inventory, which means that Mueller et al.’s measurement depends

heavily on both the English language and on SPE. A criticism is that psimetrica’s

only way of taking into account positional effects is in an abstract phonological way

of tying a segment to a specific place in the prosodic structure, rather than by

evaluating the influence neighbouring segments (or boundaries) may have on the

perception of the sound, and the assignment of consonants to specific onset slots

has an undue influence on the result.

For example, the assignment of segments to positions in a syllable representation

should have no effect on perceived similarity at all. For example, in the case of

/splæS/ compared to /T�aIv/ for a cue-based model it does not matter whether the

fricative and the rhotic of the latter occupy positions I and II, or II and III, of

the syllable onset. For psimetrica, however, this makes the difference between

comparing either

1. /s, T/, /p,r/, /l,∅/ or

2. /s, ∅/, /p,T/, /l,r/ (used in psimetrica) or

3. /s, T/, /p,∅/, /l,r/

More seriously, psimetrica contains no method of weighting features - all fea-

tures have the same importance. The results of this chapter will demonstrate that

this is not the case. Previously, Treiman et al. (1998) found in a phoneme recogni-

tion study that children did not, as was previously assumed, have fewer problems
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recognising fricatives than plosives. Voicing, on the other hand, was not very easily

distinguished. Treiman et al. conclude from this that oral features may be more

salient than laryngeal features. Whether that is correct or not, the experiment

shows that equating features is not appropriate in studying phonetic similarity, and

that some features appear to be more salient than others.

A more theory-driven motivation for weighting features is that their functional

loads differ from language to language. In most languages, nasals are always voiced,

hence the specification [+nasal] predicts the feature [+voice]. A specification of

a value for voicing in for a nasal is redundant, and the underlying representa-

tion is therefore underspecified. The implication of underspecification theory (e.g.

Archangeli 1988) for similarity is that redundant features are weighted less in de-

termining how similar two sounds are to each other than contrastive features. A

direct application of this for loanwords is found in Weinberger (1990), who uses

underspecification in his account of differential substitution such that the most un-

derspecified segment of a language will be substituted for a sound that does not

occur in the borrowing language.

Frisch (1996) uses a model of similarity based on weighting different features, and

specific to any given language. This is used as a basis of his account of effects of the

Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) in Arabic. His approach is based on Broe’s

theory of structured specification (Broe 1993) as opposed to underspecification.

Structured specification is a representation of the segment inventory of a language

in a lattice showing natural classes of sounds, i.e groups of phonemes sharing one

or more features (as seen for English nasals in figure 5.1).

In this model the similarity of two sounds is determined in a very straightforward

way. From the complete lattice of the segment inventory of a language, the number

of shared nodes, i.e. natural classes, is divided by the overall number of nodes,

which therefore results in a number between 0 (no nodes shared) and 1 (all nodes

shared). Broe (1993) extends this approach to a language’s lexicon, where lexical

entries can share segments in certain positions (as opposed to the features that two

phonemes may share), and thus allows for a calculation of the similarities between

words (only those which occur in the lexicon) as well as phonemes.

Frisch’s model of similarity is based entirely on the phonemic inventory of a

language, and thus cannot expressly account for effects of similarity between native

sounds and those from a foreign language, nor does it take context into account.

The prediction derived from Frisch’s account applied to the case at hand, which

contains phonotactic, but not segmental adaptation problems, is as follows: the

similarity of two words which differ only in one segment is proportional to the

similarity between the two relevant phonemes. Thus any judgments of similarity
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Figure 5.1: Lattice of English nasals, taken from Frisch (1996), p.25.

should correlate with the relevant phoneme similarity values, as derived from an

inventory’s lattice. Another prediction of this approach that, whichever context

two phonemes are compared in, their similarity will be the same, since similarity is

only determined by a phoneme’s features and not by its context.

All work described so far has been based on phonological units and made no

reference either to phonotactics or phonetic detail, and has not incorporated per-

ception (with the exception of Treiman et al. 1998). The research described below

broadens the horizons.

As noted above, in the area of loanwords, Silverman (1992) was the pioneer

with regard to perception. While this is meritorious, his account of similarity re-

mained vague and was not developed further. His approach, as detailed in chapter

1, includes a perceptual level, during which foreign segments are filtered by the

native perceptual system, and allocated a “similar” feature matrix in the native

inventory. What remains unclear is whether there exists any kind of threshold of

similarity. How similar is similar enough? Or how far is too far? If foreign seg-

ments are allocated a similar feature matrix (and the question is also how speakers

make the connection between a mess of known and unknown acoustic features and

the phonological feature matrices they have stored), is there a point at which the

segment is too dissimilar, for example when maybe only a single or two common

features can be found with any native segment? Silverman does not elaborate on

this process, and detects possible problems himself, such as the apparent perception
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of /v/ as /w/ rather than /f/, although in other cases the voiceless counterpart of

a non-native voiced phoneme is chosen and /f/ is a native segment of Cantonese.

Yip’s (1993) optimality-theoretic account of Silverman’s data suffers from its

own problems in terms of defining what is salient (and therefore preserved in per-

ception), since a constraint such as parse(salient) should on the one hand, being

a constraint in optimality theory, be universal, and on the other hand specific to

Cantonese, since it eliminates for Cantonese speakers what would be salient for

English speakers. The account also does not sit well with Silverman’s perceptual

level being pre-grammatical. This issue could be dealt with by Boersma’s model,

which will be described later in this section.

The problems with Silverman’s perceptual level also exist for the SLA models,

such as Best’s PAM (Perceptual Assimilation Model; described in section 1.3.4); the

overriding theme there is that there exist a threshold of similarity beyond which

a foreign segment will not be equated with a native one. Kuhl’s NLM (Native

Language Magnet, described in section 1.3.4) predominantly deals with vowels,

where a relationship to objective acoustic similarity is relatively easy to come by,

i.e. the distance between them in the F1/F2 plane, since these formants are the

relevant differences.1 For consonants, the story is more complicated, and more

complicated still if context is taken into account.

The role of context is the one of the points on which Steriade’s work con-

centrates: in contrast to a language-specific, but context-independent concept of

similarity, Steriade’s licensing-by-cue concept determines similarity on the basis of

available acoustic cues to a given contrast. This availability firstly depends on rel-

ative distance, which can be illustrated by three vowels with the same height, but

the distance between the front and back vowel being greater (as shown by F2) than

that between either and a central vowel. Further relevant factors are the subset

effect described earlier and cue duration. How perceptible acoustic cues are also

depends largely on context: for example, the place of articulation for a stop is more

perceptible before a vowel than before another consonant, since this environment

shows the transition cues for place. In her work on the P-map (Steriade 2001), Steri-

ade cites evidence from half-rhymes2 (see Steriade 2003), cross-linguistic tendencies

1However, it is conceivable that the two formants are not weighted equally. As Lindblom 1975
argues, from a perceptual point of view, F1 differences and contrasts should carry more weight
than those in other formants.

2Half-rhymes are defined as incomplete rhymes, i.e. codas which do not completely coincide.
Differences include for example place of articulation, as in time-nine, or consonant metathesis, as
in raised-raids. In Steriade’s data, half-rhymes with high similarity according to the P-map are
preferred and significantly more frequent.
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in the resolution of conflicts (such as the repair of prohibited voiced final obstru-

ents), and previous studies of similarity or confusion rates to support the idea that

perceived similarity is determined by cross-linguistically applicable, perceptual prin-

ciples. This approach has been developed for example in Hayes & Steriade (2003),

and also been used by Jun (1995) and Flemming (2001, 2003, 2005). The knowl-

edge of these differences in similarity and of the ranking of contrast perceptibility

- which speakers know intuitively - is then claimed to be part of a phonological

production grammar. This grammar applies in loan phonology and is responsible

for minimal adaptations. Specific claims of perceptibility rankings are described in

the method section of this chapter, to provide the rationales and predictions for the

tested hypotheses in direct comparison to the results.

Boersma and colleagues have developed yet another way of thinking of simi-

larity in phonology, as described in chapter 1. With perception itself regarded as

a grammatical process, and the output of this process argued to be a well-formed

structure in the borrowing language, similarity must be a part of phonology; the

the constraint hierarchy (Boersma’s being an optimality-theoretic account) sees to

it that the output of the perceptual grammar is on the one hand well-formed, and

on the other as similar to the input as possible. This is achieved by using acous-

tic characteristics such as duration and formant values in classificatory constraints,

such as “F1 of 349 Hz is not [I]” or “74ms duration is not /i/” (Escudero & Boersma

2004). In Boersma’s functional phonology, therefore, similarity is both a perceptual

and grammatical parameter.

In one respect this resembles the view that Peperkamp and Dupoux argue for

(e.g. Dupoux et al. 1999, Peperkamp 2003). Like Boersma, they do not explicitly

attempt to define or measure similarity, but their approach to loanword adaptation

makes the viewpoint on similarity clear: it is perceived of as a factor that plays

its role in perception. However, in the other respect, their claim is diametrically

opposed to Boersma’s: the adaptation to the most similar forms in perception is,

in Peperkamp’s view, not a phonological, but a phonetic process. The influence

of phonology is relegated to the provision of possible forms, while the important

role is played by the phonetic similarity of the incoming signal to possible native

realisations. For example, for the cluster adaptations at hand, Peperkamp’s model

predicts high rates of epenthesis for first consonants with a burst. While this is

true for most of these clusters, epenthesis is no less frequent for several fricative-

stop and, especially in the orthographic task, fricative-liquid clusters, where no

phonetic motivation is obvious.3

3Moreover, not only do the clusters /pt/ and /pn/, where the burst is the most obvious,
have high rates of epenthesis, but they are also the target clusters with the highest rates of correct
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As becomes clear from the descriptions of models represented by Steriade,

Boersma and Peperkamp, the issue at hand is not which acoustic cues exist (which

is often obvious), and in many cases not even which cues are more salient than oth-

ers. The core of the matter is how we use the cues that are available, and whether

there are some situations (for example, certain phonological units or certain en-

vironments) or other factors, such as our native language, that cause us to use

these cues differently, or to be less perceptive to these cues than general auditory

principles would suggest.

To split this issue into smaller sub-issues, the following questions about the per-

ception of sound similarity are in need of answering before we can confidently use it

beyond restricted niches (such as cases where subset relations apply) in investigating

loanwords:

• Are there cross-linguistically identical intuitions of similarity, or does a per-

son’s native language account for differences in these notions?

• Which level of representation is relevant for similarity: phonetics (acoustic

cues)? phonology (features, segment inventory or phonotactics)? Is there a

single decisive unit or level?

• Is similarity determined by (L1-influenced) perception? On which level of

representation?

• Is context relevant for the perceived similarity between two units of sound?

Summarising the viewpoints of some of the researchers discussed above, table

5.1 gives an overview of their positions on some of the relevant aspects. The first

column is concerned with whether similarity is assumed to be perceived in the same

way cross-linguistically, or conversely, influenced by L1. Most models except for

Steriade’s4 assume some form of L1 influence. Note, however, that this influence

can take different shapes; specifically, Frisch’s account contrasts with others by

assuming L1 influence only through the segment inventory. The second and third

column refer to the level of representation being involved in determining similarity.

For Steriade, knowledge of phonetic similarity is reflected in the constraint hierarchy

of the production phonology, for Boersma, phonetic detail is part of perception

phonology. The next column considers the importance of perception for similarity,

which all models but Frisch claim, however in different manifestations. The last

column gives the standpoints regarding the relevance of context. This is advocated

responses. This suggests that in the majority of cases the burst is, in fact, used as an aid to correct
perception by English speakers. On the topic of English and Russian production of consonant
releases and default patterns thereof, also see Zsiga 2003.

4While she explicitly does not consider the P-map to be universal (pers.comm.), there is no
description of a possible L1 influence in her work.
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most strongly by Steriade, as a determinant of cue availability, and by Dupoux,

through the (il)legality of sound combinations.

cross-ling/L1 Level of representation Perception Context
phonetics phonology

Frisch L1 - + - -
Best, Kuhl, Flege L1 + - + ?
Dupoux L1 - + + +
Peperkamp L1 + - + +
Steriade cross-ling + + + +
Boersma L1 + + + +

Table 5.1: The various models of similarity, and their positions regarding issues in
determining similarity. A plus sign symbolises that the issue in question is relevant,
a minus sign symbolises that it is not, and a question mark shows that no clear
position has been taken.

5.2 Russian and English compared

As the table in the previous section shows, the issues are whether similarity is

language-dependent or not, if yes, what level of L1 exerts the influence, and whether

it is context-dependent or not. These issues were investigated by comparing Rus-

sian speakers’ similarity judgments on the materials presented to those of English

speakers - if there is indeed an effect of L1 phonotactics on perception as claimed in

Dupoux et al. (1999), there is the possibility that the similarity judgments collected

in the previous experiment might have been compromised (i.e. influenced by L1) by

a failure to perceive the stimuli correctly. Support for the cue-based model would

be garnered through good correlations between English an Russian listeners, and

significance for predicted effects, such as a different similarity depending on posi-

tion and context. L1 influence would be demonstrated through L1 effects showing

significant differences between the groups, and interaction effects, specifically where

the sequences in question have a different legality status depending on background

language, or different phonetic details. Segmental differences are not part of this

experiment, as in the previous chapter.

5.2.1 Method

Hypotheses that were either explicitly stated or could be derived from the models

were selected to investigate the relative merit of the different approaches. All hy-

potheses were tested using a cross-linguistic comparison of judgments from Russian

or English native listeners.
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Participants

The participants were students recruited at the University of Edinburgh, and were

reimbursed at a rate of £5/hour. There were 10 native speakers each of Russian

(ages 20-28) and of British varieties of English (ages 18-26). None of the participants

reported any hearing or speech production difficulties.

After finishing the experiment, participants filled in a questionnaire about their

language background, second languages and impressions of the experiment. These

revealed that among the participants there was one Russian speaker trained in pho-

netics and phonology, and one English speaker with knowledge of Russian, and so

their results were disregarded. No other English participants had any knowledge

of Russian or another Slavic language. One further Russian dataset had do be dis-

carded after completion due to technical problems. The data for analysis therefore

consisted of 9 English and 8 Russian sets.

Materials

The shortcoming - for a general appraisal of perceived similarity - of the first set of

similarity judgments carried out was twofold: firstly, since it was English listeners

performing the adaptations, only English listeners’ judgments were collected as

relevant for the initial study, and there was no cross-linguistic control. Secondly,

the kinds of pairs compared were derived from the targets and their actual and

potential adaptations only. In this experiment, however, in a step towards a more

systematic insight into the perception of differences, the materials were tailored to

testing specific hypotheses. Nevertheless, this was restricted by the available onsets

in Russian. Furthermore, it was necessary in cases to combine English legal and

illegal clusters to increase the number of data points. The comparisons used are

given for each hypothesis, and the implications are discussed.

The stimuli were designed to conform to Russian phonology and phonotactics.

In this respect, they are very similar to those in the similarity task of the previous

chapter. However, in that experiment, only English listeners were participating

who were oblivious to Russian phonology (although some participants speculated

after the experiment that the stimuli were Russian). In this experiment, Russian

participants were taking part, and so a balance had to be struck between designing

the stimuli such that on the one hand they sounded natural enough to be recognised

and accepted as Russian by the Russian listeners, but that on the other hand only

phonological, and not semantic considerations, influenced their decisions. This was
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achieved by using common Russian verbal and nominal suffixes in combinations with

desired sound sequences to improve naturalness, while at the same time avoiding

actual words of the Russian lexicon. Furthermore, verbal prefixes were used, as well

as cliticising prepositions forming (in prosodic words) clusters which are not found

in Russian lexical items5. The disadvantage of this procedure is a possible influence

of the Russian participants’ morphological knowledge influencing their judgments.

The disadvantage of forgoing this avenue of using initial clusters which occur in

Russian prosodic words would have been either to severely reduce the number of

possible comparisons and/or resort to clusters very rare in the Russian lexicon. To

combat potential morphological effects, it was impressed on the participants that

they were asked to rate the similarities solely on the basis of how the words sounded.

As in chapter 4, the stimulus materials consisted of pairs of words which differ in

their initial sequence6. These were either, as in most cases, syllable onsets consisting

of one or more consonants, or C�C sequences. Therefore, the pairwise combinations

of these resulted in ±V and ±C comparisons, as well as segment changes, such as

/dv-gv/.

To determine the onsets for comparison, initially an analysis of possible initial

two-consonant clusters (including those generated by cliticised prepositions) was

performed. Out of over 3000 resulting possible comparisons (including all possible

segment changes, and deletions and vowel epentheses), 134 pairs of onsets were

chosen for best fit to the hypotheses (see appendix F). For example, to compare

changes of nasality and place of articulation, sets of comparisons like {/zd-zg/, /zd-zn/} were added. These onsets were combined with one of {2, u} and a further CVC

syllable, of the set {moj, dEk, Sok}. The syllables were chosen for “inoffensiveness”

with respect to English phonology, and, with the help of a Russian colleague, for

naturalness in Russian. They were stressed to enable the production of schwa in the

C�C cases, since stress must be at least two syllables distant from an orthographic

<a> or <o> for vowel reduction.

The stimuli were transcribed in Cyrillic, and recorded by a native Russian pho-

netician onto DAT tape in the soundproof recording studio in the phonetics de-

partment at the University of St.Petersburg onto DAT tape. The recordings were

digitised at the University of Edinburgh using a Townsend Datlink+ at 16khz mono,

5For a fuller description, please refer back to chapter 2.
6Again, I will refer to these as onsets, although in the case of a C�C sequences this is in fact a

whole syllable plus an onset.
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multiplexed to the SONY PCM-2700A and to a Sun Sparc Ultra running Solaris

2.4 for archiving to disk.

The stimuli also follow Russian phonetics, as did the stimuli in the previous

chapter. Since the auditory and spectrographic analysis of the recordings revealed

that not all recorded stimuli were usable, two out of the three final syllables were

chosen for most comparisons from the remaining, such that the endings were the

same for the stimuli of each comparison. This resulted in four data points per

participant per comparison.

There were 550 test items to be rated by each participant, interspersed with

42% distractor pairs, which differed in later parts of the words in order to distract

participants from the onsets (/gab�r - gab�t/), and very often in the vowels, to

distract from the consonant comparisons (e.g. /jenjist - jenost/).

Procedure

The word pairs were presented auditorily via Sennheiser HD 457 headphones, in

randomised order. The tokens for each comparison were split such that each onset

was presented first in half the cases. Psychology Software Tools ’s experiment pro-

gram Eprime was used to present stimuli and record responses and response times.

As in the previous experiment, participants were instructed to provide a rating of

the similarity of the words in a pair based on “how they sounded”, with magni-

tude estimation. Keying in the response followed by the enter key moved the

experiment on to the next word pair, thus allowing the participants to proceed at

a comfortable pace. Before beginning the experiment, the informants went through

a practice round of 10 pairs at least once, but potentially more often, until they

felt confident about their rating system. Since Magnitude Estimation7 was used

for the judgments, each participant developed their own scale. These scales were

normalised to a single scale with a mean of zero by a transformation to z scores.

Altogether 950 word pairs were rated by each participant, divided into blocks

of 25. Participants had the option of pausing after each block. The stimulus set

was divided into two, with a break of at least 10 minutes inserted between them,

to avoid a lowering of concentration due to the large number of comparisons.

7For a discussion of Magnitude Estimation, refer to the method section of chapter 4
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5.2.2 Hypotheses and results

This section describes the hypotheses that were tested, their source or the back-

ground that they were derived from, and the motivations for them, as well as the

results that were found. The rationales do not in all cases pertain to the exact

conditions tested here (for example, in some cases they apply to word-final rather

than initial cases) or to similarity per se, yet they are applicable and relevant to

the conception of the hypotheses. Additionally, this section lists the comparisons

from this experiment that were used to test the claims. There are three groups of

hypotheses, each with a different approach to the similarity question:

1. Cue- and context-based (universal) predictions, as found for example in Steri-

ade (2001), Jun (1995), Hayes & Steriade (2003), which are expected to apply

cross-linguistically.

• A voicing change is more similar than a nasality change

• A place of articulation (POA) change is more similar than a nasality

change

• A voicing change is more similar for the word-initial than the prevocalic

consonant

• A POA change is more similar when preceding a non-coronal consonant

• A POA change is more similar for a stop than a fricative

• A change in anteriority is more similar than a stridency change

• A voicing change is more similar than the addition or deletion of a whole

segment

• The similarity of a consonant to zero depends on stricture

• Presence or absence of a consonant is more obvious pre-vocalically than

word-initially

2. L1 inventory-based (language-specific and context-independent) predictions,

derived from Broe (1993), Frisch (1996)

• Inventory-derived segment similarity is applicable to perceived word sim-

ilarity

3. L1 phonotactics-based (language-specific) predictions, following Dupoux et al.

(1999)

• Judgments differ cross-linguistically where phonotactic status differs

• Acoustic cues are only used fully for phonotactically legal sequences
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For purposes of conciseness, the hypotheses are given in the following notation

hereafter: ≫ signifies “is perceived to be more similar than”, [±feature] signifies

a change in the feature. For example, [±voice(C1)] ≫ [±voice(C2)] stands for “A

change in voicing in the first element of the cluster is perceived to be more similar

than a change in voicing in the second element”.

Subject variability. Before the individual hypotheses were tested, the complete

dataset was tested for subject and item (i.e. word ending) variability. To this

end, anovas were run for both the English and Russian data, for the depen-

dent variable similarity, with the independent variable change type, with the

levels voicing change, place of articulation change, manner change, epenthe-

sis, and deletion. Further independent variables were the factors subject and

word ending. A significant effect of change type was the result in a by-subject

and by-item (i.e. word ending) test, confirming that the type of change ef-

fect is not due to subject or word ending variability. For the Russian set

(change type: F(4,3947)=37.30, p<.01), the post-hoc Tukey tests showed

the homogeneous groups to be voicing changes as most similar, followed by

epenthesis, followed by the remaining changes. In the English group (change

type: F(4,4409)=15.84, p<.01), two of the listeners rated voicing changes

significantly lower. Nevertheless, overall the post-hoc tests showed voicing

to be perceived as the most similar change, followed by the group of place

of articulation and manner changes and epenthesis, and deletion as the least

similar.

Cue- and context-based predictions (Hypotheses 1-9)

For this group of hypotheses, the perceived similarity will be compared for various

changes, such as changing the place of articulation of a segment as compared to

changing its nasality. The means for perceived similarity will be tested for influence

from the type of change and from participants’ native languages. In terms of the

statistics, the dependent variable will in all cases be the ratio variable similarity

rating, and the participants’ native language and the type of change are the factors.

Since the former is a between-group factor and the latter a within-group factor, the

appropriate test is a mixed anova.

For evidence in favour of the cue-based hypotheses, similarity must depend

solely on the type of change and be independent of the native language. Hence,

the outcome is expected to be an main effect for the type of change, and neither
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an L1 effect nor an interaction. This is not the case for all hypotheses. While the

expected main effects are often significant, L1 effects and interactions also occur

in most cases, and thus show that similarity is not entirely independent of one’s

native language system. The details of the potential points of influence, for exam-

ple phonetic differences or phonotactic well-formedness, are discussed - along with

motivations and results - separately for each hypothesis.

• Hypothesis 1: [±voice] ≫ [±nasality]

This claim, stating that a voicing change is more similar than a change in nasal-

ity, is one of the central points in the P-map (Steriade 2001): in the case of a voiced

stop occurring underlyingly in a word-final position where voiced obstruents are

disallowed, according to Steriade (2001), a number of repairs are possible, such as

C deletion, final V insertion, nasalisation of the obstruent, lenition of the obstru-

ent to a glide, and devoicing. The disallowed /lib/ could for example be changed

to /li/, /lib�/, /lim/, /liw/, or /lip/. However, attested cases of the resolution of

this conflict show that the sole solution employed is devoicing. More evidence for

the high similarity of [± voice] comes from an analysis of half-rhymes, i.e. rhymes

with a featural difference in the final C, in English (Hanson 1999), and in Roma-

nian poetry (Steriade 2003), where voicing was the overwhelmingly most frequently

used.

In support of voicing as the preferred repair Steriade also reports studies of sim-

ilarity judgments or similarity-related tasks (Walden & Montgomery 1975, Broecke

1976, Vitz & Winkler 1972, Greenberg & Jenkins 1964), which support the claim

that a voicing change is perceived less readily than a change in nasality. Note that,

while concerned with word-edges, much of this work is concerned with word-final

than initial consonants or consonant clusters. More detail will be provided below

under hypothesis 7.

Hypothesis 1 comparisons
voice nasality environments (e)

v-f v-m l,r
b-p b-m l,r
z-s z-n r
d-t d-n r

The graph in figure 5.2, like the following ones in this chapter, shows the means

of English and Russian listeners’ judgments for all comparisons listed. This means

that the evaluations of all Russian listeners of all tokens with the same initial
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sequence have been used to calculate this average value for Russian. The y-axis

shows perceived similarity (higher numbers mean a higher perceived similarity) on

a normalised scale. For this reason, the numerical values are of no consequence -

what is relevant are the values relative to each other. The x-axis shows the different

L1s of the participants.
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Figure 5.2: Similarity judgments of voicing (solid) and nasality (dotted) changes

Figure 5.2 shows that, for both language groups, the mean similarity values

are higher for voicing changes than for nasality changes, and that the difference is

smaller for the English than the Russian group.

As detailed in the first part of table 5.2, a mixed anova (i.e. testing within-

group and between-group factors), with L1 as a between-group factor and the type

of change as a within-group factor, showed a main effect of type of change, as

well as for the native language and the interaction between them: Russian listeners

assigned higher similarity, and especially so for voicing. This was unexpected: since

voice onset time is different in English and Russian, as explained in chapter 2, the

expected L1 effect was that English listeners would be more likely to confuse voicing

in Russian stops and therefore give higher similarity judgements for those, resulting

in higher overall ratings by English listeners.

To test whether the L1 effect is different depending on clear acoustic differences

between Russian and English, the data were divided into stop and fricative sets,

expecting a relatively higher similarity values from English listeners for stops. The

descriptive statistics for this hypothesis are given in table 5.3. They show that

voicing changes are rated higher than nasality changes in both sets, but that the
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Factor / Interaction F(df) p
V/N** F(1,389)=34.60 <.01
L1** F(1,389)=6.11 .01
V/N x L1** F(1,389)=8.45 <.01
V/N(stop)** F(1, 201)=11.84 <.01
L1(stop) F(1,201)=0.03 .88
V/N x L1(stop)* F(1,201)=5.21 .03
V/N(fricative)** F(1,186)=25.39 <.01
L1(fricative)** F(1,186)=16.75 <.01
V/N x L1(fricative) F(1,186)=3.13 .08

Table 5.2: The statistics for the factors type of change (voicing or nasality change,
V/N), L1 and interactions. In this as in the following statistics tables, significance
is marked with * at p<.05, and with ** at p<.01.

difference between them in English is very small compared to the Russian group for

the fricatives.

Data Change L1 Mean Std. Dev. N

all nas E -.04 .93 204
R -.08 .86 187

total -.06 .90 391
voi E .17 1.07 204

R .53 .88 187
total .34 1.00 391

stop nas E .11 .93 108
R -.14 .85 95

total .00 .90 203
voi E .23 1.17 108

R .45 1.01 95
total .33 1.10 203

fricative nas E -.21 .91 96
R -.02 .87 92

total -.12 .89 108
voi E .09 .96 96

R .61 .73 92
total .35 .89 188

Table 5.3: The descriptive statistics for voice vs. nasality change. In this as in the
following tables, E stands for mean values of English participants’ judgments, R for
those of Russian participants.

In the statistical analysis for both sets (table 5.2), there was still the predicted

main effect of change type; for stops,an interaction effect was found, but no L1

effect. The reverse was true, however, for the fricatives, where no interaction was

found, but the L1 effect of Russian higher than English judgments.
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Steriade’s hypothesis that a voicing change is perceived to be more similar than a

nasality change is clearly supported through the main effect both overall and for the

subgroups. However, the interactions and L1 main effects are not expected under

this hypothesis. On the other hand, if one assumes L1 influence on this judgment,

English speakers would be expected to give higher similarity values, firstly due to

English-illegal clusters being part of the comparison. Secondly, they are predicted

to rate especially stop voicing differences higher, i.e. more similar, than Russian

speakers, due to Russian voiceless stops lacking aspiration. Instead, Russian lis-

teners judge voicing changes to be more similar than their English counterparts,

which may be caused by the commonness of voicing alternations in Russian (see

also hypothesis 7).

In terms of manner, no higher English perceived similarity can be observed for

stops than for fricatives. A look at the comparisons used here shows that for stops,

both [± voice] words of each pair are phonotactically legal in English (bl-pl, br-pr,

dr-tr), in contrast to all other comparisons, which contain at least one illegal cluster

for each comparison, which may have improved English listeners’ discrimination.

This provides support for the view that the legality of a sequence influences its

perception. Nevertheless, a further point to note is that for Russian listeners, a

voicing change appears to more similar in fricatives, a trend which cannot be found

for English listeners. This may point to the realisational differences between English

and Russian indeed affecting their similarity judgments.

Overall, while the higher similarity of the voicing change, as predicted by Ste-

riade, has been shown, there is an unpredicted influence of L1 on the judgments,

which may be caused either by an L1 phonological process, or the legality of a

cluster in L1.
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• Hypothesis 2: POAchange ≫ [±nasality]

The similarity studies cited for hypothesis 1 provide evidence not only for the

comparison between voicing and nasality, but also that any stricture differences,

i.e. most changes in manner, are perceived more readily than changes not only

in voicing, but also in point of articulation (POA). In addition, Steriade provides

phonological support for this claim: one example is the Latin manifestation of the

widely attested repair of ill-formed consonant combinations by place assimilation,

and thus POA change of one of the consonants (such as ad-kelerare ≫ at-kelerare,

[akkelerare]), rather than equally possible stricture changes such as [as-kelerare].

Hypothesis 2 comparisons

poa nasality e

d-b b-m l,r

b-d d-n r

g-d d-n z

Figure 5.3 shows the means for both types of changes for both language groups.

English ratings are higher for both types of changes. Place of articulation changes

are rated higher according to prediction; however, the difference is small.
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Figure 5.3: Similarity judgments of place of articulation (solid) and nasality (dotted)
changes

To test the hypothesis, again a mixed anova was calculated, with language

as between-group and type of change as within-group factor (row 1 of table 5.4)

and perceived similarity as the dependent variable. There is a main effect of of
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language, showing that English listeners are less sensitive to both manner and place

of articulation changes. A possible independent reason for this effect applying in

this experiment is the different articulation of English and Russian coronals: while

English coronals are alveolar, Russian coronals are dental. All place of articulation

changes used here are either labial-coronal or coronal-velar, i.e. involve coronal

sounds, so the dental spectral characteristics are likely to have impaired this change

in the English listeners’ perception. The predicted main effect for a higher similarity

of place of articulation changes over a nasality change was not found, however there

was a trend in this direction.

Factor / Interaction F(df) p
P/N(*) F(1,270)=3.54 .06
L1** F(1,270)=6.95 .01
P/N x L1 F(1,270)=0.72 .40
P/N(C1) F(1,202)=2.67 .10
L1(C1) F(1,202)=0.50 .48
P/N x L1(C1)(*) F(1,202)=3.52 .06
P/N(C2) F(1,66)=0.95 .33
L1(C2)** F(1,66)=17.52 <.01
P/N x L1(C2)(*) F(1,66)=3.85 .05

Table 5.4: The statistics for the factors type of change (place of articulation or
nasality change, P/N), L1 and interactions.

Since the acoustic cues to place of articulation in stops are better in pre-vocalic

than pre-consonantal position, the similarity values for changing place of articula-

tion are expected to be higher for C1, resulting in a larger difference between the

two types of changes for C1. However, when the data are divided into the first

and second element of the cluster, the positional comparison shows (table 5.5) that

C1 position shows higher values for both types of change. The comparison shows

further that the prime source for the difference between the language groups is to

be found in the C2 data, where all clusters are illegal for English, while for C1 the

discrepancy is much smaller.

The statistical analysis (rows 2/3 of table 5.4) supports this split. The main

effect for L1 is only significant for C2. This can be taken to suggest the relevance

of the status of clusters in this respect for perceiving similarity. Note, however,

that the C1 vs. C2 division equals the labial-coronal vs. velar-coronal division in

this set, so it cannot be pinpointed whether position or L1 are responsible for the

difference.
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data Change L1 Mean Std. Dev. N

all POA E .17 .91 144
R .02 1.06 128

total .10 .99 272
nas E .09 .91 144

R -.29 .86 128
total -.05 .89 272

C1 POA E .09 .97 108
R .20 1.02 96

total .14 .99 204
nas E .11 .93 108

R -.13 .85 96
total .00 .90 204

C2 POA E .39 .91 36
R -.54 .87 32

total -.04 .89 68
nas E .00 .84 36

R -.40 .88 32
total -.19 .88 68

Table 5.5: The descriptive statistics for place of articulation (POA) vs. nasality
change

While there is a near-significant effect of the type of change, as predicted, the

stronger influence on the judgment of the changes here is the participants’ native

language, either through phonetic detail or phonotactic status: English listeners

assign higher similarity when unfamiliar phonetic detail or ill-formed clusters are

involved in a comparison.
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• Hypothesis 3: [±voice(C1) ≫ [±voice(C2)]

C1 and C2 in this case are consonants in a # C and a C V environment, re-

spectively. Since any cues to voicing are known to be more salient in the latter

context than in the former, similarity judgments - if influenced by cue availability

- should reflect the fact that the difference between a voiced and unvoiced segment

are going to be smaller in the former than the latter environment. On the other

hand, if context does not influence similarity judgments, as advocated for example

by Frisch, no difference between the two positions should be found.

Hypothesis 3 comparisons

voice e1 : C1 e2 : C2

d-t r r
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Figure 5.4: Similarity judgments of C1 (solid) and C2 (dotted) voicing changes

Figure 5.4 and table 5.6 compare the means for both changes, in both language

groups. While the means for both changes hardly differ in the English group (0.1),

there is a greater discrepancy for the Russian listeners (0.4). Contrary to the

prediction, they perceive the change to be more similar in C2 position.

position L1 Mean Std. Dev. N
C1 E .39 1.25 36

R .11 1.18 32
total .26 1.21 68

C2 E .29 1.29 36
R .51 1.06 32

total .39 1.19 68
Table 5.6: The descriptive statistics for voicing change depending on position.
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Table 5.7 demonstrates that in the mixed anova no significant effects were

found. Even for Russian listeners, for whom all clusters are legal, there is no

indication that the judgments conform to the hypothesis. This outcome may have

been influenced by the fact that, due to regressive voicing assimilation triggered

by obstruents in Russian (as described in chapter 2), it was only possible to find

a single onset pairing for this comparison. This pairing involves voicing change in

plosives, where in one case two legal clusters are compared, in the other two illegal

clusters. Consequently, due to the small sample size, the power of the statistics is

also reduced.

Factor / Interaction F(df) p
position F(1,66)=0.63 .43
L1 F(1,66)=1.85 .18
position x L1 F(1,66)=0.02 .88

Table 5.7: The statistics for the factors position of voicing change, L1 and interac-
tions.

The results neither support the position dependency claimed in the hypothesis,

nor do they indicate any influence of the native language; however, they may have

been compromised by the small sample size.
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• Hypothesis 4: POA change: C[−cor] ≫ C[+cor] ≫ V

This proposal is derived from Jun (1995): he compares the gestures for coronal

and non-coronal consonants and concludes that, given that coronal gestures are

shorter and faster than non-coronals, the latter kind are more prone to obscuring

the gesture of a preceding consonant. This leads him to derive a higher salience of,

for example, place cues before coronal consonants. These cues should be most ob-

vious if there are added transitional cues, i.e. if the segment in question is followed

by a vowel rather than a consonant. Overall, this results in the prediction that sim-

ilarity judgments will be highest for a place of articulation (POA) change before a

non-coronal consonant, intermediate before a coronal consonant, and lowest before

a vowel.

Hypothesis 4 comparisons

POA change e1: C[-cor] e2: C[+cor] e3: C[-cor] V e4: C[+cor] V

d-g v z v z

v-z g d g d

f-s k t k

f-S k t k

s-S k t k
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Figure 5.5: Similarity judgments of place of articulation changes before non-coronals
(solid), coronals (dotted) and vowels (dashed)

Figure 5.5 shows that, for all of these changes in place of articulation, the English

group’s mean values are higher than the Russian group’s means. Furthermore, the

order of the types of changes is the same for both language groups, and the similarity
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values are highest in the non-coronal context. There is no difference between the

two vowel contexts for the English group, but for the Russian group similarity with

a preceding coronal consonant is noticeably lower.

Data Change L1 Mean Std. Dev. N

4 levels C1, [-cor] E .19 .90 72
R -.30 .91 62

total -.04 .94 134
C1, [+cor] E .47 .93 72

R .08 1.03 62
total .29 .99 134

C2, [-cor] E .06 1.00 72
R -.62 1.01 62

total -.26 1.06 134
C2, [+cor] E .04 .85 72

R -.90 1.06 62
total -.39 1.06 134

3 levels C1, [-cor] E .13 .95 180
R -.19 .94 157

total -.02 .96 337
C1, [+cor] E .31 .95 180

R .02 .93 157
total .17 .95 337

C2, [-cor] E -.10 1.03 180
R -.39 .99 157

total -.24 1.02 337
Table 5.8: The descriptive statistics for place of articulation change depending
on position and coronality of neighbouring segments; C1 stands for the changed
consonant being in initial position, [+cor] for the preceding or following consonant
being coronal.

Table 5.8 gives the descriptives for different subsets of the data: one, the compar-

ison of all four levels to include a test for the influence of coronality of a preceding

consonant; two, the comparison of three levels only, with the aim of achieving a

greater sample size. The mean values for both subsets are similar with highest

values for coronal context, and higher values for English listeners (as in hypothesis

2).

Significance was calculated for all four levels as well as for a three-level distinc-

tion (see table 5.9). The results were similar. The mixed anova with context as the

between-group factor shows a clear main effect, albeit this effect is not as predicted:

the contrast is weakest, i.e. similarity is perceived to be highest, in front of coronal
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Factor / Interaction F(df) p
context(4)** F(3,132)=14.66 <.01
L1(4)** F(1,132)=45.31 <.01
context x L1(4) F(3,132)=2.21 .09
context(3)** F(2,335)=16.66 <.01
L1(3)** F(1,335)=20.68 <.01
context x L1(3) F(2,335)=0.03 .97

Table 5.9: The statistics for the factors context (position and coronality of neigh-
bour), L1 and interactions, for three and four levels of the variable.

consonants for both language groups, with figure 5.5 showing that the contrast for

English listeners is somewhat smaller than for Russian listeners.

The observation of consistently higher means in the English group is confirmed

by a main effect of L1. This may be triggered by native phonotactics, since the

bulk of the clusters involved are illegal in English. Another possible reason is again

the influence of the difference in the precise point of articulation between English

and Russian coronals, i.e. the greater confusion of English listeners if coronals with

unexpected formants are part of the comparison they are to assess.

Overall, these results fail to provide much support for Jun’s hypothesis or the

P-map in general, and once again the native language is shown to influence the

perception of similarity, in the form of native phonotactics or phonetic detail.
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• Hypothesis 5: Place of articulation change: stop ≫ fricative

Also derived from Jun (1995), this proposal claims that place of articulation

changes in fricatives are more perceptible than in plosives; this is due to the cues

to place features for plosives being mostly located in the transitions, whereas for

fricatives there are stronger segment-internal cues. In C V contexts, i.e. in C2 po-

sition, the vocalic environment makes the plosive transition cues available, whereas

in # C contexts this is not the case. Therefore, the perceived similarity of two

clusters with a place of articulation change should be higher for stops, especially in

pre-consonantal position.

Hypothesis 5 comparisons

POA (S) POA (F) e

p-t f-s r

b-d v-z l,r

p-t f-s k

m-n f-s k
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Figure 5.6: Similarity judgments of POA changes in stops (solid) and fricatives
(dotted)

Figure 5.6 confirms that overall, i.e. for both positions, the similarity judgments

for plosives are higher than those for fricatives, while there is little difference between

the English and Russian groups. In the statistical test, The mixed anova analysis

reveals a main effect for manner in the predicted way (F(1,338)=7.29, p<.01). No

main effect of L1 was found (F(1,338)=0.10, p=.75). Neither was there a significant

interaction between the factors (F(1,338)=1.31, p=.25).
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Data manner L1 Mean Std. Dev. N
all stop E .15 .90 180

R .12 .93 160
total .07 .91 340

fricative E -.10 1.05 180
R -.16 1.01 160

total -.13 1.03 340
C1 stop E .16 .94 108

R .26 .97 96
total .21 .95 204

fricative E -.02 .96 108
R -.11 1.05 96

total -.06 .99 204
C2 stop E -.20 .81 72

R -.08 .84 64
total -.15 .82 136

fricative E -.22 1.17 72
R -.24 .95 64

total -.23 1.07 136
Table 5.10: The descriptive statistics for place of articulation change depending on
manner.

After the division of the dataset into C1 and C2 position, the similarity val-

ues in table 5.10 show that, firstly, the prevocalic environment does lead to lower

similarity values, for both stops and fricatives. They also support the predictions

that similarity values are higher for stops, and that the difference is greater in C1

position. This is true overall as well as for both language groups separately.

Factor / Interaction F(df) p
manner(C1)** F(1,202)=8.34 <.01
L1(C1) F(1,202)<0.01 .96
manner x L1(C1) F(3,202)=0.98 .33
manner(C2) F(1,134)=0.56 .46
L1(C2) F(1,134)=0.20 .66
manner x L1(C2) F(1,134)=0.36 .55

Table 5.11: The statistics for the factors manner, L1 and interactions, split by
position.

With the dataset divided in by position, the analysis showed that the manner

effect remained only in the C1 set, while it disappeared for the prevocalic set (see

table 5.11). No further L1 effects or interaction effects could be found.

Thus all results gained for this hypothesis support the universal cue model: the

hypothesis is confirmed, independently of language background.
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• Hypothesis 6: [±anterior] ≫ [±strident]

One of Steriade’s claims is that a difference in whether or not a consonant is

changed with respect to anteriority is more similar than a change in stridency. She

cites studies concerning the confusability (Miller & Nicely 1955) and perceived sim-

ilarity Walden & Montgomery (1975) of the pairs [f]-[T], [T]-[s] and [f]-[s], which

find that pairs distinguished by stridency such as [f]-[s] are less confusable and less

similar, and thus that stridency is inherently more salient than other features. Since

the Russian inventory lacks the dental fricatives, the comparisons used here were

between [f], [s] and [S], where [f]-[s] is differentiated by stridency, [s]-[S] by anterior-

ity, and [f]-[S] by both. One debatable issue is the question of the stridency of /f/,

and I am following Steriade here in regarding it as [-strident]. A further problem to

keep in mind is the fact that a change in stridency always involves a change in POA

also, although it is not necessary to invoke the place feature to establish the phono-

logical contrast if stridency is used. In this case, any alleged effects of stridency in

judgment may also be caused (or enhanced) by a difference between the salience of

an alveolar/labiodental and an alveolar/post-alveolar change. This possibility could

not be otherwise tested in this experiment, since there are no combinations with

this place of articulation change only (i.e. without the stridency change) available

in Russian.

Hypothesis 6 comparisons

±ant ±str ±ant&str e

s-S f-s f-S l,r,t,k

As can be seen from figure 5.7 and table 5.12, English listeners’ judgments are

higher than those of the Russian group. The change of anteriority only is judged to

be the most similar by both groups. However, there is a difference in the perception

of the other changes: while the Russian group judges them to be almost the same,

for the English group the stridency-only change is more similar.

The mixed anova found a main effect in accord with the prediction for ante-

riority/stridency in the predicted order. Additionally, a main L1 effect was found

such that English participants rated these place of articulation changes to be signif-

icantly more similar than their Russian counterparts did. No significant interaction

was found (see table 5.13).
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Figure 5.7: Similarity judgments of changes in anteriority (solid), stridency (dotted)
and both (dashed)

A/S L1 Mean Std. Dev. N
[±ant] E .27 1.03 132

R .12 .88 122
total .20 .96 254

[±str] E .10 .97 132
R -.20 1.09 122

total -.04 1.04 254
[±ant],[±str] E -.15 .92 132

R -.14 .90 122
total -.15 .91 254

Table 5.12: The descriptive statistics for anteriority and stridency changes (A/S).

Factor / Interaction F(df) p
change** F(2,252)=8.40 <.01
L1* F(1,252)=4.45 .04
change x L1 F(1,252)=1.64 .19

Table 5.13: The statistics for the factors change type, with the three levels anteri-
ority change only, stridency change only, and both.

Pairwise comparisons showed a significant difference only between anteriority

change and stridency (p<.01) as well as the combination (p<.01), but not between

the two comparisons where stridency was changed in both comparanda (p=.25).

Notably, the L1 effect only shows where [s] is involved (note the flat line for

the /f-S/ comparison in figure 5.7), which differs most in its spectral specifications

from the English sound, and not the [f]-[S] comparison. Since uneven distribution

of legality cannot be responsible in this case, the result supports the idea that
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this difference has impaired English listeners’ discrimination abilities, as suggested

above, in that Russian [s] is a dental rather than an alveolar coronal.

The results for this hypothesis support Steriade’s prediction, as well as suggest-

ing that L1 specific phonetics influences perception.
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• Hypothesis 7: [±voice] ≫ ±C ≫ ±V

The similarity of a voicing change being higher than that of adding or deleting

a segment is a further hypothesis taken from the P-map and its claim of similarity

being based on cue availability.

In Steriade’s P-map, the similarity of a voicing change is compared to other

possibilities of solving a grammatical conflict, such as a prohibition of voiced final

obstruents. Two of these solutions are the deletion of the offending consonant,

and the insertion of a final vowel and thus moving the voiced obstruent to non-

final position. Like a nasality change, according to Steriade these solutions are, in

contrast to devoicing, not attested.

In a study mirroring the conditions in this thesis, Wingstedt & Schulman (1988)

compared modifications of word-final and hence also word-marginal consonant clus-

ters, and found a preference for deletion of the final C, i.e. the one between a C and

a word boundary, followed by epenthesis between the consonants and then deletion

of the first, and thus vowel-neighbouring, C of the coda. Note, however, that these

were judgments of preference rather than of perceived similarity.

Further support for the suggested ranking of similarity comes from Fleischhacker

(1999) who collected English listeners’ judgments about the similarity of English tar-

get words and possible modifications. Like Wingstedt and Schulman, Fleischhacker

used word-final clusters in her study, which revealed a higher ranking for voicing

changes of the final segment than other alterations (e.g. [prInt] - [prInd] ≫ [prInt] -

[prIn]) and a higher raking of final C deletion than schwa insertion ([hEft] - [hEf] ≫
[hEft] - [hEft�]). The fact that these results were true for both similarity and pref-

erence ratings may add relevance in terms of perceived similarity to Wingstedt and

Schulman’s results. On the other hand, it must be noted that the vowel epenthesis

here occurs after a word-final cluster, rather than between the consonants, and the

ratings may be influenced by whether or not the final consonant was released.

In a further paper cited by Steriade, Magen (1998) analysed English listeners’ at-

titudes to Spanish-accented English, and found that voicing differences were judged

to be less grave than vowel insertions (e.g. closed : /klos�d/) and deletions of final

sibilants, again in word-final clusters. The consonant deletions were, however, of

morphological relevance, which might have influenced the results.
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Overall, these studies support the view that voicing changes are less salient

than either vowel (schwa) epenthesis or consonant deletion, yet the relationship

between the latter two remains somewhat unclear, especially since the perception

of C deletion is also hypothesised to be position- and manner-dependent. Both

in Fleischhacker’s and Wingstedt and Schulman’s results word-marginal consonant

deletion was preferred over schwa epenthesis, which was in turn preferred over dele-

tion of the vowel-adjacent consonant. Steriade (2001)’s hierarchy of distinctiveness

ranks schwa epenthesis higher than consonant deletion in V # context.

Hypothesis 7 comparisons

±voi epenthesis (ep) [+voi] ep [-voi] deletion (del) [+voi] del [-voi] e

b-p b-b� p-p� b-∅ p-∅ r

d-t d-d� t-t� d-∅ t-∅ r

g-k g-g� k-k� g-∅ k-∅ r

v-f v-v� f-f� v-∅ f-∅ r

z-s z-z� s-s� z-∅ s-∅ r

d-t d-�d t-�t d-∅ t-∅ r

v-f v-�v f-�f v-∅ f-∅ s
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Figure 5.8: Similarity judgments of voicing change (solid), C deletion (dashed) and
V epenthesis (dotted). For ease of comparison, only the values for epenthesis and
deletion [-voice] are shown.

As figure 5.8 demonstrates, the Russian similarity values are higher than those

from the English group for each type of change. Both language rank the types of

change in the same order, with the voicing change as the most similar, and the

presence or absence of a consonant the least similar.
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Change L1 Mean Std. Dev. N
voicing E .31 1.16 250

R .55 .92 223
total .42 1.06 473

ep[+voi] E .00 .90 250
R .18 .93 223

total .09 .92 473
ep[-voi] E .01 .95 250

R .18 .92 223
total .09 .94 473

del[+voi] E -.11 .95 250
R -.09 .97 223

total -.10 .96 473
del[-voi] E -.21 .89 250

R .04 .84 223
total -.09 .88 473

Table 5.14: The descriptive statistics for voicing, epenthesis and deletion.

For completeness, table 5.14 gives the similarity means for the voicing change,

as well as for consonant deletion and vowel epenthesis of both the voiced and the

voiceless version of the cluster. The means for both epenthesis groups are higher

than the deletion means. This is the case overall, as well as for both the C1 and C2

subsets.

Factor / Interaction F(df) p
change** F(4,471)=23.79 <.01
L1** F(1,471)=19.25 <.01
change x L1 F(4,471)=0.96 .43

Table 5.15: The statistics for the factor change, with the levels voicing change,
epenthesis and deletion, with the latter two split into the relevant consonant being
voiced or not.

A mixed anova test was run with the within-group factor type of change with all

five levels. The results can be seen in table 5.15. The consistently higher similarity

values from the Russian group are confirmed by a significant main effect of L1.

Also, a clear main effect of change type was found, repeating the English listeners’

judgments from the previous chapter.

Pairwise comparisons show that all levels are significantly different at p<.01,

except for the two levels of epenthesis (p=1.00) and deletion (p=.82), showing that

voicing in a cluster does not influence the perception of the similarity to a C�C or

C sequence.
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A voicing change is perceived to be the least drastic type of change, followed

by vowel epenthesis and deletion. This means that the predicted order of vowel

epenthesis and consonant deletion is reversed, also coinciding with the results for

English speakers found in the previous chapter. It must be noted again, however,

that there is of course a wide range of consonants and vowels that can be added

or deleted, and that in this case the vowel was schwa without exception, which

acoustically makes a smaller difference than a full vowel. The relevant deleted

consonants here are always obstruents.

In reference to Wingstedt and Schulman’s results, no difference between the first

and second consonant of the cluster being affected was found. Of course, aside from

the /d-t/ pair before and after /r/, the C1 and C2 conditions could not be matched,

so the results are less meaningful in this respect than they would otherwise be. For

a direct comparison, see hypothesis 9.

There is also a main effect of L1, i.e. that Russian participants perceive all these

changes to be more similar than English participants, confirming the L1 effect shown

for hypothesis 1 for voicing changes.

As described above, the illegality of the clusters and consequent confusion of

English listeners between them and the alternative forms would predict the oppo-

site result, i.e. higher similarity values for the English judgments. However, this

effect would not be predicted to show very strongly for this set of comparisons, since

most of the clusters are not illegal for English speakers. A tentative explanation

I am offering for this L1 effect is the high frequency of both voicing alternations

(through assimilation) and vowel/zero alternations (for example within declension

paradigms) in Russian, which may result in Russian listeners assigning less impor-

tance and thus a higher perceived similarity than expected. This depends, however,

on whether the proposed diminished sensitivity is general or context-dependent, as

it is a necessary factor of the contexts used here that they do not trigger assimila-

tion.

Once again, the results for this hypothesis are mixed: while there is strong

support for Steriade’s cue-based hypothesis demonstrated by a main effect of type

of change, there is also a clear role for L1, possibly through common phonological

processes in the native language.
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• Hypothesis 8: Manner and position influence deletion ratings

This claim is based on the idea that in terms of insertions or deletions, the

presence or absence of a sound that is very similar to its neighbourhood or, if it is

at the edge of a word, to zero is going to be the least conspicuous. For example,

Steriade (2001) attributes liquid vocalisation or loss in postvocalic position to the

greater similarity of liquids to the preceding vowels, compared to lower sonority

consonants. While this argument sounds somewhat circular by using similarity to

determine similarity, in relative terms the situation is often clear: for example,

schwa is cross-linguistically preferred as an epenthetic vowel, since, in the words of

Steriade (p.46), “it is in both duration, and relative absence of invariant articulatory

properties, the closest thing in a vowel system to no segment at all, i.e. to zero”.

In terms of consonant deletion, both manner or sonority and position are there-

fore predicted to play a role: while at the left edge of the word, i.e. in C1 position,

one of the neighbours of the segment in question is silence, lower sonority conso-

nant are predicted to be less conspicuous when deleted. On the other hand, in C2

position the relevant consonant is pre-vocalic, and hence higher sonority resulting

in a higher similarity to a vowel is predicted to make its absence more noticeable.

Therefore, the order of similarity values for deletion in initial position is expected

to be: plosive ≫ fricative ≫ nasal ≫ liquid. In second position, the order is

predicted to be reversed.

Hypothesis 8 comparisons

stop fricative nasal liquid env

b-∅ v-∅ m-∅ r

d-∅ z-∅ n-∅ r

p-∅ f-∅ r

t-∅ s-∅ r

p-∅ f-∅ k

n-∅ l-∅ m

b-∅ m-∅ v

d-∅ z-∅ n-∅ l-∅ v

d-∅ n-∅ l-∅ z

Since, unfortunately, the set of available comparisons was somewhat patchy, the

descriptive statistics (table 5.16) are given of subsets of the data, to get comparative

values for all levels of manner. In initial position, the similarity judgments are not in
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Data Manner L1 Mean Std. Dev. N

C1 stop E -.11 1.00 72
R -.14 .83 64

total -.12 .92 136
fricative E .00 .97 72

R .13 1.06 64
total .06 1.01 136

nasal E .07 .73 72
R .13 .78 64

total .10 .75 136
C2 stop E -.19 .92 36

R -.70 1.06 31
total -.43 1.01 67

fricative E -.10 .99 36
R -.69 1.16 31

total -.37 1.10 67
nasal E .14 .80 36

R -.06 .86 31
total .0 .83 67

liquid E -.07 .85 36
R .09 .83 31

total .00 .84 67
Table 5.16: The descriptive statistics for consonant deletion, by manner and po-
sition. These are values for those subsets of the comparisons where each level is
represented, so that values of matching data for each condition can be presented:
in the C1 subset, the statistics are given for the first two comparisons, in the C2

subset for the second but last comparison.

the predicted order, and no clear difference between the language groups is evident.

For C2 position, the mean similarity values conform better to the expectations:

stops and fricatives have the lowest similarity values for both English and Russian

listeners.

The statistical analysis of these sets (table 5.17, rows 1 and 3) gives no significant

effects at all for initial position. In second position, there is a significant main effect

of L1 such that the Russian groups similarity values are lower. Additionally, there

is a significant effect of manner, with obstruent deletions judged to be less similar

than sonorant deletions, as predicted.

As the dataset covering all manner levels resulted in a small sample size, further

tests were run with larger datasets, comparing fewer manner levels. For example,

row 2 of table 5.17 shows the results for a comparison of stop vs. fricative (in
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Factor / Interaction F(df) p
S/F/N(C1) F(2,134)=2.60 .08
L1 F(1,134)=0.29 .59
S/F/N(C1) x L1 F(2,134)=0.33 .72
S/F(C1)(*) F(1,271)=3.58 .06
L1* F(1,271)=4.49 .04
S/F(C1) x L1 F(1,271)=1.58 .21

S/F/N/L(C2)** F(3,65)=5.49 <.01
L1* F(1,65)=4.95 .03
S/F/N/L(C2) x L1 F(3,65)=2.37 .08
S/F(C2) F(1,133)=1.03 .31
L1** F(1,133)=12.87 <.01
S/F(C2) x L1 F(1,133)=0.18 .68
S/N(C2)** F(1,199)=8.06 <.01
L1* F(1,199)=5.88 .01
S/N(C2) x L1 F(1,199)=1.14 .29
S/L(C2)* F(1,134)=6.54 .01
L1 F(1,134)=1.95 .16
S/L(C2) x L1* F(1,136)=5.10 .03
F/N(C2)* .05
F/L(C2) .09
N/L(C2) F(1,202)=2.11 .15
L1 F(1,202)=0.94 .33
N/L(C2) x L1 F(1,202)<.01 .96

Table 5.17: The statistics for the factors position and manner, the latter with the
levels stop (S), fricative (F), nasal (N), liquid (L). For each position, the first data
subset is the smallest one, with the most levels of manner. The following values
are given for subsets, as indicated in the column Factor / Interaction. The two
comparisons where only p is listed are those where a test with a larger N than in
the first test was impossible. The p values are therefore taken from the pairwise
comparisons of that test.

initial position) only. A significant L1 effect with higher Russian values, and a

near-significant manner effect not in the predicted order, were found.

For the prevocalic position, more tests on larger samples were possible. No

consistency is observed in terms of the relevance of L1 background, although in some

cases the English similarity values are significantly higher; this may be caused by

the illegality of the clusters involved. However, the predicted manner effect is found.

The differentiation does not appear to be as fine-grained as expected, as is evident

from the lack of significant differences between stops and fricatives, and between

nasals and liquids. However, there are consistent significant effects, dividing the set
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into obstruents and sonorants: the deletion of a sonorant is perceived to be more

similar in this position, as predicted by the cue-model.

The results for this hypothesis do give some support to the cue model. However,

the sample sizes are too small to provide certainty regarding both the lack of a

manner effect for C1, and the positionally dependent L1 effects.
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• Hypothesis 9: ±C1 ≫ ±C2

While the previous hypothesis was concerned with the relevance of manner (and

of manner with respect to position) on the perception of the presence or absence

of a consonant, hypothesis 9 concentrates on the influence of position only. It is

related to the findings of Wingstedt & Schulman (1988) and Fleischhacker (1999),

as well as being based on separate acoustic considerations: the consonant at the

edge of the word is situated in a # C environment, and hence has no good transition

cues showing its identity (and existence). C2 on the other hand is followed by a

vowel and so shows transition cues on its right edge. This means a deletion of this

consonant is predicted to be more salient than that of C1.

Hypothesis 9 comparisons

del e1 e2

d-∅ r r

t-∅ r r

p-∅ s s

s-∅ p p

z-∅ v v

v-∅ z z
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Figure 5.9: Similarity judgments of deletion of C1 (solid) and C2 (dotted)

As can be seen in figure 5.9 and table 5.18, the similarity values for initial C are

indeed higher than for C2 for both language groups. The difference is perceived to

be slightly larger for Russian than for English listeners.
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Position L1 Mean Std. Dev. N
C1 E -.02 1.00 215

R .03 .93 189
total .00 .96 404

C2 E -.23 1.04 215
R -.41 .99 189

total .31 1.02 404
Table 5.18: The descriptive statistics for deletion, depending on position.

The mixed anova confirms that there is a clear difference, as predicted, between

a deletion of first and second consonant, as shown in the main effect for position.

The deletion of the prevocalic consonant is perceived to be a more severe alteration

than that of the word-initial consonant. The difference between English and Russian

listeners is not significant: no other effects were observed.

Factor / Interaction F(df) p
position** F(1,402)=23.03 <.01
L1 F(1,402)=0.72 .40
position x L1 F(1,402)=3.05 .08

Table 5.19: The statistics for the factor position, as applied to the deletion of a
consonant.

This result comes up very clearly in support of the universal cue model. The

hypothesis can be confirmed, and no L1 influence is evident.

Summary for cue-based hypotheses The evaluation for cue- and context-based

claims is not straightforward. Most hypotheses from the P-map were con-

firmed; yet, for a number of hypotheses no support could be found, or the

predicted order of similarity judgments was incorrect. Additionally, in most

cases effects of the native language were found, which are not predicted under

the P-map. For example, the higher similarity values from the Russian group

for voicing changes, and the higher values from the English group for place or

articulation changes can be attributed to L1 phonology and phonetics.
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L1 inventory-based predictions (Hypothesis 10)

• Hypothesis 10: Inventory-derived segment similarity correlates with similarity

judgments of English listeners

This hypothesis tests whether inventory-based measures of segment similarity

such as the one devised by Frisch (1996) are useful for word similarity predictions.

Since Frisch makes no claims about the similarity of any segment to zero, all deletion

or epenthesis cases were disregarded. For all remaining cluster to cluster changes,

i.e. all pairs where one and only one consonant of the cluster was exchanged for

another consonant, it was calculated that word similarity judgments should be

proportional to the segment similarity derived from the inventory model, since the

clusters were the only difference between word pairs.

The predictions following from this are, firstly, that there should be a significant

correlation of Frisch’s segment similarity with the English listeners’ judgments,

but not with the Russian ones, since Russian has a different phoneme inventory.

Secondly, the similarity values for comparisons where the same segment is exchanged

should cluster together independently of context.

The comparisons used for this hypothesis were all pairs that changed segments

rather than deleting or adding them, i.e. cluster to cluster comparisons. These are

the 57 items marked as segment changes in appendix F.
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Figure 5.10: Correlation of English listeners’ similarity judgments and Frisch-
derived predictions
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Figure 5.10 suggests that English listeners’ similarity judgments are higher for

higher segment similarity, as calculated by Frisch. The statistical test shows a

significant positive correlation between them was found as predicted (rp=.45, N=57,

p<.01, 95% CI: .22<r< .64). Following from this, combining Frisch’s segment

similarity to calculate word similarity seems to work for English.

However, the prediction also claimed that there should be no correlation between

Frisch’s segment similarity and the Russian similarity judgments. The scattergram

in figure 5.11 is not as clear as for the English group. However, in contrast to

the prediction, the correlation between the segment similarities and the Russian

judgments was almost as good (rp=.40, N=57, p<.01, 95% CI: .15<r<.60) as for

the English group.
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Figure 5.11: Correlation of Russian listeners’ similarity judgments and Frisch-
derived predictions.

This suggests that Frisch’s model may actually reflect a more cross-linguistic

pattern in terms of segment similarity. A further argument that speaks against the

Frisch-derived approach to L1 dependent word similarity is that, when the results

are split up into sets of comparisons such that within each set the same segment is

changed, for example /gv-gz/, /vb-zb/, the predicted outcome, that each set should

cluster around one similarity value, is not found. Instead, as figure 5.12 shows, there

is a wide within-set variety of values8.

In summary, Frisch’s inventory-based segment similarity appears to work well to

predict English listeners’ similarity judgments. However, a closer look at individual

8Thanks to Donca Steriade for discussing this issue with me.
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Figure 5.12: Correlation of English listeners’ similarity judgments and Frisch-
derived predictions. With the Frisch values on the x axis, all comparisons where
the same segment is changed lie on the line of the same x value. Where more than
one pair of segments has the same Frisch value, the pairs are distinguished by dot
style.

clusters shows that the claim of segment similarity being independent of context

cannot be supported.
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L1 phonotactics-based predictions (Hypotheses 11-12)

Both the hypotheses in this section are based on the idea that the perception

of similarity is dependent on whether or not the sequences of sounds compared

are well-formed in the listener’s native language. The claim is that perception is

compromised when phonotactically ill-formed sequences are encountered, and that

therefore similarity is perceived to be higher when ill-formed sequences are part of

the comparison.

There has been some support for this claim through the phonotactically moti-

vated L1 effects which were detected when testing the cue-based hypothesis. Here,

evidence for phonotactics-based predictions can be found through a discrepancy

between Russian and English similarity judgments where the clusters involved are

illegal in English. The results support this approach partially.

• Hypothesis 11: English and Russian judgments concur, but not in English-

illegal cases

This hypothesis is deduced from Dupoux et al.’s (1999) study of French and

Japanese performance in categorical perception tasks, which concludes that Japanese

vowel epenthesis in illegal clusters has its basis in perception skewed by L1 phono-

tactics. Following this line of argument, English listeners should be expected to per-

form similarly to their Russian counterparts unless they encounter English-illegal

clusters. In this experiment, in one group of comparisons illegal targets are paired

with potential adaptations (as seen in chapters 3 and 4), in one group the illegal

clusters are paired with equally illegal onsets. For these, English listeners should

be more prone to perceptually equate the pairs and thus provide higher ratings of

similarity than the Russian listeners. There is also a group comparing pairs where

both clusters are legal in English, where this effect should not appear.

There were 126 comparisons used, which were split into the set of English legal

pairs (e.g. /bl/-/pl/, /k�t/-/k�p/), illegal pairs (e.g. (/dv/-/tv/), and mixed pairs

(e.g. /br/-/mr/, /vd/-/d/). The aim was to test if Russian and English listeners

judged similarity the same, depending on legality in English. Therefore, correla-

tions between the Russian and English means were calculated for each of the three

subsets.

The scattergram in figure 5.13 for the English-legal subset displays that, as

Russian judgments of similarity become higher, so do the English values. The
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Figure 5.13: Correlation of English and Russian listeners’ similarity judgments for
word pairs where both onsets are legal in English

statistical analysis confirms this: a significant positive correlation was found for the

legal onsets (rp=.45, N=39, p<.01, 95% CI: .15<r<.67).

However, the scattergrams for the illegal (figure 5.14) and mixed subset (figure

5.15) show that both groups conform well even where the English group is judging

ill-formed structures.
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Figure 5.14: Correlation of English and Russian listeners’ similarity judgments for
word pairs where both onsets are illegal in English
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Figure 5.15: Correlation of English and Russian listeners’ similarity judgments for
word pairs where one onset is legal, one illegal in English

When the correlations for the mixed and illegals sets were calculated, neither

was significant, as predicted. Yet, a closer look at the r- and p-values for the mixed

(rp=.25, N=59, p=.06, 95% CI: -.01<r<.47) and illegal set (rp=.35, N=28, p=.07,

95% CI: -.03<r<.64) reveals that even for those a trend towards significance is

evident.

This means that there is some support to be found here for a role of legality in

the perception of similarity. Nevertheless, this role must be supplemented by other

factors, since the contribution that it makes is relatively small.9

9I must add a caveat for the interpretation of these results, however: dividing the comparisons
by the legal status of onsets harbours dangers in that at first glance the reader may overlook
that the sets are not and cannot be matching. For example, the set of illegal comparisons cannot
contain ±C or ±V comparisons, and there is a disproportionate amount of ±C in the mixed
set. This means that these sets should be viewed separately rather than in direct comparison.
Nevertheless, the observation that the correlation is significant in one case and marginally not
significant in the others remains.
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• Hypothesis 12: English, but not Russian judgments are equal for CC and C�C
Since C�C is overall the strategy most employed in adapting an illegal CC se-

quence, English speakers are expected to show more confusion between any given

illegal CC cluster and its epenthesised counterpart. Thus, a comparison such as

C1C2 to C3C2 should yield much the same rating as C1�C2 to C3�C2. Russian lis-

teners, on the other hand - and English listeners, too, according to cue availability

- are expected to utilise the additional information about the first consonant avail-

able through the V transitions to give lower similarity ratings for the epenthesised

pairs.

To test this hypothesis, the similarity values from the English and Russian

groups will be compared, depending on the onset type. Therefore, the appropriate

test is again a mixed anova with L1 as between-group factor, and CC/C�C as

within-group factor. If the hypothesis is correct, an interaction effect is expected

such that the similarity values are higher for clusters in the Russian group, but the

same as for the epenthesised clusters for English listeners.

Hypothesis 12 comparisons

cluster epenthesised e

d-t d�-t� v

v-f v�-f� l,r

z-s z�-s� v

b-m b�-m� l

p-t �p-�t k

In this comparison, particular attention must be paid to the legality of the CC

pairs: the effect described should rest more, if not exclusively, on CC comparisons

for with both onsets are illegal.

Figure 5.16 and the similarity values in table 5.20 suggest that, in line with

the prediction, the English group treats both types of onsets the same, while Rus-

sian listeners utilise the added cues for the initial consonant and thus have lower

similarity values in the C�C set.

In the statistical analysis, no significant result was found, but there is a trend

towards the expected interaction effect. The statistical values can be seen in table

5.21.
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Figure 5.16: Similarity judgments of deletion of clusters (solid) and epenthesised
clusters (dotted)

CC/C�C L1 Mean Std. Dev. N
CC E .10 1.10 216

R .25 .84 191
total .17 .99 407

C�C E .12 .97 216
R .05 .94 191

total .09 .95 407
Table 5.20: The descriptive statistics for clusters as compared to epenthesised on-
sets.

Factor / Interaction F(df) p
onset F(1,405)=2.29 .13
L1 F(1,405)=0.26 .61
onset x L1(*) F(1,405)=3.44 .06

Table 5.21: The statistics for the factor onset type, with the levels consonant cluster
and epenthesised onset.

The fact that in the Russian group, the similarity values for clusters are con-

sistently higher than for the epenthesised clusters supports the idea that Russian

listeners perform differently because all clusters are legal in Russian, but not in

English. However, if the dataset is split by legality to determine the relative role

of this factor, no interaction effects remain. However, in the Russian group the

similarity values for clusters are again consistently higher.

On the other hand, under the acoustic cue model only a main effect for type

(higher value for CC than C�C) is expected. No evidence for this effect was found

either.
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Overall, the results for the two hypotheses derived from claiming an influence

of native phonotactics on perception provide only limited support in favour of this

approach. While trends in the expected direction can be observed, no clearly sig-

nificant effects are shown.

5.2.3 Summary and discussion

Summary of results

First of all, the list of hypotheses is presented again, with the supported predictions

in bold:

1. Cue- and context-based (universal) predictions, as found for example in Steri-

ade (2001), Jun (1995), Hayes & Steriade (2003), which are expected to apply

cross-linguistically.

• A voicing change is more similar than a nasality change

• A place of articulation (POA) change is more similar than a nasality

change

• A voicing change is more similar for the word-initial than the prevocalic

consonant

• A POA change is more similar when preceding a non-coronal

consonant (however, not in the predicted order)

• A POA change is more similar for a stop than a fricative

• A change in anteriority is more similar than a stridency change

• A voicing change is more similar than the addition or deletion

of a whole segment

• The similarity of a consonant to zero depends on stricture

• Presence or absence of a consonant is more obvious pre-vocalically

than word-initially

2. L1 inventory-based (language-specific and context-independent) predictions,

derived from Broe (1993), Frisch (1996)

• Inventory-derived segment similarity is applicable to perceived word sim-

ilarity

3. L1 phonotactics-based (language-specific) predictions, following Dupoux et al.

(1999)

• Judgments differ cross-linguistically where phonotactic status

differs
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• Acoustic cues are only used fully for phonotactically legal sequences

Since the evidence for or against a hypothesis often needs to be qualified, only

applies to a subset of the data (e.g. fricatives, but not stops), or, in the case of cue-

based hypotheses, is mixed with L1-effects, table 5.22 offers a more differentiated

picture. It summarises which of the possible determinants of perceived similarity

found support in the results for each of the hypotheses tested. Overall, strong

support for the cue-based hypotheses could be found. For example, there are clear

cross-linguistic tendencies for a voicing change (and, with reservations, a place of

articulation change) to be perceived as more similar than manner/stricture changes

such as [±nasality], and a change in anteriority more similar than a change in

stridency.

universal L1 dependent
hypothesis cue/context legality inventory phonetics

1 + (+) (10) (+)
2 (+) +?11 +
3 - -
4 (-)12 +? +
5 ++
6 ++ +
7 + (10)
8 (+)
9 +

10 (+)13 -
11 (+)
12 (+) (+)

Table 5.22: Summary of results for the similarity comparison. The factors have
been split into universal and language-dependent. A + sign represents evidence in
favour of a factor, a - sign evidence against a factor. Gaps in the table show that
no conclusions relevant to a specific factor could be drawn, bracketed entries show
the evidence is only partial, or one of more possible interpretations.

Besides these findings for certain features, the importance of cue availability

manifests itself in other ways, too: for example, sonorant consonants are more

inconspicuous pre-vocalically due to the higher sonority and therefore (relative)

similarity14 to the adjacent vowel than obstruents, when added or deleted. Addi-

10A possible effect of Russian phonology in terms of assimilations and alternations
11This is based on C2 only, where all clusters are illegal. However, the positional division

coincides with the one between different POA changes.
12A main effect was found, but not in the predicted order
13Cue availability is supported here through the clear role context plays in determining how

similar two segments are to each other
14See comment about circularity in the description of hypothesis 8
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tionally, since different manners show their place cues differently, for example mostly

segment-internal as opposed to in transitions, a change in place is not perceived by

listeners in the same way. The same comparison also shows the significance of con-

text in this approach to similarity. The manner difference is only evident where

the place cue difference is of concern, i.e. where transition cues are in fact possi-

ble: before vowels. In C1 position the rating difference for manner is not found.

A further positional effect due to cue availability is the clear distinction between

C1 and C2 in terms of deletion. The comparison of any consonant deletion and

the presence or absence of an intervening schwa, and the finding that the latter is

cross-linguistically deemed more similar, speaks not only for this approach, but also

for its relevance in loanword adaptation: as discussed in the overview of loanword

research, vowel epenthesis is by far more frequent an adaptation than the deletion

of an offending consonant.

Nevertheless, not all evidence is in favour of the cue-based approach: several

hypotheses find no support in this experiment at all, or only for subsets which

cue availability does not explain. In one case, the influence of adjacent coronal

consonants on similarity, a significant effect does exist, but not in the way predicted.

Akin to these results for a more universal viewpoint of similarity, the outcome

for the language-specific factors is also mixed. An influence of whether the clusters

compared are legal was suggested as an explanation in various cases, where English

speakers showed unpredicted high values for comparisons of illegal sequences, or

made use of available cues less than the Russian counterparts. Furthermore, En-

glish and Russian judgments were better correlated for the group of English legal

comparisons, and the correlation was not (quite) significant for the other groups.

Nonetheless, the fact that even in the face of English-illegal clusters the English

listeners often managed to use the available cues similarly to the Russian speakers,

speaks strongly against a dominant role of legality.

The inventory-derived prediction did not fare well in experiment. While English

judgments did correlate well with the derived similarity values, these values do not

appear to be as language-specific as suggested by Frisch (1996), since the correlation

with Russian judgments was only marginally worse. While the Russian values for

lattice-based similarity could be coincidentally similar, there is a further, major

problem. According to Frisch’s model, the similarity between two segments should

remain the same in any context, while in the experiment the judgments varied widely

depending on the phonological environment of a comparison (cf. figure 5.12).
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Discussion

The conclusion to be drawn from this experiment is overall quite simple: none of

the tested approaches to measuring similarity is entirely without merit, but none

tells the whole story.

Before discussing details, one point must be made with reference to seemingly

“cross-linguistic” or “universal” factors: while coinciding judgments from Rus-

sian and English listeners do suggest influences at work which are not language-

dependent, the reader must not forget that only two languages have been compared,

and two languages which, for all their differences in phonetic detail and phonotac-

tics, are also both Indo-European and have obvious correspondences in terms of the

phonological features they use and the possibility of complex onsets and codas.

Keeping this in mind, there are some cases where principles of cue availability

are clearly the overriding factor in determining similarity: a voicing change is the

least conspicuous feature change, as Steriade has claimed repeatedly (e.g. Steriade

2001, 2003), and deletion is perceived to be more severe if the context is conducive

to showing cues to the identity of the sound. But more than the “failing” cue-based

hypotheses, which could be due to an error in proposing the relevant hypothesis, it

is the frequent mixing of cross-linguistic cue-based effects with interactions or L1

main effects that diminishes the unique role of the cue-based factors in determining

similarity. While they are evidently decisive in many cases, there is still much room

for explanation beyond them.

The second point of influence on measuring similarity is of course the impact of

L1 which often shows through. In the experiment described, the most obvious L1

influence was in the different phonetic detail in the two languages, and the question

whether the sequences compared were allowed in a language; others on different

levels of the prosodic hierarchy are equally conceivable.

A multitude of further experiments and analyses of phenomena such as half-

rhymes are necessary to determine more details of measuring similarity: the extent

of the influence of any given factor (in any given language); the points where uni-

versal and where L1-specific considerations win out; the question whether it is

at all possible to use our knowledge of objective acoustic differences between two

sounds, cross-linguistic tendencies, and language-specific idiosyncrasies to define an

accepted measure of similarity; and the question whether this kind of fine-grained

measure will improve our analyses. I hope to have shown, however, that we need
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to exercise care with a measurement on which our analysis rests, and that rough-

and-ready or one-sided approaches are not sufficient, despite theoretical misgivings

which supporters of a model might have. Trask’s point, describing similarity as an

“important but elusive criterion for phonological analysis” is still valid, and it will

take a great deal of work to change this fact.

The implications of the outcome of this experiment for the role of similarity in

loanword research, for models of the interplay between perception and phonology,

and for the relationship between language-specificity and grammar, will be discussed

in chapter 6.



Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Summary of results

The previous chapters described a series of experiments which were designed to

shed light on the factors active in loanword adaptation. Given their nature as

experiments, the output produced were not actual existing loanwords, but they

mirrored a borrowing situation: individuals with the borrowing language as their

native language (and with no knowledge of the donor language in this case) encoun-

tering foreign words. The relevance of these experiments to the issues in loanword

adaptation has been laid out in chapter 1, and the implications of the results will

be discussed in the following section. First of all, this section recapitulates the

motivations and gives a summary of the results.

6.1.1 Production experiment

Experiment 1, as described in chapter 3, laid the ground for the subsequent exper-

iments by investigating the how of adaptations. English speakers were confronted

auditorily with illegal structures and were asked to reproduce these structures either

through pronouncing them or giving an appropriate orthographic representation

of them. These tasks were performed for a specific kind of phonological conflict

scenario: a phonotactic conflict involving word-initial onset clusters, between two

languages which both allow complex sub-syllabic constituents, yet to a differing

degree of complexity and, as relevant here, with a different number of possible com-

binations in two consonant onsets. In this setup, an alternative is possible to the

well-reported vowel epenthesis or deletion strategies, as used in borrowing languages

which only allow CV syllables: the strategy of the transformation of an offending

172
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cluster into a different, L1 compatible one. In this way, the restriction of possible

phonotactic adaptations to epenthesis and deletion (e.g. Paradis & LaCharité 1997)

can be put to the test.

Indeed, the alternative of changing one cluster to another was used frequently;

the most favoured was the devoicing of a voiced C1 segment, followed by a change of

place of articulation, and the smallest group, manner changes. The overwhelming

majority of the devoicing cases were those where the adaptation yielded a legal or

marginal English onset cluster, such as /fl/ from /vl/ or /sf/ from /sv/. However,

another subgroup did not produce a legal English cluster, but only an improvement

of the target in terms of sonority distance, by devoicing the first consonant of the

cluster to give a steeper rise in sonority, for example for the target /zv/ to /sv/

and /zr/ to /sr/. A less frequent, but also employed strategy was the change of a

segment’s place of articulation. The most prominent of these changes was from a

palato-alveolar fricative to an alveolar one, as in /Sm/ changed to /sm/, or in /Sv/
to /sf/, but also from labio-velar to alveolar, in /fp/ to /sp/. These changes were in

most cases moving the targets to English legality, however there were also neutral

cases such as the change from /sv/ to /Sf/. A final group of alterations from one

cluster to another were manner changes, in this case the use of /w/ instead of /v/

after /s/ or /d/ to produce a legal English output.

These results show a contrast to previous reports of cluster adaptations which

reported an overwhelming majority of vowel epenthesis to solve the problem, with

very few cases of deletion. The proportions of the strategies here are very different:

while epenthesis is overall indeed the largest group of changes, segment changes are

almost as common, and deletion is used in about 10% of cases. The vast majority

of deletions are those of the first consonant, i.e. the one which is word-marginal

and not adjacent to a vowel.

Furthermore, a high degree of variation on a number of levels is evident here:

Firstly, while all target clusters are designed such that they pose a phonotactic,

but not a segmental conflict with English phonology, in the very same position in

word and syllable, they are not treated equally in terms of adaptation: the ratio of

correct responses ranges between 0% (for /vz/) and over 50% (for example for /pt/,

which has the same sonority distance as /vz/). The number of adaptation strategies

employed per cluster ranges from two important changes (where important is defined

as used over 10% of the time) to five different ones. The main adaptation varies

between clusters; while for many targets it is indeed an epenthesised vowel, for

others deletion is favoured (e.g. /ps/ to /s/, /vz/ to /z/), and yet in others devoicing
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(e.g. /vr/ to /fr/). The main adaptation has no connection with how successfully

a target cluster may be produced correctly: for example, deletion of a consonant is

used most often for both /ps/ and /vz/, the latter having the lowest success rate, the

former ranging among the highest. Additionally, the choice of main adaptation does

not allow conclusions with respect to how diverse the remainder of adaptations are,

or indeed what they are: while for /pt/ the primary adaptation strategy is vowel

epenthesis to an extent that leaves no room for other options, in the case of /fp/

epenthesis is the most frequent, but the possibilities of deletion and segment change

are also used.

Finally, this production experiment highlights that concepts which have tra-

ditionally been employed to explain the existence or non-existence of clusters in

English have little relevance to the performance of English speakers on these illegal

target clusters. For example, /fp/, violating the OCP condition, which is used to

account for the absence of clusters such as /dl, tl/ in English (e.g. Moreton 2002),

enjoys a ratio of nearly 50% correct in the shadowing tasks. More importantly, the

sonority distance between the two initial consonants, which explains the prohibi-

tion of all consonant clusters with a lower sonority rise than two steps in English,

has remarkably little influence on whether the target will be pronounced correctly

by English speakers or not. Although it is true that the cluster with the highest

sonority distance, /pn/, is indeed produced rather successfully, around 50% of the

time, the group of zero sonority distance, i.e. the fricative-fricative and plosive-

plosive clusters, range from 0% to over 50%. Additionally, sonority distance cannot

predict the preferred adaptations. While there are some commonalities for groups

of clusters with the same sonority distance, these do not combine to any overall

influence of sonority distance, and may instead be attributable to the manner of

segments involved.

In terms of perception, this experiment gives a first indication that one of the

problems preventing the correct production of illegal clusters may be be incorrect

perception: in the shadowing task the participants had to produce a spoken output

of what they had perceived and hence processed the target through the whole speech

perception and production mechanism. The second task, on the other hand, did not

involve speech production, but only perception and the orthographic representation

of the perceived input. Nevertheless the results for the two different task were

remarkably similar, and there was a significant correlation of the correct response

ratios. A further indication of cross-linguistic differences in perception was the pilot
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study described in chapter 3, showing significant differences in Scottish and Russian

discrimination in ABX categorical perception tasks.

6.1.2 Factors in adaptation

The set of experiments and investigations described in chapter 4 dealt with a number

of factors which were conceivably relevant for the production of foreign structures,

and the adaptation of these structures, respectively. The first of these factors was

the frequency of potential adaptations in the English lexicon, and the possible

primacy of frequent English onsets over infrequent one as adaptations. The celex

database was used as a basis for determining the spoken frequency of the adaptations

that had been used by the participants in chapter 1. These ranged from the very

frequent, for example of singleton /t/, to the very infrequent such as /sf/, and

indeed the absent, like /tf/. The statistical analysis showed no influence of either

token or type frequency on the commonness of a potential adaptation in experiment

1.

The second factor investigated was the concept of gradience in the acceptability

of the Russian target clusters, as judged in a magnitude estimation task by English

speakers. The results showed that there is clearly a gradience effect in phonotactics,

which pertains even to structures with zero frequency, i.e. those which never occur

in a speaker’s language. With regard to the role of the lexicon in this respect,

the perceived grammaticality of an onset which does occur in the English lexicon

correlates with its frequency therein. However, since the group of zero frequency

onsets shows a wide variety of grammaticality judgments, the lexicon has no direct

bearing on the perception of how well a foreign structure would fit into it, but may

be of indirect influence via a generalisation of preferences which can be gleaned from

statistical analysis of frequencies in the lexicon. Variables relevant for English, and

tested for influence on the rating of grammaticality were sonority distance and

voicing as well as coronality of the first consonant of the cluster. A voiceless first

consonant clearly indicated goodness, whereas other factors showed influence mainly

in interactions, such as coronal first consonants indicating acceptability, but only

when voiceless, i.e. demonstrating an unsurprising preference for s-initial clusters,

which exist in the English lexicon.

The question what effect grammaticality has when those zero frequency struc-

tures are adapted could not be answered conclusively. One clear effect is that, the

more unacceptable a target is for English speakers, the lower the successful correct
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production ratios in the adaptation task. This means, the worse something sounds

with respect to English, the less likely it is to be pronounced correctly. Less clear

is the effect of acceptability on the choice of adaptation strategies. The analysis

showed that neither deletion nor segment change were associated with a particular

band on the grammaticality spectrum, but that there was a significant pairing of

low-acceptability clusters with vowel epenthesis: clusters which were perceived to

be very ungrammatical were likely to be epenthesised.

Finally, the effect that the perceived closeness of a potential adaptation to the

prohibited target cluster has on adaptations was studied. To this end, judgments

of similarity between target/adaptation onset pairs were collected, again using a

magnitude estimation experiment, with native English participants. For the major-

ity of target clusters, the most frequently used adaptation was also the one judged

most similar to the target. The hypothesis that the perceived similarity correlates

with how often an adaptation is used, was confirmed. This shows that there is a

strong motivation to keep the alteration to a target minimal and to pick the closest

possible adaptation. It was shown that overall, a change in voicing was regarded

as the minimal change, followed by vowel epenthesis. However, this experiment did

not provide any conclusions about the nature of similarity, which, given the prime

role of similarity in adaptation, needed to be remedied.

6.1.3 Similarity

To this end, the next experiment was designed to study in more detail the determi-

nants of similarity; hypotheses from the literature on rankings of similarity needed

to be tested, as well as comparing cross-linguistic differences and commonalities

to evaluate to what extent perceived similarity is dependent on a listeners native

language.

Therefore the following experiment improved on the previous similarity judg-

ment task by including a wider range of comparisons, and comparing Russian and

English participants’ judgments. The results were used to evaluate a number of

hypotheses concerning the nature of similarity, the influences determining it and

the possibility of measuring it. Issues of concern were whether the perception of

similarity is universal or determined by one’s native language, and if so, which

aspect of the native language is relevant (i.e. whether this influence is of a phono-

logical nature or takes place on a phonetic level), and whether context plays a role

in determining perceived similarity.
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By definition, influence of the native language is apparent in cross-linguistic

differences. These were found frequently when analysing the results of the judg-

ments; for example, a difference between Russian and English listeners was evident

in terms of the legality of the compared sequences: while all onsets were legal for the

Russian participants, this was only partially true for the English group. This group

showed greater difficulty in distinguishing, or rather, a higher similarity rating for

those consonant combinations which are not part of English. Furthermore, while

comparisons of pairs with some alterations were perceived by both groups in the

same way, others showed clear distinctions: the Russian group rated manner and

POA changes less similar than English listeners, specifically between coronal and

other places of articulation. Voicing changes, on the other hand, and the presence

or absence of schwa or a consonant are perceived to be more similar from a Russian

point of view. Of these differences, most are attributed to phonetic differences be-

tween Russian and English: the confusion arising from different phonetic properties,

such as the dental nature of Russian coronals, causes a higher perceived similarity

when clusters containing coronals are involved.

On the other hand, commonalities between the Russian and English group were

also found abundantly. Whereas illegal clusters and unfamiliar spectral values ap-

pear to somewhat hinder English listeners’ perception of differences, overall there

is a good correlation between the two language groups. Furthermore, many of the

predicted universal rankings of perceived similarity were evident cross-linguistically:

voicing was perceived to be the least distinguishing change overall, followed by the

presence vs. absence of schwa; the presence or absence of a consonant was perceived

to make the largest difference. Within the group of segment changes, voicing was

followed by changes in place of articulation, which were perceived more readily in

fricatives than stops. Consonant deletions were perceived to be more drastic when

the second, vowel-adjacent consonant was involved rather than the word-marginal

first consonant.

Overall, the experiment showed both universal and language-specific forces at

work in governing the perception of similarity, which will be discussed below.

6.2 General discussion

There are several issues which this thesis has investigated. These range from find-

ing insights into the nature of similarity, via the role of perception (with respect

to phonology in general and loanwords specifically), to the relationship between
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language-specificity and phonology. All these contribute to the original aim of gar-

nering new conclusions about the workings of a loanword phonology - or indeed

non-phonological, or universal loanword adaptations -, and about which aspects of

loanword adaptation may be predictable.

Specific focus was placed on variability in adaptation, and its connection to fre-

quency and gradient grammaticality. Furthermore, the dispute whether loanwords

are adapted in perception or production was approached firstly through a compari-

son or perception- and production-oriented adaptation tasks, and secondly through

studying to what extent the perception of similarity, which is the main driving force

in adaptation, is influenced by the native language system.

Before moving on to these issues, however, I would like to remind the reader that

indeed none of the experiments undertaken for this thesis deal with real loanwords

that have been borrowed from one language and incorporated into another. While

some may reason that this is a disadvantage or even disqualifies any conclusions

drawn from this for real loanwords, it has, in fact, an important advantage over

real loanwords in terms of giving answers about loanword phonology: the means

by which the foreign words have entered the linguistic world of the speakers of the

borrowing language is purely speech, unadulterated by orthographic input. This

is precisely the situation that is needed when studying the phonological workings

of incorporating foreign words. It ensures that, if adaptations do not take place

during the perceptual process, then this is not only because perception was aided

by other means such as written input. This prevents us from a priori assigning

perception a smaller role than it may be due in the adaptation of loanwords. Yet

another advantage is that, as explained above, this set-up precludes the production

of loanwords from being merely an implementation of a pre-learned adaptation

strategy which may have arisen from factors other than phonology. Moreover, since

none of the speakers had any knowledge of the source language, there is no explicit

instruction from the SLA classroom that might have distorted the nature of the

adaptations. A further point to support the relevance of the adaptation experiments

is the effort which was made to ensure that the production experiment did not result

in mere parroting of the Russian forms: each participant did the sentence condition

before the word condition. They were thus set up to process the auditory input

they received in a linguistic fashion. In a similar vein, the orthographic production

necessitated the forming of a representation preceding the performance of the task

for each stimulus.
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6.2.1 Gradience, grammaticality and variation

The results of the experiments conducted provide a great many examples of gra-

dience and variation in phonology. Both the percentages of correct responses and

the type and diversity of adaptations for each cluster varied widely between the

members of the set of English-illegal clusters, despite their status being the same,

as phonotactically, but not segmentally illegal. This is in sharp contrast to most

work on loanwords, where only one native form for a given foreign form is analysed,

and it complicates any grammars designed to account for it. One possibility of

modelling this variation would be probabilistically, as for example Anttila (1997)

and Hayes & MacEachern (1998) have done within Optimality Theory: constraints

may have overlapping ranking intervals, which allows for variable ranking and thus

variable output. This idea will be taken up in the section on loanword adaptation.

The variation in successful correct replications is connected to the gradience in

how grammatical or acceptable, or indeed unacceptable, a given form is perceived

to be with respect to the borrowing language. Again, although all illegal clusters

are the same in that the segments contained, but not the combination of segments

are allowed, not all of them are considered to be as unacceptable as each other.

There is a wide range in grammaticality judgments, with a significant correlation

with how successfully a cluster was produced in experiment 1. As described above,

gradient grammaticality is connected to the lexicon in that there is a significant

correlation between the frequency of a legal or marginal cluster and its judged

grammaticality; this supports exemplar-based models of phonology such as Bybee’s

(e.g. Bybee 2001) and Pierrehumbert’s (e.g. Coleman & Pierrehumbert 1997) in

which frequencies and probabilities of structures in the set of perceptual categories

or the lexicon of a language play a decisive role in phonology, for example in the

occurrence or not of a phonological process.

However, the present thesis is not only concerned with structures of low and high

occurrence probabilities within the native lexicon, but with sequences of sounds,

and acoustic signals, of zero frequency, i.e. those that the native listener never

encounters. All the illegal clusters used in the experiments have zero frequency, but

diverging perceived grammaticality. Hence, the lexicon cannot influence the judg-

ments directly. One possible way of deriving implications from the native lexicon

for these is by an abstraction from the native exemplars and from the absence of

other structures to generalisations and statistical tendencies, which may eventually

be termed rules, or constraints. The grammaticality of foreign structures would
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then be judged by how large a part of these generalisations they conform with.

In the present thesis, the influence which the different factors tested have on the

judgments is mixed: while one generalisation (voiceless first consonant) proved to

be a good predictor of perceived goodness, other factors were only influential in

interactions, which made the combined factors so specific, for example indicating

increased grammaticality for s-clusters, that the term “generalisation over the lexi-

con” is hardly appropriate. Hence the mechanism of what determines the perceived

grammaticality of a foreign structure with respect to one’s native language needs

further investigation.

6.2.2 Similarity

In chapter 5, several models of similarity and their background were described. The

issues in dispute are: firstly, the universality vs. language-specificity of perceived

similarity; secondly, the relevance of acoustic cues and context; and thirdly, the

level of phonetics or phonology relevant in determining similarity. Furthermore,

the possibility of measuring similarity was evaluated. The summary of the results

of the cross-linguistic similarity judgment suggests that for none of these issues a

simple answer is appropriate.

The question whether the perceived similarity of two strings of sounds is language-

specific, or universal and objective (to the point where the attribute perceived would

be inappropriate due to its connotations of variation and subjectivity), can be an-

swered with a decisive “both”. On the one hand there is strong evidence that

impressions of the degree of difference between two linguistic signals are to some

extent common across speakers of different languages1, that listeners from different

linguistic backgrounds indeed have in many cases the same sense of similarity as

researchers using their intuitions of what is similar. Listeners with different na-

tive languages often use the objectively present acoustic cues to contrast in the

same way, such as finding stronger evidence for place information in consonants

adjacent to vowels, with transition cues; and where the consonants are not next to

a vowel, stronger intrinsic cues to place information in fricatives as compared to

plosives. The English and Russian groups agree that some changes are always less

drastic than others, and that a difference in voicing creates the smallest difference

of all. In short, there is plenty of evidence for cross-linguistic tendencies in the

1However, one needs to be wary of drawing stronger than warranted conclusions since, although
Russian and English exhibit a number of differences, they also belong to the same language family
and use the phonetic features compared in a similar way; for example, they both have a two-way
voice distinction and use the same major place categories.
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perception of similarities in these experiments, even in the face of phonotactic (and

phonetic) issues for one of the participating groups; it remains to be seen whether

similar cross-linguistic tendencies can also be found when languages with larger

differences between them than English and Russian are contrasted; for example, in

a comparison of listeners from a Indo-European language with listeners whose na-

tive languages are Arabic (for place similarity), Thai (for the perception of voicing

changes), Mandarin (as a tone language), or Xhosa (for the perception of similarity

with clicks).

Despite such cross-linguistic tendencies, there is also, as reported, convincing

evidence that perception of similarity is not the same cross-linguistically, and that

the degree of difference that is assigned to two forms is influenced by the native

language even in the face of strong acoustic cues available for a specific contrast.

For example, in spite of the absence and presence respectively of a vowel, English

listeners tend to assign CC pairs and the corresponding epenthesised pairs roughly

the same ratings, whereas Russians give lower similarity values to the epenthesised

pairs. English listeners also assign comparatively higher similarity to place of artic-

ulation changes in spite of the available cues which Russian speakers use. Russian

speakers rate voicing changes as comparatively similar, whereas English speakers

give these cues more importance.

Together with other predictions which are derived from the relative strength of

cues for certain segments or contexts, and which are not supported (such as the

influence of the coronality of a neighbouring sound) a mixed picture emerges: on

the one hand, the availability of cues plays a major part in how the salience of a

contrast is perceived, and indeed in a comparison of English and Russian similarity

judgments a number of rankings are the same; on the other hand, factors of native

language origin also play a role and cause cross-linguistic differences in perception

of similarity. While segment similarity derived from the distribution of the native

inventory does not extend to accounting for the similarity of sequences of sounds2

since the experiments show that the similarity of two phonemes is judged very

differently depending on context, both a lower level and a higher level are shown to

have a bearing on the judgments: the low-level phonetic details of the realisations of

sounds, and the possible phoneme combinations, in the listener’s native language.

Both the L1 phonetic detail and phonotactics influence similarity judgments in

2Note that this does not mean that the native inventory has no bearing at all on similarity
judgments; of course it would be relevant in a different setup if sound strings containing non-native
elements were compared.
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that they can hamper listeners’ recognition and use of acoustic cues, and lead to

perceiving a contrast as weaker than the strength of the cues would suggest.

This complicates the matter of measuring similarity, or even devising a ranking

of contrasts (in specific contexts) in terms of how large the difference between two

forms will be perceived, as Steriade (2001) has done in the P-map. Such rankings

may be the basis of the perceptibility of contrasts, but they must be modified and

reshaped and, in the terminology of OT, re-ranked with respect to correspond-

ing faithfulness constraints, for each language according to its own phonetics and

phonological system. To develop a complete similarity ranking for a language,

or the parts of it necessary for a specific phonological analysis, may be laborious

and time-consuming; at its basis needs to be an extensive body of cross-linguistic

comparisons, with segmental, phonotactic and phonetic variables. For example,

if languages display the same segments with phonetic differences, the relevance of

the phonetic characteristics can be tested through two variants of the same set of

stimuli, with each variant conforming to the phonetic detail of one language.

The influence of the native phonology may change the relevant rankings only

marginally, such that the analysis remains the same as when using only cue-based

rankings. However, a detailed study of what determines similarity for listeners of

a certain native language will in some cases resolve mismatches between similarity

and adaptations that a more objective or universal approach may have been unable

to explain.

Beyond the topic of loanword adaptation, a more detailed model of similarity,

which takes language-specific differences into account, will also be able to put fur-

ther similarity-related research on a firmer footing; for example, it is applicable to

claims regarding the Obligatory Contour Principle, which prohibits neighbouring

too similar to each other (e.g. Frisch et al. 2004), to claims for example of dele-

tion due to low salience, to the new approaches to language classification described

in chapter 5, and to cross-linguistic generalisations and language-specific trends in

historical phonological change.

6.2.3 Perception and phonology

For several of the approaches to what determines similarity, the opinions about sim-

ilarity are directly defined and derived from the researcher’s model of perception,

and of the relationship between perception and phonology. The term perception

in this context was introduced in chapter 1 as referring to the complete process of
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transforming, or distilling, an acoustically detailed input into a linguistic represen-

tation. Since the perceptual and phonological models bear on the view of similarity,

the results from experiments on judging similarity, and cross-linguistic comparisons

thereof, are also suitable to evaluate some aspects of these models of perception,

which were discussed in chapter 1.

To recapitulate, four kinds of models were discussed:

• perception and phonology are independent from each other, i.e. the null

model, as it were: perception is equal for listeners from all linguistic back-

grounds, and any acoustic input can be assigned its “correct” phonological

representation without difficulty (e.g. Jacobs & Gussenhoven 2000).

• phonology influences perception: a person’s native phonology affects their

perception, and in the case of foreign input, can lead listeners to perceive

and categorise it differently from listeners of the originating language. This

influence can take various shapes, such as a warping of the acoustic space to

be denser around native perceptual categories (e.g. Kuhl & Iverson 1995), or

an assimilation of the input to native articulatory categories (e.g. Best 1995).

The result of the influence is that much foreign input is allotted to these

native categories in spite of belonging to different categories in the source

language. Evidence supporting this has been gathered for segmental cross-

linguistic differences in many SLA studies.

• perception influences phonology: perception is determined by the availability

of acoustic cues to a specific contrast, in a specific context that may emphasise

or diminish the cues. This perceptibility of contrasts influences inversely how

much importance is placed on preserving a contrast when it collides with

other preferences of the language, or, in optimality-theoretic terms, how the

corresponding faithfulness constraints are ranked. Evidence for this position

comes for example from cross-linguistic preferences for strategies of solving

conflicts3, and from half-rhymes preferring differences with poor acoustic cues.

• perception is phonology: in some respects this is an extreme case of phonology

influencing perception; according to Boersma (e.g. Escudero & Boersma 2004)

one’s native phonology does not only affect the perception of foreign input,

but indeed the perceptual process itself is phonology, and can modelled like

the mapping of a representation to the output in standard phonology.

3For example, in case of a disallowed final voiced obstruent, a change of voicing, which has
the poorest cues in this position, is claimed to be universally preferred over other repairs such as
vowel epenthesis and deletion.
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How can the studies in this thesis contribute to the discussion? Firstly, the

initial production experiment has had one very interesting outcome: whether or not

a foreign word that English speakers were confronted with had to be pronounced by

them, i.e. whether they had to produce speech output or were only asked to convert

their representation of what they had heard to orthographic form - in both cases

the participants performed remarkably similarly. There were fewer adaptations, or

errors, in the latter task; nevertheless, the percentages of producing the correct

output showed a significant correlation between both tasks, suggesting that the

English participants had difficulty not only in producing, but also in perceiving the

sounds (while Russian listeners testing the stimuli had no such difficulty). On the

other hand, in spite of the correlation, correct productions were consistently higher

for illegal clusters in the orthographic representations. This already indicates that,

as with similarity, a clear-cut separation of influence vs. non-influence of perception

cannot be achieved. A further indication of perceptual differences depending on

native languages was, although not further explored for reasons explained above,

the pilot study comparing Scottish and Russian ABX categorical perception. The

strength of both results is somewhat diminished, the former by the uncertainty of

how much, if any, of the phonological production process a representation has to

pass through before an orthographic output can be created, the latter through a

small number of stimulus sets and participants, i.e. data.

More evidence for L1 phonology influencing speech perception comes from the

cross-linguistic similarity comparison, which, as described, shows that perceived

similarity is influenced both by L1 and by cue perceptibility, and that, while obvi-

ously the cues are objectively available to the listener, they are not always used in

the same way, and that the (L1-)subjective salience of a contrast is not necessar-

ily the same as what the spectrogram would indicate. The experiment shows that

perception, or the judgment of what has been perceived, is not radically different

between Russian and English, but there are clear discrepancies. As suggested in

chapter 5, these discrepancies are caused by phonotactics and phonetic detail, to

the effect that phonotactically illegal forms and phonetic detail which deviates from

the native realisations of a segment impair listeners’ perception of a contrast, and

hence lead to higher similarity ratings.

One possible interpretation of this is that English listeners do perceive the Rus-

sian stimuli “correctly”, i.e. utilising all the available cues in the same way the

Russian participants do, and evaluate the similarity differently in a later step after

creating the correct representation. What speaks against this is that on the one
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hand we know from second language acquisition that segmental perception is often

unsuccessful for foreign input, and that on the other hand this merely shifts the

problem to a different, later, undefined level: in contrast to loanword adaptation,

where a straightforward split of processes enables the viewpoint that adaptations

do not happen in perception, but in production, a similarity judgment task has no

production process: similarity is determined by what is perceived. Moreover, in a

case where phonetic detail has clearly been demonstrated to be the relevant factor,

an explanation where similarity judgments are made after a phonological represen-

tation is formed cannot succeed for a representation which contains no phonetic

information.

The alternative interpretation is that, although all humans have the same per-

ceptual apparatus, and the perception of many contrasts takes place in the same

way across languages, the perception of linguistic structures is not free of L1 in-

fluence, on a phonetic, segmental and phonotactic level, and that the claim of a

perception independent of phonology is not tenable. This does not as such pertain

to the idea that perceptual cues influence phonological constraints and their organ-

isation, but it is relevant for Steriades model of loanword adaptation, which will be

discussed in section 6.2.4.

The remaining issue concerns the nature of the influence of L1 on perception,

and whether it is a phonological-grammatical one. In general, characteristics of

one language’s speech are not necessarily grammatical simply due to their being

language-specific, if we consider for example the average pitch of English as com-

pared to Dutch or German female speakers Mennen (to appear). Additionally, we

have seen that L1 influence can apply on various levels, and it is not a given that

it functions in the same way on each of these levels. A relevant point here is the

question whether experimental results such as from similarity judgments can be use-

ful in providing evidence either way: would listeners perceive differently depending

on whether the perception process is a grammatical one or not? It would appear

that, if the corresponding grammar includes phonetic detail, as Boersma’s percep-

tion grammar does, then the phonological representation that is eventually formed,

i.e. the output of perception, is the same whether or not the perceptual process is

thought of as grammatical or not.

What is more interesting are the theoretical issues this question brings with it,

if, as noted above, perception is thought of as the conversion of an acoustically

rich input to an abstract phonological representation, i.e. in many ways the mirror
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image of production. Since at either end of both these processes is an abstract lin-

guistic representation, there is a temptation to label both processes grammatical: if

a process works with (production) or produces (perception) something grammatical,

then some aspect of the process itself must be grammatical. Is, then, a perception

grammar the mirror image of (at least part of) the corresponding production gram-

mar? If so, the production grammar would, just like the perception grammar, have

to incorporate (an excessively large number of) phonetically detailed constraints,

such as assigning a certain vowel specific formant frequencies - an aspect of produc-

tion which is normally called phonetic implementation, and would be placed outside

of phonology proper. If not, it would have to be specified in which parts perception

and production grammar overlap and in which ways they do not (and why). A fur-

ther problematic aspect of a perception grammar with respect to loanwords is that

it creates a duplication problem in adaptation, which will be discussed in section

6.2.4.

In summary, speech perception is shown to be similar, but differing across lan-

guages in detail, and hence subject to the influence of L1 on various levels. To

quote Hume & Johnson (2001a), “[T]he perceptual influence on phonology is static

because the pattern of perceptual salience in segmental context remains relatively

constant across languages, but the perceptual influence on phonology is also dy-

namic because overall [...] salience differs from language to language.” The language

specificity is caused by L1 phonetics and phonology, and the question whether this

a grammatical process remains disputed for the time being.

6.2.4 Loanword adaptation

The insights regarding the perception of similarity and perception in phonology can,

together with the results of the production (i.e. adaptation) experiment be fed into

an evaluation of the models of loanword adaptation which were described in chapter

1. Before entering this discussion, the main conclusions from the experiments, as

relevant to loanword adaptation, are summarised as follows:

• Despite all illegal clusters having the same status in English, i.e. containing

legal segments in illegal combinations, there is extensive variation with respect

to both the success rates of reproducing them and the preferred adaptations

• Sonority distance does not determine production success, and is of very limited

relevance for adaptation choice

• Voicing changes are preferred where they result in a legal cluster
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• Adaptations are partially made in perception

• Despite all clusters having the same status in English, English listeners do

not perceive them to be equally unacceptable

• Higher perceived grammaticality of a target results in higher targetlike pro-

duction

• Potential adaptations which are perceived more similar to the target are pre-

ferred

• Perceived similarity is cross-linguistically similar, but depends to some extent

on the native language

The following section will assess how well various models of loanword adaptation

are compatible with these conclusions. Firstly, there is Paradis’ loanword-specific

Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies (TCRS), which proposes a universal

strategy of epenthesis over deletion for disallowed consonant clusters, with deletion

only occurring in case of a combined phonotactic and segmental conflict, so that the

change of a segment would have to occur in addition to epenthesising a vowel. The

reason for the concentration of TCRS on epenthesis and deletion, while the third

possibility of changing one cluster to another is not discussed, lies in the data on

which it is based, namely adaptations of clusters in CV languages. In the present

scenario, however, this third option plays a large role, in some cases larger by far

than that of epenthesis. A further fact irreconcilable with TCRS is that deletion

occurs at all in this experiment: since none of the clusters contain segments outwith

the English inventory, all problematic clusters should have been repaired through

vowel epenthesis, as well as being perceived to be equally ungrammatical. Moreover,

while Paradis denies all influence of L1 perception on adaptation, the difference

between shadowing and orthographic task - indicating adaptations in perception -

provide a separate problem for TCRS. Furthermore, Paradis’ universal phonological

hierarchy as a basis for minimal change would predict cross-linguistic conformity in

judging similarity, which has shown not to be the case. Overall, Paradis’ proposed

model of loanword adaptation fails to account both for the adaptation processes

observed here and the outcome of the similarity comparison.

A model which is similar to TCRS in that it claims that all loanword adaptation

takes place in production rather than perception is Steriade’s, seeing the locus of

adaptation in productive phonology and not in perception, while on the other hand

there is a strong perceptual element incorporated into production: the perceptibility

of contrasts results in rankings of constraints (the P-map), which then militate to

keep the change from the original form minimal, i.e. minimally perceptive; for
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example, a voicing change is the minimally perceptive in word-final position and is

used to remedy cases of ill-formed final voiced obstruents, so that /b/ is changed

to /p/ rather than being deleted or followed by a vowel to form /p�/. This means

that similarity plays a key role in adaptation. This aspect of the model works well

with the present results to some extent.

A result speaking in favour of it is that, within the segment changes, a voicing

change was the largest group, as opposed to place of articulation or manner changes,

which are less similar according to Steriade. Specifically, for those target clusters in

the production experiment where devoicing resulted in a well-formed cluster, such as

/vl/ to /fl/, this strategy was indeed used very frequently by the English speakers

(especially in the shadowing task). However, two problems arise with regard to

Steriade’s model. Firstly, if there is clear cue-based ordering of similarity resulting

in a clear ranking of faithfulness constraints such that for example a constraint

against a voicing change is lowest, then no variability in the outcome is expected.

The productions are in fact rather varied, however: for example, for /vr, vl, sv/

not only vowel epenthesis, but also deletion are observed to a considerable extent.

While in theory this problem could be solved through overlapping or unranked

constraints, in Steriade’s case this solution is not applicable, since the ranking has

been pre-determined through perceptual considerations.

Secondly, an influence of perception on the adaptations in the experiment is also

exhibited by the similarity between the shadowing and orthographic tasks; this goes

counter to the claim that all adaptation occurs in production. Steriade (2005) raises

important questions as to a possible perception/production split, i.e. part of the

adaptations taking place in perception and part in production, namely: how would

the task of adaptation be split between the two processes, and why should it be split

in this fashion? These questions are as yet unanswered, and Steriade’s loanword

analyses strive to find explanatory solutions to loanword problems within optimality

theoretic production phonology including the perceptually guided P-map.

What is problematic about the P-map influence in adaptation is the fact that,

while Steriade explicitly denies that her approach to perceptibility is supposed to

be universal, her hypotheses are formulated in an implicitly universal way, and

lack counterexamples or explanations of admissible language-specificity. It remains

therefore unclear how demonstrated influence of L1 on similarity judgments and on

perception in general, as also shown by a wide variety of second language acquisition

studies, could fit into Steriade’s model. However, even if it is possible to provide a

satisfactory analysis of loanword adaptations in this manner, it is not self-evident
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that it should be appropriate to ignore that adapters do misperceive input, and

hence that adaptations do happen in perception.

The evident split of adaptation into perception and production conforms to posi-

tions taken by Silverman (the split into the Perceptual and the Operational Level),

as well as proposals by Kenstowicz and Yip suggesting adaptations taking place

in both processes. However, Silverman’s Perceptual Level only repairs segmental

problems, leaving phonotactic issues to the Operational Level, while for the - phono-

tactically problematic - clusters in this thesis adaptations were made in perception,

too. In Yip’s and Kenstowicz’ work, the descriptions of the perceptual adaptations

are as yet too general to evaluate with any precision; for example, “the adapter is

not a passive recipient but exercises active control [...] as well as possibly calling

on implicit knowledge of phonetic similarity” (Kenstowicz & Suchato 2006).

A different approach, which places all emphasis on perception instead of produc-

tion, is Boersma’s. As described in chapter 1, in this view the adaptation process

is still considered to be a grammatical one, but at a different stage: perception

is regarded as the process by which a rich acoustic form incompatible with L1 is

mapped onto a representation which is well-formed in L1, which means the adapta-

tion process is complete by the time the representation is formed. This would mean

that, unless the perception grammar is not applied fully for an independent reason,

no ill-formed representations should last beyond perception, which has, however,

been the case in the adaptation experiment; in fact, for many instances, the ill-

formed structures survived even beyond production. Moreover, there should not

be a difference between the shadowing and the orthographic task, which also was

the case: the rate of targetlike responses was higher in the orthographic task, and

in some cases the preferred adaptation changed (e.g. /vl/ > /fl/ in shadowing,

/vl/ > /v�l/ in orthography). If, on the other hand, the perception grammar does

indeed not filter all ill-formed structures (perhaps modelled through a probabilistic

constraint ranking in optimality theory, as in Boersma & Hayes 2001), then once

again Steriade’s questions apply, i.e. why and how adaptations would be split be-

tween perception and production. The problem is aggravated for this model because

both the perception and the production processes are labelled as grammatical, and

stem from the same L1. It is therefore not clear why and how aspects of the same

grammar would apply at different stages, whether perceptual adaptations would be

duplicated in production, and whether a grammar that models the variation of for-

eign word adaptation would also fit the native production data. On the other hand,

one aspect of Boersma’s theory is supported by the similarity results, namely the
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influence of a listener’s native language on how similar to sequences are perceived

to be, as shown by the frequent L1 effects in the comparison between Russian and

English judgments.

Peperkamp et al. (2004) agrees with Boersma in that perception is the decisive

stage in adaptation. Nevertheless, she is at odds with perceptual grammar as

well as with P-map production phonology and TCRS: according to Peperkamp’s

claims, the term loanword phonology as a whole is inappropriate, since phonology

or grammar are not involved in the process. Rather, all adaptations are viewed

as phonetic approximations to the nearest existing forms of the native language

(thus L1 being the cause, but not the means of adaptation). This accounts, for

example, for why the same stops with and without a burst in the source language,

respectively, are adapted with or without an epenthesised vowel (Peperkamp 2003).

The arguments against perception-only adaptation listed above apply here, too; in

fact, they apply even more strongly because Peperkamp’s model claims explicitly

that the adaptation process is complete before production, and there is no obvious

potential solution, such as a partial ranking of constraints for Boersma’s perception

phonology. Moreover, what speaks against Boersma as well as against Peperkamp

(more severely against Peperkamp) is that for many targets, instead of a single

obvious perceptual adaptation, there are two or three frequent adaptations; this

could be solved more easily in a perception grammar where not all constraints are

ranked with respect to each other, or overlap, whereas in Peperkamp’s case a clear

phonetic motivation must be found for each adaptation. This fails for example in

the cluster adaptations described in chapter 3, where Peperkamp’s model predicts

high rates of epenthesis for first consonants with a burst, where a motivation such

as a plosive burst causing epenthesis was only found for a subset of the clusters

with high epenthesis rates. For example, the release of /pt/ being reinterpreted

as a sign of a vowel is possible explanation for the very frequent vowel epenthesis

in production. However, epenthesis is equally frequent in /vb/, where a similar

motivation is not obvious. What speaks further against Peperkamp’s model is the

influence of gradient grammaticality on production. If the forming of an adaptation

consists of nothing but the perceptual system choosing the phonetically closest

native form, then neither should the concept of grammaticality influence production,

nor should English speakers judge the grammaticality of the ill-formed clusters

differently to begin with.

This is not to say that phonetics does not play an important part in loanword

adaptation; in fact, since perceived similarity is the most decisive factor in the
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choice of adaptation, the importance of phonetic detail in adaptation is corrobo-

rated by its relevance in determining perceived similarity. It is relevant in two ways:

one, through differences between languages in the realisation of sounds, which may

impede perception by foreign listeners, even if they have the relevant phonemes in

their inventory; two, through the perceptual availability of acoustic cues to con-

trasts, which has been (in the spirit of the P-map) shown to play a major role

cross-linguistically in determining how similar two structures are. Further support

for the importance of phonetics comes from the failure of phonological factors such

as sonority distance to account for the variation in loanword production. On the

other hand, the involvement of phonological factors in adaptation can also be clearly

seen: the success of reproducing illegal clusters changes with grammaticality (in the

perception of which some phonological generalisations are evident), adaptations of-

ten do increase sonority distance, and the phonotactic illegality makes a cluster

more prone to misperception and thus to adaptation. Therefore, the results of this

thesis support a phonological model of loanword adaptation which makes reference

to phonetic facts and their consequences for perception and similarity.

Models of loanword adaptation all agree that, for all loanword adaptation, the

goal (or at least the outcome) is to incorporate the foreign word into the set of struc-

tures which are well-formed in L1 in such a way that the alteration to the original

form is minimal. They also have in common that their approaches to determining

minimality, and the precise site of adaptation, are of an all-or-nothing kind. This is

more straightforward in theoretical terms, but hampers the understanding of what

appear to be more complicated subdivisions and load-sharing involving phonetic

and phonological, cross-linguistic and L1-specific, perceptual and production ele-

ments. None of the models in question is without its merits; on the other hand,

none of the models is without its failings.

A complete model of loanword adaptation, or loanword phonology, must be one

that can incorporate the fact that a split can occur into perception and production

adaptations, where the kinds of adaptations (e.g. vowel epenthesis, or place of

articulation change) may be the same in both stages. It must further allow a

cooperation of language-specific and cross-linguistic preferences to determine the

minimal modification for a target/L1 combination, and variability between two or

more possible adaptations. That is, while such a model may not be able to predict

the precise optimal modification for each case, it will be able to provide a ranking

of possible modifications, and a prediction on the relative frequency of each.
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An outline of such a model must contain two parts: the perceptual part and the

production part, with a phonological representation resulting from the perception

process and serving as the input to the production process.

The perceptual part must allow for variability, both in how frequently percep-

tion is “successful”, i.e. in identifying the ill-formed sequence, and in the number

and frequency of potential alterations. This can be achieved through a perceptual

module in which the phonetic analysis of the acoustic input does indeed activate

the targetlike representation: for example, frication spread over a wide range, but

centring around 4000Hz, followed by silence and a burst of noise followed by rising

vowel formants will activate the representation /fp/. However, since this is not of

possible onset sequences, other, legal, representations will also be activated, which

the acoustic form is compatible with - less so, but within a certain space of proba-

bility. So, in this case other possible representations are a legal fricative-stop onset,

/sp/, an epenthesised version /f�p/ retaining both consonants, but placing them in

different syllables, or a singleton /p/, ignoring the relatively weak frication at the

beginning. This means, an ill-formed input creates a degree of uncertainty which

results in a set of possible representations rather than a single unambiguous one.

These representations must be “close enough” to make a connection to auditory

input plausible. This is a stage in the process where the concept of similarity comes

in, deciding which representations’ realisation is similar enough to the phonetic in-

put. The ill-formed and the alternative representations are in competition, and the

former can override the uncertainty for example through high salience. For example,

compare the targets /zv/ and /vz/: for /vz/, /v/ is in the weak pre-consonantal

position and shows comparatively weaker frication than sibilant /z/. Therefore, the

alternative interpretation of singleton /z/ is strongly activated, and /vz/ is virtually

never perceived. In the reverse case, /v/ is in pre-vocalic position, and sibilant /z/

is salient even pre-consonantally. Hence, it overrides the problems of ill-formedness

and is perceived correctly in over 50% of tokens. The winning competitor among

the possible representations is clearly not unambiguous; individual activations may

vary in strength, which leads to variable outcomes. However, in general it appears

that certain rankings are possible: for example, the experiment results suggest

that voicing differences are of lesser weight, and hence representations with voicing

changes are frequently the largest group.

As a result of perception, the input to the speech production phonology may or

may not be well-formed in the native language. If it is ill-formed, the phonology

must be such that some adaptations are made, but in other cases the ill-formed
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sequence is actually produced, since there are more adaptations in the shadowing

than the production task, but clusters are produced targetlike in up to 50% of tokens

for a given cluster. A phonology which can achieve this is very similar to Steriade’s

P-map, which ranks faithfulness constraints in terms of similarity such that the

change with the highest similarity is lowest among the constraints. However, two

modifications are necessary. Firstly, the P-map, i.e. similarity, must be conceived

of as influenced by the native language, such that certain rankings are the same

cross-linguistically (e.g. the constraint against deleting a pre-consonantal consonant

being lower than against deleting a pre-vocalic consonant) while others differ (e.g.

a constraint against voicing changes being lower ranked in Russian compared to

English). Secondly, the notion of variability must be incorporated in two ways.

One, there must be a rise of faithfulness with respect to markedness constraints

to an extent that constraints overlap, resulting in a mixed output of ill-formed

sequences and adaptations. Two, overlapping constraints must be allowed within

the P-map to allow for variation within the adaptations. For example, constraints

against devoicing and insertion of a vowel may overlap such that a perceived input

/zv/ may be adapted as either /sf/ or /z�v/.

The largest blank space in this outline is similarity, both in the perception and

production parts of the process. For this reason, part of the spadework for such

a model must be further studies of perceived similarity, and its determinants on

phonetic, segmental and suprasegmental levels.



Appendix A

Possible clusters in English and Russian

The following table gives the possible two-consonant onset clusters in English and

Russian. Note that the table only lists the clusters which are relevant to the present

thesis; for this reason, the set is constrained to clusters formed from segments which

are in both languages’ inventories, and do not contain semivowels. Clusters arising

from prepositions and nouns, i.e. onsets of prosodic rather than lexical Russian

words (cf. chapter 2), are marked in the same way as lexical onset clusters.

The clusters are given as combinations of first (C1) and second elements (C2),

such that each column shows the combinations of a given first element with all

possible second elements; i.e. the crossing of column s and row p signifies the

cluster /sp/.

The notation for the clusters is as follows:

+: wellformed in both languages

(+): wellformed in Russian, but marginal in English

R: only wellformed in Russian

(R): occur in Russian as palatalised or at the beginning of larger clusters (Zal-

izniak 1977)

The diagonal pattern within the obstruent-obstruent section (broken by /v/-

second clusters) illustrates the principle of voicing assimilation in Russian described

in chapter 2. The combinations of /t/ with /s, S/, which are marked in the table,

are affricates.
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H
H

H
H

H
H

HH
C2

C1
p b t d k g f v s z S Z m n l r

p (R) R R + (+)

b R R R R (R)

t R R R + (+) R

d R R R R R R

k R R R + R R

g R R R R R R R

f R R (+) (R)

v R R R R R R R R R R

s R R R R R (R)

z R R R R R (R)S R R R R R RZ R R R R R (R) R

m (R) R (R) (R) R + (R) (+) R

n R R R R R + R (+) (R) R

l + + R R + + + R + R (+) R

r + + + + + + + R R R + R R R



Appendix B

List of stimuli for production experiment

dv2"djel dvE"lot dvi"rja dv2"njets dvu"ritfp2"jav� fpE"voj fpi"ljir fp2"lag� fpu"rotfr2"nut frE"tSok fri"Sije fr2"boj fru"dostpn2"vjest pnE"bitS pni"dat pn2"rjist pnu"loSps2"rjest psE"djin� psi"tok ps2"vod psu"lutpt2"rjin� ptE"jatk� pti"nomk� pt2"lat ptu"zjitsf2"jot sfE"mu sfi"bjil sf2"ritje sfu"daSm2"doj SmE"kanj� Smi"lotk� Sm2"vjek Smu"njiskjiSp2"vot� SpE"gor� Spi"rjen:� Sp2k"no Spu"njirSv2"sol SvE"tro Svi"tSink� sv2n"jota Svur"bjinasp2v"no spEn"kaj� spi"mjir sp2"tSal spu"tjorsr2"votk� srE"skol sri"njije sr2"jut sru"mjotsv2"dom svE"rjit svi"loj sv2"glut svu"Saltv2"nut tvE"naj� tvi"goj tv2n"daS tvu"rjotvb2n2"ja vbE"kjist vbi"nar vb2l"to vbu"tSistvl2"skaj� vlE"djil vli"gost vl2"sjib� vlu"bjistvr2"djenka vrE"bjiskji vri"notS vr2"Sat vru"josvz2"na vzE"jut vzi"doj (vz2"daj�) vzu"gofzb2"nor zbE"roS zbi"nat zb2"tSjev� zbu"mjaZb2"tra ZbE"dom Zbi"dat Zb2"mjil Zbu"sjev�zr2"tav� zrE"nask� zri"pal zr2"kjiva zru"bizv2"njetsk� zvE"voje zvi"taj� zv2"rul zvu"Sat
196



Appendix C

Production experiment - further results

The following tables show the remaining results for the production experiment which

were not recorded in the results graphs in chapter 3. These are the outcomes

with the smallest overall shares in the productions. They are also not regarded as

improvements with regard to English. The categories are:

• segment changes resulting in a cluster illegal in English, with the same sonority

distance as the target cluster, for example /Zb/ for /zb/

• segment changes resulting in a cluster illegal in English, with a lower sonority

distance than the target cluster, for example /zr/ for /sr/

• further tokens which are unclassifiable, unanalysable or have added conso-

nants, for example /tsf/ for /sf/

The tables give the percentages for each category as well as the sum of these

non-improving outcomes. The values are given individually for each target cluster,

as well as summaries by target legality and overall. There are three tables, one for

every task of the production experiment.
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Shadowing task - Sentence condition

Cluster Same sonority distance Lower sonority distance Other Sum

fr 0 4 2 6

sp 0 0 6 6

legal 0 2 4 6Sm 0 2 0 2

sf 0 0 11 11Sp 0 0 2 2

marginal 0 1 4 5

pn 0 0 4 4

sr 0 17 7 24

zr 2 10 10 22

vr 2 0 0 2

vl 0 0 4 4

tv 5 43 0 48

dv 6 12 5 23

ps 6 0 7 13Sv 2 29 9 40

sv 0 12 18 30

zv 0 5 13 18

vz 0 0 2 2

pt 0 0 2 2

fp 0 0 4 4

vb 0 0 2 2

zb 4 0 11 15Zb 0 0 5 5

illegal 2 7 5 14

overall 2 6 4 12
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Shadowing task - Word condition

Cluster Same sonority distance Lower sonority distance Other Sum

fr 0 4 0 4

sp 0 0 5 5

legal 0 2 3 5Sm 0 0 0 0

sf 4 0 20 24Sp 0 0 7 7

marginal 1 0 9 10

pn 0 0 2 2

sr 0 5 9 14

zr 0 2 9 11

vr 0 0 0 0

vl 0 0 0 0

tv 0 47 0 47

dv 13 4 5 22

ps 4 0 9 13Sv 2 34 5 41

sv 5 5 17 27

zv 4 16 18 38

vz 3 0 2 5

pt 0 0 2 2

fp 0 0 0 0

vb 0 0 0 0

zb 2 0 4 6Zb 0 0 0 0

illegal 2 7 4 13

overall 2 5 4 11
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Orthography task

Cluster Same sonority distance Lower sonority distance Other Sum

fr 0 9 0 9

sp 0 2 0 2

legal 0 5 0 5Sm 0 1 0 1

sf 0 0 11 11Sp 0 0 0 0

marginal 0 1 3 4

pn 4 0 0 4

sr 0 6 9 15

zr 0 2 0 2

vr 0 0 0 0

vl 0 0 0 0

tv 0 50 0 50

dv 0 0 0 0

ps 0 2 1 3Sv 10 6 0 16

sv 0 15 7 22

zv 0 0 2 2

vz 2 9 0 11

pt 0 0 4 4

fp 0 3 0 3

vb 2 1 0 3

zb 0 0 3 3Zb 5 0 0 5

illegal 1 6 1 8

overall 1 5 1 7



Appendix D

List of onsets for English listeners’ grammaticality

judgments

CC C�C Cbd mr sv d�v bbl nr tf f�p dbn pn ts f�r fbz ps tv p�n ldl pt vb p�s mdv sf vd p�t ndz Sf vg S�m pfk Sk vl S�p rfl Sl vm S�v sfn Sm vn s�f Sfp Sn vr s�p tfr Sp vz s�r vfs Sr zb s�v zft St zd t�v Zgd Sv zg v�bgl sk Zb v�lgn sl Zd v�rgv sm Zm v�zkn sn Zv Z�bkt sp zl z�bkv sr zr z�rmn st zv z�v
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Appendix E

List of comparisons for English listeners’ similarity

judgments

C1C2-C2 C1C2-C1 C1C2-C1�C2 C1C2-C3C4dv-v dv-d dv-d�v pt-ft Zv-Svfp-p fp-f fp-f�p pt-ps zr-srfr-r fr-f fr-f�r vl-sl zv-svpn-n pn-p pn-p�n vr-sr Sv-Sfps-s ps-p ps-p�s Zb-sp sv-sfpt-t pt-t pt-p�t fp-sp tv-tfsf-f sf-s sf-s�f ps-ts dv-tfSm-m Sm-S Sm-S�m Sm-sm ps-bzSp-p Sp-S Sp-S�p Sp-sp pt-bdSv-v Sv-S Sv-S�v Sv-sv vb-fpsp-p sp-s sp-s�p sr-fr vz-fssr-r sr-s sr-s�r sr-Sr zb-spsv-v sv-s sv-s�v vb-zb Zb-Sptv-v tv-t tv-t�v vl-zl zv-sfvb-b vb-v vb-v�b vr-zrvl-l vl-v vl-v�l Zb-zbvr-r vr-v vr-v�r dv-dzvz-z vz-v vz-v�z dv-tvzb-b zb-z zb-z�b pn-bnZb-b Zb-Z Zb-Z�b vl-flzr-r zr-z zr-z�r vr-frzv-v zv-z zv-z�v Zm-Sm
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List of comparisons for cross-lingustic similarity judg-

ments

C1C2-C
1 C1C2-C1�C2bl-l(LL) rt-r(IL) zn-z(IL) bl-b�l(LL)br-r(LL) sf-s(M) zr-r(IL) br-b�r(LL)dr-r(LL) sl-s(LL) zr-z(IL) dr-d�r(LL)fl-l(LL) sm-s(LL) zv-v(IL) dv-d�v(IL)fr-r(LL) sn-s(LL) zv-z(IL) fl-f�l(LL)gr-r(LL) sp-p(LL) fr-f�r(LL)kf-k(IL) sp-s(LL) gr-g�r(LL)km-k(IL) sr-r(IL) kr-k�r(LL)kp-k(IL) sv-s(IL) kt-k�t(IL)kr-r(LL) tr-r(LL) ml-m�l(IL)ml-l(IL) vb-v(IL) pr-p�r(LL)ml-m(IL) vd-v(IL) rd-r�d(IL)mn-m(IL) vl-l(IL) rt-r�t(IL)mn-n(IL) vl-v(IL) sf-s�f(M)mr-r(IL) vm-v(IL) sr-s�r(IL)nr-r(IL) vn-v(IL) sv-s�v(IL)pl-l(LL) vr-r(IL) tr-t�r(LL)pn-n(IL) vz-v(IL) tv-t�v(IL)pr-r(LL) vz-z(IL) vl-v�l(IL)ps-p(IL) zd-z(IL) vr-v�r(IL)ps-s(IL) zl-z(IL) zr-z�r(IL)rd-r(IL) zm-z(IL) zv-z�v(IL)
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C1C2-C3C4 C1�C2-C3�C4bl-dl(IL) fr-sr(IL) sf-sv(M) b�l-m�l(LL)bl-ml(IL) fr-vr(IL) Sk-sk(IL) d�v-t�v(LL)bl-pl(LL) ft-St(M) Sl-sl(M) f�l-v�l(LL)br-dr(LL) ft-st(IL) Sp-sp(M) f�r-v�r(LL)br-mr(IL) gr-kr(LL) Sr-sr(IL) k�p-k�t(LL)br-pr(LL) gv-gz(II) St-st(M) s�v-z�v(LL)dr-nr(IL) kf-ks(II) sl-sn(LL)dr-tr(LL) kf-kS(II) sm-sv(IL)dv-dz(II) km-kn(II) sr-zr(II)dv-gv(II) kp-kt(II) sv-zv(II)dv-tv(II) ks-kS(II) vb-vm(II)dz-gz(II) ml-mn(II) vd-vg(II)fk-Sk(II) ml-vl(II) vd-zd(II)fk-sk(IL) mr-vr(II) vg-zg(II)fl-Sl(M) nr-zr(II) vl-zl(II)fl-sl(LL) pl-tl(IL) vn-vz(II)fl-vl(IL) pr-tr(LL) vr-zr(II)fp-sp(IL) ps-pS(II) zd-zg(II)fr-Sr(LL) rd-rt(II) zd-zn(II)

1All pairs are marked for legality in English. LL stands for both initial sequences being legal
in English, LL for both being illegal, and IL for a mixed pair. A pair marked with M contains one
marginal English cluster.



Appendix G

Synthesiser specifications for [fpo] and [spo] in the

categorical perception experiment

The following tables show the parameters changed for the end points of the [fpo]-

[spo] continuum. The header row describes the segments or segment portions, as

they correspond to the timeline (second row). The following columns describe

the values of the manipulated parameters at any give time. The parameters are

amplitude voicing (av), amplitude frication (af), open quotient (oq), fundamental

frequency (f0), formants (f1-f6), amplitude of formants (a2f-a6f), and bypass path

amplitude (ab). d stands for the default value of the synthesiser. The first table

gives the values for [spo] (i.e. one end point of the continuum), the second one the

values for [fpo] (the other end point).
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par fricative closure burst vowel

time 0 10 100 115 120 125 225 230 235 240 245 250 255 270 290 330 360 430 495 496 500

av 0 0 60 62 55 0 0

af 0 22 40 22 0 0 70 60 60 50 0 0

oq 50 50 60 60

f0 900 900 800 900

f1 d d 200 300 350 350

f2 d d 720 800 850 850

f3 2000 2000 2100 2300 2600 2600

f4 3800 3800 d d

f5 5800 5800 4500 4500 d d

f6 7500 7500 d d

a2f 5 5 0 0

a3f 60 60 0 0

a4f 65 65 0 0

a5f 80 80 6 6 0 0

a6f 80 80 0 0

ab 5 5 50 50 0 0
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par fricative closure burst vowel

time 0 10 100 115 120 125 225 230 235 240 245 250 255 270 290 330 360 430 495 496 500

av 0 0 60 62 55 0 0

af 0 22 40 22 0 0 70 60 60 50 0 0

oq 50 50 60 60

f0 900 900 800 900

f1 d d 200 300 350 350

f2 d d 720 800 850 850

f3 2500 2500 2100 2300 2600 2600

f4 4000 4000 d d

f5 6000 6000 4500 4500 d d

f6 7500 7500 d d

a2f 65 65 0 0

a3f 65 65 0 0

a4f 60 60 0 0

a5f 50 50 6 6 0 0

a6f 60 60 0 0

ab 5 5 50 50 0 0
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